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Abstract

In this thesis, I show that modular flows of generic excited states in a quantum field
theory can be studied by restricting attention to a special class of states whose asso-

ciated modular flow can be characterised easily; this follows from a certain theorem

involving the invertible group of operators in a general von Neumann algebra, namely

that such operators are a dense subset of the algebra in the strong operator topology.

I also develop tools to compute these flows using a novel perturbation expansion :
the structure of the terms appearing in the expansion is made manifest to all orders

in the expansion. Finally, I write down an effective action for a general charged fluid

which has an anomalously broken symmetry; the novelty here is that this effective

action is local (previous treatments gave a non-local effective action for such a fluid).

This construction also gives a simple explanation for various puzzling coincidences

which have been reported in the literature before.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

1.1.1 Modular flows

The discipline of quantum information theory is generally concerned with defining

and studying quantities which help us to quantify the information content and the

related notion of uncertainty or ignorance of a given physical system in some given

quantum state. Information theory subsumes and generalises many notions familiar

from thermodynamics, insofar that the quantities studied here can be defined for any

state while thermodynamics deals specifically with thermal states.

We now discuss briefly the motivation for caring about quantum information the-

ory by giving two examples : one from general relativity and the other from the

theory of quantum phase transitions.

Let us say we have a piece of ordinary matter (at some non-zero temperature

and carrying non-zero thermodynamic entropy) that falls into the horizon of a black

hole. We know there is no causal way (classically at least) for things inside a black

hole to communicate with things outside. Thus, superficially, when chunks of matter

fall behind an event horizon, it seems their entropy is lost as seen by a Minkowski

observer at infinity. This is a gross violation of the second law of thermodynamics

and points at a puzzle regarding the behavior of thermal systems in the presence of

13
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Figure 1-1: The setup used in the definition of the entanglement entropy. The spatial

region for this example is taken to be a disk A in the x - y plane, shaded here

in red, and Ac denotes its complement. The Hilbert space is supposed to factorise

H = WA0 W.41. The partial trace operation trAC removes all information /knowledge

about AC.

an event horizon.

In general relativity, it was observed early on in [1, 2], that the area of the event

horizon has a striking behavior : in any classical gravitational process, the area was

always non-decreasing. However, when quantum mechanics is taken into account,

black holes radiate, which means their horizon area can decrease [3].

One way to save the situation is to consider a generalisation of the second law of

thermodynamcis in the presence of event horizons. First, let us consider a definition.

Given a global state IT) and a spatial region A. Suppose further the Hilbert space

has the form H = HA 0 HAc. Then, the entanglement entropy (EE) of the state I'Q)
reduced to region A is given by the von Neumann entropy of the reduced state

p = trAcrP)(', (1.1)

S(A) := S(p) = -tr(plogp). (1.2)

Note that when the density matrix p is an injective positive definite operator with unit

trace, -logp is a positive operator. Therefore, S(p) is a positive number in this case.

(In practice, S(p) is computed by diagonalising p and computing S(p) = - E AilogAi

where the sum is over the eigenvalues. In general, p may have some zero eigenvalues.

In such cases OlogO := 0 by convention. This ensures S(p) is always positive.)

14



Intuitively, the basic point of this definition is that the partial trace operation

amounts to "throwing out" information about the complement region Ac.

The reason this is the case is as follows. Suppose we have a state IP) in a Hilbert

space N = NA 0 NAc. Suppose further an observer 0 only has access to vectors in

NA and operators acting on it. This is analogous to our case where we do not know

anything about the complement Ac.

Suppose now, 0 wants to conduct an experiment with the state IT). This means

she wants to compute correlation functions of operators acting on NA in this state.

What density matrix should she use to predict the results of her measurements?

The only criterion to select an appropriate density matrix is to demand that

operators acting on just NA have the same expectation values with the density matrix

0 chooses compared to their expectation values in I T) i.e.,

(T I(T 0 1w~ Al R) = trWA( pT -.

Note that an operator T acting on NA can be identified with the operator To l 71HA'

acting on N so that the LHS makes sense. Also on the RHS, both p and T are

operators on NA.

Then, it can be shown that the partial trace over NAC is the only unique linear

map on operators that preserves expectation values in this way (see [41).

The reduced state p and its entropy therefore quantify our ignorance about what

happens in the complement. If S(A) is a large number, that means we have lost a

lot of information when we threw out the complement. If it is close to zero, that

means Ac does not contain much information about IT) and therefore, we can afford

to ignore the complement.

Now lets see how to salvage the second law in the presence of event horizons. Lets

say stuff inside the horizon contributes an entropy proportional to the area. Then,

lets assume the global Hilbert space factorises in the above sense at the horizon. And

consider p to be the (in general mixed) quantum state of just the matter fields outside

the horizon. (If p is thermal with respect to the ordinary Hamiltonian of the matter

15



fields, S(p) is simply the ordinary thermodynamic entropy of the matter fields).

Now consider the quantity

A
SG= + S(p)-4Gh

If the black hole evaporates so that the first term decreases, the increased entropy

of the matter fields (captured by the second term) more than compensates for the

decrease in the area so that the total is non-decreasing.

If matter falls inside a black hole, the second term decreases, but the area of the

horizon increase which more than compensates for the decrease of the matter entropy

so that the sum is again non-decreasing.

Thus, it is plausible, that this quantity is the one that is non-decreasing in any

physical process. This has been proved in various contexts recently, see [5] and refer-

ences cited therein.

Note how the entanglement entropy, S(p) is an important component of this gen-

eralised entropy.

With the advent of AdS/CFT, a duality between gravitational physics and non-

gravitational flat space physics in one smaller spacetime dimension, and motivated

by the Bekenstein-Hawking relation, Ryu and Takayanagi in [61 taught us how to

compute holographically the entanglement entropy of a field theory state that is dual

to smooth geometries. This resulted in further insight into information theoretic

connections between geometry and entropy.

Having briefly seen the importance of quantum information theory for gravity and

geometry, let us look at the second somewhat orthogonal example that was promised:

classifying phases in the absence of a local order parameter in the theory of quantum

phase transitions.

Phase transitions are usually characterised by different types of "order". In some

specific instances, while microscopic quantum correlations of the degrees of freedom

are different in the two phases, there is no local order parameter that distinguishes

the two phases. An example would be a system that is topologically ordered. A

16



quantity that actually characterises the topological order was studied in 171 : this was

simply the entanglement entropy of the ground state reduced to a disk-like region.

The occurence of entropy in such widely different scenarios already tells us that

studying the information theoretic properties of individual states in a quantum field

theory is bound to teach us valuable physics.

However, to define a reduced density matrix and the EE, one needs to make an

important assumption about the Hilbert space. This is related simply to the fact that

the partial trace operation in the definition of the EE only makes sense if the Hilbert

space has the form 71 = WA 0 (Ac. However, it is known that the Hilbert space does

not factorise like this in a quantum field theory.

This means that the entanglement entropy in general is not a well defined concept

in a quantum field theory. Therefore, to make progress with the program of studying

information theoretic properties of states in a quantum field theory, we need to look

at some additional structure that provides a better characterisation of the locality

inherent in quantum field theory.

This structure is provided by the "local operator algebras". Given any (non-

conformal) quantum field theory, the fundamental objects are the operators whose

correlation functions can be used to compute scattering cross sections and particle

lifetimes.

These operators form a "*-algebra" : they are closed under multiplication, ad-

dition, hermitian conjugation and scalar multiplication. They are also local : one

can unambiguosly associate operators to spacetime points and regions. Operators

associated to causally disconnected regions commute. Finally, we would find it easier

to deal with bounded functions of these operators. (There are some other technical

properties which we require of this algebra, but we leave this detail to later sections.)

Thus, instead of localising states by assuming a factorisation of the Hilbert space,

we would consider the corresponding local operators.

Ultimately, we are interested in obtaining information theoretic quantities that

can be defined without a partial trace operation. The primary example is the relative

entropy.

17



If the Hilbert space factorised, one would have the following definition. Given two

states IT) and IQ), the relative entropy between them is

p = trAc IF) (1.3)

- = trAcjQ)(Ql (1.4)

S(pjI a) = tr(plogp - plogo). (1.5)

To define it more generally, lets consider a *-algebra A. Lets say IQ), IT) are two

vectors in the Hilbert space. Then, one can define the antilinear operator S which

acts as (see [8])

SaIT) = a*IQ) a E A (1.6)

AT = Sts. (1.7)

Then, the relative entropy of the two states is defined as

S(TIIQ) = -(TIlogAQ ,"P ). (1.8)

A number of salient points about this expression should be noted : we did not

need to introduce density matrices for this definition; thus, even if the Hilbert space

does not factorise, this makes sense. Next, when the Hilbert space does factorise,

this expression can be checked to reduce to the earlier one. Thus, this is the correct

definition of the relative entropy between two states in any Hilbert space.

Finally, given an operator algebra as defined above and a state on the algebra, one

can define a one parameter group of unitaries preserving the algebra and the state

this is called the modular flow of the state.

The definition proceeds like this. Given IQ) E 'N, we define an operator s that

18



acts as (see 18])

saIQ) = a*IQ) a E A (1.9)

AQ = sts. (1.10)

Then, defining the unitary operator U(t) = A", it has the following properties

U(t)|Q) = IQ) (I. 11)

U(t)AU(t)* C A. (1.12)

This so-called modular flow has been very important for several recent applications

in physics. For example, it has been shown to be an important ingredient in the

explanation of how geometry/gravity emerges from flat space physics in one less

dimension : the so called holographic bulk emergence j9]. Additionally, modular

flows of local operators also appear in recent proofs of the Quantum Null Energy

Condition, which is a quantum generalisation of the Null energy condition, familiar

from general relativity [10].

1.1.2 Parity breaking hydrodynamics

Finally, one other problem dealt with in this thesis is the question of writing down

an effective action for hydrodynamics with parity violations and including the effects

of anomalies. An anomalous symmetry in a system (say, a fluid) is any classical

symmetry that is broken by quantum effects. This means in particular that anomaly

effects result in charge generation in the presence of external sources (i.e., electic and

magnetic fields).

One knows what the classical equations of hydrodynamics are and to solve them

either analytically or numerically depending on the case at hand. These are the usual

Euler equations at the ideal level or the Navier-Stokes equations at the dissipative

level. One can easily modify these equations to take anomalies into account (see

[111). But this framework is not very useful to deal with thermal and quantum noise

19



(fluctuations) that are inexorably present in any physical system (more so, in a high

density fluid). These fluctuations result in a departure of the measured values of

transport and thermal coefficients from the noise free case. And computing these

noise effects is impossible to do when one has only the equations of motion.

To compute these effects, one needs an "off-shell" formulation of hydrodynamics,

similar to how one has an off-shell formulation of quantum field theory, to compute

scattering cross sections. Of course, the fact that we are at finite density and tem-

perature in a fluid complicates matters, as a result of which the off-shell formulation

problem for (parity preserving) hydrodynamics was only very recently solved [121.

1.2 Outline of the Thesis

Given its importance to physics outlined above, explicit modular flows are only known

for special regions (like the Rindler wedge) and very special states (like the vacuum

state and Gibbs state). In this thesis, we make the first steps towards obtaining these

flows for excited states in calculable cases.

The main aim of Chapter 1 of this thesis is to study information theoretic prop-

erties of quantum states without making an assumption of tensor factorisation of

the Hilbert space, and using tools derived from the theory of operator algebras. I

study the modular flow of interesting excited states for the first time in free scalar

field theory. I derive modular flows for a special class of states in the Hilbert space

obtained by acting on the vacuum with invertible operators. It turns out this class

of states can approximate any state in the Hilbert space, and therefore, if we know

the modular flows of these states, we can obtain the modular flows of all states in the

Hilbert space.

To compute the flow, we need a method to compute the operator logarithm. The

usual Baker-Campbell-Haussdorff formula fails when applied to operators which are

not "bounded", i.e., operators T such that there exists no C > 0 so that IITjx)I <

C(xjx) 1/ 2 for each Ix) E N (the operators A introduced above are of this type in

infinite dimensions). In Chapter 2, I derive a formula for the operator logarithm

20
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which applies even in the general case. The salient feature is that the expansion has

a structure which consists of nested commutators (which is reminscent of the BCH

formula) and contact terms which involve integrals over fewer variables. For example,

at the cubic order in the perturbation one obtains schematically, the result for the

difference in the logarithm of A and AO

logAo - logA = [dtidt2 dt3F(t1, t2 , t3) [[6(ti), 6(t2 )], 6(t3 )] + 7 [6(t)3dt.
3 j 24

Here F(ti, t 2 , t3 ) is a kernel the precise form of which is not important at the moment,

and 6 is a bounded operator formed from Ao and A. Finally 6(t) := A"6A-.

The main result of this chapter is the classification of the terms at all orders in

perturbation theory.

Finally, I deal with the problem of writing down an off-shell effective action for

Hydrodynamics in the presence of parity violation and quantum field theory anoma-

lies in different dimensions. The action formulation for anomalous fluids has been

presented in the literature before, but it is unsatisfactory insofar that the action writ-

ten down is non-local and hence complicated [131. It stands to reason therefore, that

with the right choice of variables, one maybe able to write down a local action for

anomalous fluids. This I do in Chapter 3 using the variables introduced in [121.
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Chapter 2

Modular flow of Excited states

2.1 Essential aspects of algebraic quantum field the-

ory

We start by reviewing the essential aspects of the algebraic approach to quantum

systems which will be relevant for our discussion in this paper (see [141 for a textbook

review).

2.1.1 Algebraic setup

Consider a quantum field theory with field operators {A}, where the index i labels

different operators (including all operators and not just "fundamental" ones). We will

be concerned with bounded operators {Ai} and the *-algebra A they form, i.e. they

are closed under multiplications, and allow an adjoint operation.

A state 0 is defined as a linear functional O(A) : A -+ C on the algebra, which

is positive, i.e. O(AtA) > 0 for all A E A, and normalized 0(I) = 1 (I denotes the

identity operator). Given a state b, the Gelfand-Naimark-Segal (GNS) construction

builds a Hilbert space W that carries a representation, re, of the *-algebra A. In

particular, there exists a vector I'f) E R for which O(A) = ('I'AJIF) for all A c A.

The choice of the state and its corresponding Hilbert space is highly non-unique, and

depends on the nature of the theory and the physical questions under consideration.

23



For a quantum field theory in Minkowski spacetime, we assume that there exists a

unique Poicare invariant state w. The GNS Hilbert space associated with w is referred

to as the vacuum sector, and coincides with the usual definition of the Hilbert space

in the standard approach (e.g. in Wightman axioms). The vector IQ) E R that

corresponds to state w will be referred to as the vacuum. Throughout this paper, we

restrict to the vacuum sector of theories in Minkowski spacetime.

Now consider an open region 0 in Minkowski spacetime. The operators which

have their supports inside 0 also form a *-algebra, which we denote as A(0). In

particular, self-adjoint elements of A(0) can be interpreted as observables which can

be measured in 0. We will take the set of A(0) (for all 0) to have the following

properties:

1. A(0) is closed under the weak convergence limit. More explicitly, we say a

sequence of operators {An E A(0)} with n = 1, 2,. .. converge to an operator

A if all the matrix elements converge, i.e. (4'AnI#) --+ (4IAI#) for any 1,0), 10) E

W. A *-algebra which is closed under the weak convergence limit is a von

Neumann algebra.

An important property of a von Neumann algebra M is that it is equal to

its double commutant, M" = M, where M' denotes the commutant of M,

i.e. the set of bounded operators which commute with M. Therefore, we have

A(0) = A"(0).

2. For 01 C 02 we have A(01) c A(02).

3. For a Poincare transformation g, denoting the unitary action on A that core-

sponds to g by ag, we have

agA(0) = A(gO) . (2.1)

4. A(O1) commutes with A(02) if 01,2 are spacelike separated,

[A(01), A(02)] = 0 . (2.2)
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5. Let 0 denotes the causal completion of 0, then

A(0) = A(0), (2.3)

which requires that the dynamical laws be consistent with the causal structure.

Equation (2.3) can be derived if one assumes the so-called Haag duality

A(O') = A'(0), (2.4)

where 0' denotes the causal complement of 0. However, it is known that the

Haag duality is violated in some situations. [151

A striking statement regarding the local operator algebra A(0) is the Reeh-

Schlieder theorem which says that for any open region 0, the set of vectors A(0)IQ)

is dense in W. This theorem has far reaching consequences. For example, it means

that by performing a local operation on the Earth one could in principle create, say

a basketball, in the Andromeda galaxy. One could do so no matter what the size of

region 0 is. The theorem implies that the state IQ) must be entangled at all scales.

Thus one could take advantage of the long range correlations in IQ) judiciously to

choose operators in 0 to achieve the desired outcome just like in an EPR experiment.

Clearly, to take full advantage of the entanglement one has to apply operators from

the algebra that are in general non-unitary.

Mathematically, what the Reeh-Schlieder theorem says is that the vacuum state

IQ) is cyclic and separating with respect to A(0) for any open region 0. We say

IQ) is cyclic with respect to A(0) if A(0)IQ) is dense in W. We say that IQ) is

separating with respect to A(0), if exists no operator A E A(0) such that A|Q) = 0.

Consider another open region 0 which is causally disconnected from 0. From the

Reeh-Schlieder theorem A(O) I) is also dense in W. Now suppose there exists an

A c A(0) such that AjQ) = 0, then we also have AAjQ) = AAIQ) = 0 for any

A E A(6). Since A(O)IQ) is dense in W this can only happen if A = 0. Note that

the theorem can also be generalized to a state with bounded energy, and thus any
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such state is cyclic and separating with respect to A(O).

2.1.2 Algebraic approach to entanglement: a toy "spacetime"

To exhibit the entanglement structure implied by the Reeh-Schlieder theorem for a

quantum field theory, let us first consider a toy model to build up some intuition.

Consider a "spacetime" whose spatial manifold consists of only two points: L and

R. The full Hilbert space of the system has a tensor product structure W = 7
L 0 HR

with isomorphic tL,R for each point. For simplicity, we take them to have finite

dimension D. The local algebra for point L is thus AL - B(WL) 0 I and that for

point R is AR =I 0 B(7-R), where B(WL,R) denotes the set of bounded operators

on Hilbert space 7 L,R and I is the identity operator. The operator algebra for the

full system is A = AL 0 AR. Clearly [AL, AR = 0 as in (2.2), and AL AR. Since

ALR= AL,R both AL,R are von Neumann algebras.

Now, consider a cyclic and separating state IQ) for AL- Using the Schmidt de-

composition of a bipartite state one can readily see that such a state can be written

as

D D

IQ) = /A-aa)LIa)R, 'a > 0, a = 1 (2.5)
a=1 a=1

with |a), a = 1, - D some basis for 7 4L,R. Assuming no vanishing Schmidt coefficient

Aa is equivalent to assuming that the state is cyclic and separating. The reduced

density matrix pR is obtained by tracing over HL:

D

p = Aala)L L (a, (2.6)
a=1

and has full rank. The same holds for pR. Thus, the cyclic and separating condition

means that IQ) is fully entangled between WL and HR with an entanglement entropy

a 
= -TrL (pL log pL) -TrR (plog pR) = -A logAa .(2.7)

a
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Modular conjugation and modular operators

We now explore the entanglement structure of a cyclic and separating state IQ) from

the perspective of the algebras A and AL,R. It is convenient to introduce an unnor-

malized maximally entangled vector

(2.8)IEQ) = Ia)Lia)R
a

in terms of which we can write 2) as IG) = ((p9) I)EQ). Note that the definition

of EQ depends on the choice of IQ) which selects the basis 1a).

Using En) we can define an anti-linear operator JQ on 'W as follows: for I#) =

#abla)LIb)R

JQ 10) =#ab R(bIEQ)L(aIEQ)= Oasbb)L a)R- (2.9)

It can be readily checked that JQ is anti-unitary, satisfies J2 = 1, i.e. JQ = Ji,

and

(2.10)

An interesting property of JQ is that it takes an operator A E AR to an operator in

AL,

JQALJQ - AR L

and vice versa. More explicitly, taking A = Aabla)L L(bI E AL, we find

JQ AJQ= Aabla)RR(bI c AR

We will refer to JQ as the modular conjugation operator.

Now, introduce the modular operator

L = (p)-1 = KL KRAQp®() Q e Q 09e 0
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(2.12)

(2.13)

JQIQ) = IQ) .



with

K = -log p', Kn = -log p, K2 = JQK J. (2.14)

The operator AQ is positive and satisfies

AjQI) = IQ), JQAQJo = A-' . (2.15)

The modular operator AQ can be used to define a unitary flow for AL,R respectively,

UQ(s)ALUQ(s) = AL, UQ(s)ARUt(s) = AR, Un(s) - Q . (2.16)

More explicitly, for A E AR and A' E AL, we have

U,, (s)AUt(s) = eiKRS Ae-iKRS AR, Uo(s)A'U2(s) = e-iKsA eiKLS E AL - (2.17)

Physically, UQ(s) defines a "local" time evolution under which an observer in R (or L)

remains in R (or L).1 In particular, under such an evolution, the R (or L) observer

experiences a thermal state with inverse temperature 3 1.

Finally, let us consider the anti-linear

SQ JQA (2.18)

which has the properties

S2 = 1, qtSq = AQ, SQS = A-1, SQj) = IQ) (2.19)

From the action of JQ and AQ, one also finds that

SoAIQ) = AtIQ), SAA'IQ) = A/t|Q), VA E AR,VA' c AL (2.20)

To summarize, the states |Q) that are cyclic and separating in AL,R are entangled

in every physical mode between L, R. On one hand, this can be seen from the fact that

'In contrast, a generic Hamiltonian H defined on 7 will not preserve AR,L under evolution.
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the corresponding reduced density matrices pL'R are full rank. On the other hand,

being cyclic and separating leads to the existence of JQ, AQ, S-, and their properties.

Thus, the algebraic structure can be considered as an alternative way to probe the en-

tangled nature of IQ). This is of particular importance in quantum field theory where

the density matrix is not well-defined, nonetheless the algebraic approach continues

to hold. All the algebraic relations discussed above can be conveniently represented

using tensor diagrams which make them more intuitive. See Appendix C.2.

Relative modular operator and relative entropy

Now, consider a second state IT). We can find the corresponding pL by tracing over

'HR. The relative entropy between p,,, and p' can be written as

S('IIQ) = TrL (p T logps - pfV log pQ) . (2.21)

Since pQ is full rank the above quantity is well defined regardless of the nature of IT).

Introduce the relative modular operator between IT) and IQ) as

1= p W) ( . (2.22)

The relative entropy (2.21) can be written in terms of Amp as

S(4'IIQ) = (T IlogA', I T) . (2.23)

Suppose IT) is also cyclic and separating with respect to AL,R, i.e.

Zv5'a )L )R, 9-a > 0, 0 a = 1 (2.24)
a a

with {|I)} some other basis of 'WL,R. We denote the modular conjugation, modular

operator and the Tomita operator for the state IT), respectively, with Jq, Ap and

Sq,. If the basis {d) } coincides with {|a) } then J = JQ, but in general this is not

the case.
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We can introduce a relative conjugation operator JpQ as

JeIPv)LIW)R R(WIET,)L(vIEQ) (2.25)

where Egp is defined analogously as EQ. One can check that JpQ is anti-unitary and

satisfies

J, Q JQ = 1, JPQ = i .* (2.26)

With pq, full rank we can introduce its logarithm as in (2.14), and write (2.22) and

the corresponding relative modular flow operator as

KL KR
e,-= 41 e 0 , U =-(s) e= iKs.-iKys

We then find that

Usp(s)AU'Q(s) = UT(s)AU'(s),

UTQ(s)A'Ul-,(s) = UQ(s)A'Ut(s),

Also note that

Introducing

we find

Sq- AIQ) = AtIT), VA c AL, VA' E AR -

The unitary flow operator UpQ in (2.27) belongs to neither of AL,R- We can also

30
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A AL,

A'E AR.

(2.28)

(2.29)

T A- ,.

1
-qQ JPQA2

(2.30)

(2.31)

(2.32)SGtvA'l Q) = A'tI I), I



define unitary operators which belong to AL,R,

uQ(s) = eisK eisK Upp(s)U'(s) E AL (2.33)

4Q(s) = eisK isK = UQ(s)Ut(s) E AR. (2.34)

2.1.3 Modular operator and modular flows in QFT

Now, let us come back to quantum field theory. A key difference with the toy space-

time of previous subsection is that the Hilbert space of quantum field theory does

not have a tensor product structure. More explicitly, consider an open region U on

a Cauchy slice E with its complement given by Uc, one can not factorize the Hilbert

space N into WU 7T NUn. In other words, the reduced density matrix associated with

a region U does not exist. Thus, we can no longer use (2.7) and (2.21) to character-

ize the entanglement properties of a state IQ) and the relative quantum information

between IQ) and IT).

Fortunately, thanks to the Tomita-Takesaki theory, even in the absence of tensor

product structure and reduced density matrices, the algebraic structure discussed in

previous subsection survives and can be used to capture entanglement properties of

the system.

Before stating the main results of the Tomita-Takesaki theory, we should note

that it is common practice to put a quantum field theory on a lattice, where a tensor

product structure for N does exist, calculate the entanglement entropy (2.7), and

then take the continuum limit. The continuum limit does not really exist as p L,R do

not exist, which is reflected in that their corresponding entanglement entropies suffer

from ultraviolet divergences and are sensitive to the short-distance cutoff. While it is

often possible to extract valuable long-distance information from the divergent value, 2

it is clearly mathematically and physically preferable to directly deal with quantities

which are intrinsically defined in the continuum.

Let N be a Hilbert space and .M a von Neumann algebra acting on this space

with M' its commutant. Suppose the vector IQ) is cyclic and separating for M. The

2An alternative is to use replica trick via Euclidean path integrals.
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Tomita-Takesaki theory asserts:

1. There exists an anti-unitary modular conjugation

modular operator AQ satisfying

Ja lQ) = IQ), " E21) = IQ), JQ = J ' =A,

operator JQ and a positive

JQA Jf = AP. (2.35)

2. JQ takes an operator in M to M', i.e.

JA JQ = M' .

3. AQ defines a unitary flow for M, M' respectively,

UQ (s)MUt(s) = M, UQ(s)M'Ut(s) = M', UQ (s) A"

4. Let

J 1A

then

S2=1, SntS =A, S=S =A1, SI) =I)

SQAQ) = At|Q), SQA'Q) = A'tIQ), VAcE M, VA'E M' .

and

(2.40)

In the last subsection, we obtained these properties with the help of tensor product

structure of the Hilbert space and the corresponding reduced density matrices. The

Tomita-Takesaki theory tells us these structures are in fact direct consequences of

being cyclic and separating even in the absence of a tensor product structure.

As discussed in Sec. 2.1.1, the operator algebra A(O) for an open region 0 is a von

Neumann algebra and the vacuum state IQ) is cyclic and separating with resect to

A(0) from the Reeh-Schlieder theorem, thus the properties listed above apply follow.
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2.1.4 Relative modular operator, relative entropy, and relative

modular flows

The Tomita-Takesaki theory can be generalized to give relative quantum informa-

tion between two states IT) and IQ) again only assuming that they are cyclic and

separating:

1. There exists an anti-unitary operator Jep

erator ApQ which have the properties

and a positive relative modular op-

J'Q JQP - 1, J*Q = Jp, JQA JQ = . (2.41)

2. The relative entropy can be obtained as

S(PIJI) = -('jlog A'PqJ) . (2.42)

Note that while both (2.23) and (2.42) reduce to the expression in (2.21) for a

system with a finite dimensional Hilbert space, only (2.42) applies to a quantum

field theory. ' See also equation (2.55) below.

3. Introducing the relative modular flow

Ul'o(s) = A-.i (2.43)

one obtains the unitary evolutions

U,,,, (s)AUt (s) = UV (s)AU j(s),

Ugva(s)A'Ute (s) = UQ (s)A'Ut (s),

A E M ,

A' e M'.

(2.44)

(2.45)

4. With

Q= J A St = A J = JQ A- (2.46)
qJQ TQ- XPt Q- ''

3For instance, if T = U(Q) for U a unitary in the algebra, the expression (2.23) gives S('IIQ) = 0
which is clearly incorrect.
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then

St A'Q = A't , VA M, VA' E M'.

5. One can also show that [161

uq (s) UPQ(s)Ut(s) E M

n'TQ (S) UQP (S) Ult(S) E M'.

(2.47)

(2.48)

(2.49)

Note that both UpQ(s) and Ut(s) are defined outside M or M'. It is a highly

nontrivial statement that the particular combinations above belong to M and

M'. uqQ(s), which is often referred as the unitary co-cycle, has the following

properties (similarly with u' p):

(a) Cocycle identity:

uIP (ti + t2) = usP(ti) (UQ(ti)ueP(t2)U(ti)) . (2.50)

(b) Chain rule:

uPQ(t)u (t) = u D(t) . (2.51)

(c) Intertwining property:

(2.52)

(2.53)

uQ(t)(Un(t)AUl,(t)) = (UT(t)AUt(t))uqQ(t)

U'PQ(t)(UQ(t)A'Unt(t)) = (UT(t) A'UtP(t) ) U' qjt)

Given upQ(0) = 1, we can introduce the relative Hamiltonian as

hvj = i 9UPQ M
at t-O

(2.54)
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which can be written more explicitly as

h = K K - -KQ (2.55)

with

K = -log AQ, KT = -log Ap, KQ = -log Zop, KTQ -log AwP .

(2.56)

We reiterate that even though we obtained the properties above earlier assuming a

tensor product structure, the fact they continue to exist in the absence of the tensor

product is a highly nontrivial mathematical statement that follows from the Tomita-

Takesaki modular theory.

2.2 Modular flows of excited states

In this section, we first develop a formalism to obtain the modular operator and the

relative modular operator of general excited states from the modular operator of the

vacuum IQ) (or any cyclic and separating state). We then discuss these operators for

near vacuum states in general theories, as an illustration of the formalism. In the

next section, we apply the formalism to coherent and squeezed states in generalized

free theories.

2.2.1 Dense sets of states

Our starting point is an open region 0 in spacetime and its corresponding local von

Neumann operator algebra M = A(0). We denote the commutant by M'. The

Reeh-Schlieder theorem tells us that the vacuum state IQ) is cyclic and separating

with respect to M.

Connes and Stormer proved in [171 that the set of excited states UU'IQ) with

unitaries U E M and U' E M' is dense in the Hilbert space.4 For a state created by
4The mathematical statement they showed is that a von Neumann algebra is a type 111 factor
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local unitaries, it is straightforward to see that the anti-linear operator

Suuqvvi = U'V SQUtV t (2.57)

satisfies the equation the equation that defines the relative Tomita operator

SuuqivvaIVV') = at|UU') . (2.58)

The relative modular operator corresponding to this state is then given by

AuU'vv' = V'UAUtV't . (2.59)

Setting V = U and V' = U' in the above expression we obtain the Tomita operator

and the modular operator of the excited state UU'IQ).

In many examples of interest, we may be interested in considering a state generated

by an operator 'F C M, i.e. IT) = IF|Q) (up to a normalization constant). From the

Reeh-Schlieder theorem such states are dense in the Hilbert space, i.e. they come

arbitrarily close to any state. Below, we consider a subset of such states which is

also dense in the Hilbert space, and in the next subsection we obtain their modular

operator and relative modular operator. The states of interest are TIQ) with T an

invertible operator in the algebra. Note that an operator T is invertible if neither its

point spectrum nor its residual spectrum contains a zero.

Lemma 1: The vectors TIG) and T t|Q) with I G M are separating if and only

if IF and Tt are invertible. The inverse operators need not be bounded, but they are

densely defined in the Hilbert space. Moreover, any such state is automatically cyclic.

Proof: First note that if T is invertible Tt is also invertible. This is because

every I C M admits a polar decomposition T = W'II with W a partial isometry

and 'Fl self adjoint. Invertible I necessarily implies that W is a unitary and I'I is

invertible, which in turn implies that Tt must be invertible; see Appendix A.2.

(same type as the local algebra in QFT) if and only if the set of states UU'IQ) is total in the Hilbert
space.
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The converse statement is simple to prove. The vector T IQ) is not separating if

there exists an A G M such that AlP) = 0. However, this implies that the operator

AT c M kills IQ) which contradicts the separating property of IQ). In general, it is

possible that AT = 0, however this is never the case when P is invertible, as 4 is

densely defined in the Hilbert space. This establishes the converse statement.

Now, suppose TIG) is separating. The operator TT is invertible if there are no

zeros neither in its point spectrum nor in its residual spectrum. By definition, the

point spectrum of Vt contains zero if there exists a vector I o) such that TI T o) = 0.

Since TIQ) is separating, there exists a sequence of operators a' E M' such that

limna' IQ) gives lTo), i.e.

lim(Kola'TI'Q) = 1 . (2.60)
n

Since [a' , T] = 0 we find

lim(o|Wa' |Q) = 1 (2.61)
n

which cannot be the case if If has a zero eigenvector. We thus conclude Pt cannot

have a zero in its point spectrum. Since T t IQ) is also separating we conclude that both

T are Tt are injective. The operator T is bounded, hence its action is defined on all

vectors in the Hilbert space. Now consider any a' E M', then the set {a'IQ)} is dense

in the Hilbert space due to the separating property of TIQ). Since Pa'IQ) = a'TIQ)

and IQ) is separating, we conclude that the range of P is also dense. This means that

there are no zeros in the residual spectrum of neither P nor Pt. To summarize, we

have established that if TjQ) and PtjQ) are separating both P and Tt are invertible.

If P has a zero in its continuous spectrum, then its inverse is unbounded.

Finally, we show that if TIQ) and tIQ) are separating they are also cyclic. Sup-

pose they are not cyclic, then, there exists an a' 4 0 E M' such that a'PIQ) =

Pa'IQ) = 0. Since the vacuum is cyclic a'jQ) # 0 and we then find a contradiction

with the statement proved earlier that P does not have a zero in its point spectrum.

This concludes the proof.
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We now show that the set of states of Lemma 1 is, in fact, dense in the Hilbert

space.

Lemma 2: Let M denote a von Neumann algebra acting on a Hilbert space '.

Let IQ) be a cyclic and separating vector. Let G(M) ={a E M : a-' E M}. Then,

G(M)IQ) is dense in 'X.

Proof : We first note a theorem of [18, 191 which says that G(M) is a dense

subset of M in the strong operator topology.

Let |X) be an arbitrary vector in the Hilbert space. Then, from the cyclicity of

IQ), we can construct a sequence a, E M such that

limna,|Q) = Ix) (2.62)

which means, given e > 0, there is an N, such that

i||x) - anIQ)| I

For each n, from the fact that G(M)

sequence bm,.n c G(M) such that

Vn > NE. (2.63)

is strongly dense in M, we can construct a

limmbm,,nIQ) = an IQ)

which means that there are M, such that

IIbm,n I) - anIQ)il < 1/n Vm > Mn.

(2.64)

(2.65)

Introduce a new sequence b, defined by

b = bmn+1,n . (2.66)

We would like to show that for any E there exists a K, such that

|||X) - bn I )| I I;! e, Vn > Ks . (2.67)
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For this purpose, we choose 61 = 1E in (2.63) and K. = max(N/ 2 , 2/E). Then for any

n > K, we have

C 1 C C
ix) - b IQ) I I< i|Ix) - an|IQ)I + IjanIQ) - bnlQ)- < + < - + -=. (2.68)2 n 2 2

This concludes the proof.

Finally, we would like to remark on the continuity properties of the relative mod-

ular operator. Consider two sequences of I4n) and I P) that converge to 11) and

IT), respectively, with I) cyclic separating. For any bounded function f we have

the continuity property [20]:

lim f (A'cqc) = f (Aec,) (2.69)

in the strong operator topology. Here, kID), ITC), I(c) are the vector representatives

of I'gb), I X'), I() in the so-called natural positive cone of IT). Since the modular flow

of any state is independent of the precise vector we choose to represent the state with,

this implies we can obtain the modular flow of any state from those of the dense set

of states created by invertible operators by taking the limit

lim iAag7 = lim(A-,AAgg ,) = (AgtAA-g) = AtAA-' . (2.70)

again in the strong operator topology. However, logarithm is an unbounded operator

and as was argued in [20] relative entropy is only lower semi-continuous. That is to

say

imnS(4|l'P) <; S((Dllq) .(2.71)

where lim is the limit inferior of a sequence. This means that while we can compute

the relative entropy of a dense set of states we do not have access to the relative

entropy of limit states.
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2.2.2 Modular and relative modular operators

In the previous subsection, we demonstrated that the set of states generated by

invertible T is dense in the Hilbert space. It can be readily seen that the Tomita

operator Sip for such a state IT) is

ST - (At)-l52qt (2.72)

Indeed,

ST AT IQ) = (Tt)-1SotA f IQ) = (x0)-1xFtAt T|Q) (2.73)

= AtJjQ), VA E A(O) (2.74)

St A'P |Q) = PSS -1A'xIQ) = fStA'IQ) (2.75)

= A't TIQ) , VA' E A'(0) (2.76)

where in the second line we have used the fact that A' commutes with q/. The modular

operator for I'T) can then be written as

A, = S'tS = xS' 1(lJ-1)tSaPt . (2.77)

One can obtain the modular conjugation operator Jp from JT = S*AT , which

is somewhat complicated. From the definition of the positive part of an operator

IT 12 = Xjtp we know that (2.77) can be written as

AT = St (1ft<)-IS&ft = XA11 2(TfqJ)-Ai/' 2 Xt, (2.78)

where T = JTi Jq belongs to the commutant algebra, and we have used JQ = J=

J 1 . 5

Let us consider the relative modular operator between IT) and another state

11) = <bIQ) where <D is not necessarily invertible. To simplify the notation let us

5Note that (x')- = (= r); and (Tt)j = (,Pj)t. However, (J'I'2)- 1  I-12 and here we
denote (I J, 2)-1 by |q1I-2.
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assume that both T and 1D are normalized such that ('IFI) = (KPk) = 1. Then we

have

(Wf )-lSQJ$ (2.79)

which indeed satisfies

S4pAj'I) = (Pt)-SQtAQ) = (Tt)-TtAftbIQ) = At), VA E A(O) , (2.80)

St, A'W) = 4)Sf'lA'IjQ) = DA'tlQ) = A'tIlb), VA' E A'(0). (2.81)

The relative modular operator can be written as

= e =<Sl(4-1)(4l)fS~At = A~I' ji- 2  _ A (2.82)

where we have introduced <D_ AQ D 2  . Again Jgp can be obtained indirectly

from SD and Aq). In particular, the relative modular operator when one state is

the vacuum is simpler

S-I'= SQ(Dt, A"Do = <DAb &t (2.83)

= ( 4 i) o, A"" = A / 2 !pJj-2,A/ 2 . (2.84)

Now we summarise a couple of important observations of Eq.(2.82).

Note that for Eq.(2.82) to be well defined, we need 'I to be invertible.

Next, for a generic operator <D E A, if the operator ID-i/ 2 is unbounded, it can

be shown to be non-closeable[21]. In our later applications to perturbation theory, it

is essential that this operator and its adjoint be both densely defined; therefore, its

closeablity is essential.

To ensure this, given a von Neumann algebra A, we consider one of its very im-

portant self adjoint subalgebras AT, called the Tomita subalgebra of A. This satisfies

the following very important properties : i) The modular flow of elements in AT is

entire analytic and ii) AT is SOT dense in A.6

6We thank Y. Tanimoto for pointing out the importance of this class of operators for our appli-
cations. For further discussions, seet22l
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Practically, what this means, is if 1 is bounded, and chosen to be in AT, then

4)-i/2 automatically becomes bounded. Secondly, it is sufficient to consider Eq.(2.82)

between those 1<D), IT) states such that I'J) is created by an invertible operator and

ID) is created by an operator in the Tomita algebra. Since both these classes of states

are dense in the Hilbert space, we can use the continuity argument of the previous

subsection to compute modular flows for all states. We discuss such operators in an

appendix.

Finally, we can ask for explicit examples of operators in AT. A particularly nice

set of such operators is given by the smearing of modular evolved operators against

gaussians (or really, any function holomorphic in a suitable strip in the complex plane)

j dte-'t2'(t) r > 0 <b(t) = A-itAt (2.85)

In the subsequent, whenever the expression (D -i/2 is encountered, such a smeared

operator should be kept in mind.

Now consider a cyclic and separating <bjQ). If we are interested in the modular

flow of operators that are either in A or the commutant A' using the identity (2.28) we

can replace the modular flow with the relative modular flow with one state chosen to

be the vacuum. Comparing (2.83) and (2.77) we see that Uq (s) = A-' is in general

much easier to obtain that U (s) = A-". Thus, we use (2.28) as a calculational

tool since the relative modular flows in general provide a much easier way to obtain

modular flows of excited states. This will be the approach we use in next section when

performing explicit calculations.

In the special case that T = U E A is a unitary operator, various expressions

above simplify. In such a case the corresponding I U) may be considered as a "local"

state as any observables lying in the causal complement region Oc has the same

expectation value as the vacuum,

(UIA'IU) = (Q|UtA'UQ) = (QfA'jQ), A' E A(Oc) (2.86)

where we have used that U and A' commute. The modular operator and the corre-
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sponding modular flow are simply

Similarly

(2.87)Au = UAQUt, A-S = UAQisUt, Ju = UJ UI.

SUQ = SQUY, AuQ = AU, JuQ = JUt, AQU = A (2.88)

and the corresponding unitary co-cycle (2.48) uUQ = 1. Note for an arbitrary 4D which

is not necessarily separating nor cyclic we find

AeD = <DAn-bi = AJQ (2.89)

which is in fact independent of U. Finally, if 4P is also a unitary operator we have

Svu USQV , Avu VAQV t =,Av, Jvu =UJnVt,

UVU UVQUL 2 = UvU .

(2.90)

(2.91)

Clearly uvU acts trivially on any operator in A'(0).

In general, to compute the relative modular flow for non-unitary states (2.43) we

need to obtain

K4,, = - log A , (2.92)

in an explicit form. In next subsection, we discuss a perturbative series that achieves

this.

2.2.3 A perturbative series

Consider two operators A and A which are close, in the sense that A - A can be

expanded in some small parameter. We will obtain a perturbative series for log A -

log A in terms of A - A and unitarity flows A" generated by A.
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It can be shown that log A can be written as [?]

00

- log =- log A + E m (2.93)
rn=1

where

Qm = 27r limn o jdti dt2 ... dtm F (t, t 2 1- , tm) 6(ti) -. -- (tm) (2.94)

aI I5(t) = A~ t jAit , j - a/2, a =1 - A-AA- (2.95)

and the kernel F is defined by

Fe (t, t 2 , .. ,tm) = f(ti)gE 1 (t 2 - t1)gE 2 (t 3 - t2 )...gE 1m-(tm - tm_1)f(tm) (2.96)

fM = gE(t) = [ + 1 (2.97)2cosh(7rt)' 4 sinh(7r(t - ic)) sinh(ir(t + i'E))_

In (3.22) it should be understood that the limit Ec -+ 0 are taken after doing the

integrals. A variant of (3.21)-(3.22) has appeared previously in [23].7 The kernel

FEj (ti, t 2 ,..- , tm) has remarkable symmetric properties and one can write Qm in terms

of nested commutators of J's plus a set of contact terms [?]

QM = Mlimq- O dtI dt2 ... Idtm FEj (ti,7 t2,7 ...,7 tm)--- [6(ti), 6(t2)], .. - -) 6(tm)] + PM

(2.98)

where Pm are "contact terms" with only m - 2 time integrations. For a complete

description of contact terms see [?]. Their structure for general m is somewhat com-

7The expression in 123] is similar to (3.22), but there are some important differences: 6 was
not introduced there and the if prescription, the integration contours, and operator orderings also
appear different.
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plicated which we will not need here. Below we only give the first few terms:

7r dt
Qi = o i (t), 2 _ o cosh 2 ( rt)

Q2 = 7r f dtidt2 ge(t2 - t1) [6(ti), 3(t2)]
4 I cosh(7rti) cosh(7t 2 )

f dtidt2dt3 gE,(t2 - t1)9E 2 (t3 - t2)

6 = cosh(7rtl) cosh(7rt 3) [[6(t), 6(t2)], f

(2.99)

(2.100)

dt _3(t),
cosh2 (7rt)

(2.101)

Q4 = r dt1dt2 dt3dt4 gel(t2 - t1 )9e2 (t3 - t2)e3( t 4 - t3) [[[6(t1), (t2 )], 6(t3)], 6(t4)]
8 J cosh(7rti) cosh(7rt 4 )

32 f
dtidt2 ge(t

2 - t 1 ) {(t2), [6(tl),
cosh(7rt1 ) cosh(7rt 2)

(2.102)

where it should be understood that Ec's are taken to zero at the end.

2.2.4 Modular and relative modular Hamiltonians for states

close to vacuum

Let us now apply the discussion of previous subsection to Kp = - log AD% with both

IT) and I<b) chosen to be close to the vacuum. From (2.82) we find the corresponding

a and 6

a = 1 - DI Ipj1-2 4b_ t,
1 - D Ijl-2

S= 2 2

1+ <D l-2 _

We consider Hermitian operators 4D(A) and I(p) which are close to the identity

1+ Ao() + 2 (2.104),= + p 2 + + -

with A and p some small continuous parameters. Normalizations for these states

imply that

(Q|$l) |Q) -Q) = KQj(0(1))2+ #-2) = ( ( )l)2 + 0( 2) |Q) = 0 . (2.105)
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We can now expand 6 and KDT in A and p as (with KQ - -log AQ)

6 = A 10) + pf(o) + pA6() + A 6 (20) + P 6(02) +-
2 2

(2.106)

Kox - KQ = AK' 0 ) + + pAK(11 ) + AK (20) + P K(02) + ... (2.107)
2 2

where

6(0) = -4 - 90,()
2 2f

6(01) = 2 , 6(11) = 0, (2.108)

(2.109)6(20) = 2 ((0(1)) 2 )__ + 2 ((0(1))2) j(0 4 (00))2

and

K(1)= r [00 dt 6 (t)2 joo cosh2 (irt)
dt _( 1 (t)

cosh2 (7rt) '
K(n) = 0,

(2.110)

dtodt1 g(t1 - to)
cosh(7rto) cosh(7rti)

K(02) r 00  dit 6 (0 2)(t)2 _co cosh 2 ( rt)

dtodt1 g(t1 - to)
cosh(irto) cosh(7rtl)

Setting <D and T in the above expressions to Q or T or 4D we obtain, respectively,

KQj, KjQ, K, and K4,.

In (2.108)-(2.109) we have used the following two operations for an operator A E

Aj = JQAJQ E M', (2.113)

where the operator Aj/ 2 is the modular flow of A by an imaginary amount -i/2.

The operators A / 2 commute with everything in M'. To see this, note that Ai =
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2) = 7 hi2 _ 00

dt
_t 6 (2)(t )cosh2(7rt)

(2.111)

(2.112)

K(01) = _7 cx2 f~co

Ati/2 = A 1/2 AAT 1/2

[(0) (to), 6(") (t1)]

[(01 ) (to), 6(1 (t1)]



A2AA-2 = JSASJ (suppressing Q subscript for J and A), and for any B, C E M

[SAS, B]|C) = (SASBC - BSASC)IQ) = (BCAt - BCAt)IQ) = 0 . (2.114)

Since IC) form a dense subset we conclude that

[SAS, B] = 0 . (2.115)

Now for any operator A' e M' we can write it as A' = JBJ for some B E M, we

then conclude that

[Ai/ 2 , A'] = [JSASJ, JBJ] = J[SAS, B]J = 0 (2.116)

Similarly for A-i/ 2. Going back to (2.108)-(2.109). From (2.116) we have

[0, (2.117)[002 (t), 0 () = 0

which can be used to obtain the relative Hamiltonian

(2.118)

At the first order in A and p we have

K_ - K, = A(K( 10) - K+10 p)K0 -K4ThA' 'I')+ ( (1) w 0)

coshdt

=A(K - K()) + pi(K( - Kv)+ -- * 
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(2.120)

(2.121)

hotq = K4,, - Kp = K4, - K*4,.

=2IT 0 - A ( P_ 'i + 4D -i )) + -- -



2.2.5 Relative entropy and Fisher information

We now examine the behavior of relative entropy (2.42) between two states generated

by (2.104). We expand S(T'11 <) explicitly in terms of A, M as

S(PII4) = -(TI log A,I T) = S ) +ASlo4) +tpS(01) +ApS(") + S(20) + P S(02)..
2

It can be readily seen that S(O) = S-O) = S(O1) = 0 due to the fact that K2IQ) = 0,

A IQ) = IQ), and GQUff (t)1Q) = Kio Q) = 0 (from (2.105)). At order Ap we

find the Kubo-Mori Fisher information

Fo(qf, 4)) = S(11)(TIJ(P) = Q(9) K('fl }Q)

- cr t ) 1 1/ 2 + A- 1 /2 )0 1)(t)) + h.c.
2 cosh 2(7rt)

(2.122)

(2.123)

which is manifestly symmetric in I and 4. Similar expressions for the Kubo-Mori

Fisher information have been obtained in 124, 231

Furthermore, S(2 0) and S( 0 2) are given by

S (02) (,p1,D) =

S (20) (q,| = (D Q

(1)Ko b+ 2{K$ ), Vp)} + K Q)

K2) Q).

Various terms in the above expressions can be written more explicitly as

2KQ {K }O),(1)1 = 47rJ (2.126)dt K QI 1)/S)(t)IQ),cosh 2(7t)

Q K ( ,2Q =-4Q 1() 1)) 2 Q) + 27r dtodtig(ti - to) ([01(to),0 )(t1)])
cosh(7to) cosh(7rti)

(2.127)

(2.128)
- -4O ( ))2~ Q) + rds sg(s)

sih(7rs)

where we have changed variables s = ti - to and t = t1 + to in the last line, and used
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JASJ =A-s. Similarly,

Q K,," I = 4Q |(0(1))21 Q)+7r ds sg(s) (1) 1/2 + A1/2)2,-is

sm+h(7s)
(2.129)

2.3 Generalized free fields

As an illustration of the general formalism of Sec. 2.2, in this section, we consider the

modular and relative modular operators for coherent and squeezed states in a theory

of generalized free fields.

Suppose 0 is a generalized free field with commutator

[O(x), #(y)] = -iA(x - y), (2.130)

where A(x - y) is some distribution multiplied by the identity operator. For a region

0, we consider smear fields 4(f) = fo f(x)#(x) with f(x) to have support in 0

(i.e. vanish at the boundary of the region). The algebra of local operators in 0 is

generated by unitary operators W(f) = ei"(f), with multiplication rule W(f)W(g)

eO(f'g)W(f +g), 8 where -(f, g) is an anti-symmetric bilinear determined from (2.130).

We will take 0 to be the right Rindler wedge x1 > ItI, for which the vacuum modular

Hamiltonian KQ is simply the boost operator, which acts on T(f) as

e iKqt(f eiKat = INetDf) (ft) P = (X1 00 + x 001) (2.131)

2.3.1 Unitary states

Coherent states

Consider the unitary coherent state

if) = U(f)), U(f) = ei . (2.132)

81n the case of a free scalar field we mod out W(f) by the solutions to the Klein-Gordon equation
of motion to make o-(f, g) non-degenerate. In this case, o-(f, g) is a symplectic form in phase space.
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Recall from our discussion of Sec. 2.2.2 that the modular Hamiltonian Ku for a state

JU) = UJQ) generated from a unitary operator U is

KU = UKOUt . (2.133)

As a result, the modular flow in these excited states act as

Va E A(O):

Va' E A()':

eiKut aeiKut = UeiKnt (UtaU)e-iKOtUt - Adu ((Adu

eiKutafe-iKUt - UeiKnt a/-iKotUt = Adu (a'(t))

where Adu(a) = UaUt and a(t) = eiKotae-iKIt. Below for a self-adjoint

we will also use the notation adea = [<b, a]. We then have for (2.132)

A f - e-27rKf Kf = U(f)KoUt(f) . (2.135)

To compute (2.133)-(2.134) we note the commutators

[<b(f), b(g)] = -iJ f(x)A(x - y)g(y) = -i(f, Ag)

ad(f)KQ = [41(f), K] = Jf(x)[#(x), Ko] = -i jf(x)D(x)

= i~b(Df)

ad2(f) Kn = [<D(f), [<b(f), K ]] = (f, ADf)

ad'D(f)Kn = [<b(f), ad17KQ] = 0 Vn > 2,

(2.136)

(2.137)

(2.138)

(2.139)

where we have used an integration by part since f(x) vanishes on the boundary of R:

D4b(f) = -<(Df). The series expansion that corresponds to Kf truncates because

the second nested operator is proportional to identity:

K1 = ZadS~uK = K + [ic)(f), K] + [i(f), [i4b4f), K]] + - -
n=O

1
= K - <b(Df) -- (f, ADf).

2'
(2.140)
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This form of the modular Hamiltonian is non-local; however, its non-locality is of

the form of an integral over the Rindler wedge of a local operator, and a term that

is bi-local in the region and proportional to the identity operator. Terms that are

proportional to the identity operator do not contribute to the modular flow. To

compute the modular evolution of an operator '1(g) we need

adKj<I(g) [Kf,

ad' 4<b(g) [ Kf,

adK'f4<,(g) [Kf,

b = (-i) ((D(Dg) + (f, ADg))

[Kf, 4(g)]] = (-i)2 (1'(P 2g) + (f, AD 2g))

- [Kf, (D(g)]] (-i)" (<Jb(D'g) + (f, AD'g)) . (2.141)

The modular flow becomes

00
Ceitf fIg)eif - Y -1aditKf ")(g) = D(927,t) + (f , Agq2-7) - (fI Ag),7

gt = eing . (2.142)

The relative modular flow of the state If) with respect to the vacuum is the same

as the modular flow of the state If)

AfQ = ALf (2.143)

and the unitary cocyle for the state If) with respect to the vacuum |Q) is

(2.144)

The above discussion does not depend on the nature of generalized free field q or

the specific form of the modular KQ. As far as KQ and its modular flow are known

we can obtain those of Kf. For 0 an ordinary free scalar field with mass m, one can

proceed alternatively. In this KQ can be considered as an operator built from # and
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its canonical momentum w, i.e KQ = K0 (#, 7r). Note that

Adu#(x) =

Adu7(x) =

U(f)#(x)U t (f) = #(x) + [i4(f), O(x)] = O(x) + f(x), (2.145)

U(f)r(x)Ut (f) = #(x) + [i(f), r(x)] = r(x) + Otf(x)(2.146)

where

f(x) = j f(y)A(y - X) = (f, A) .

We can then write Kf as

K( =+ f,7r + Otf) .

Accordingly, the modular flow in this excited state can be written as

eiKft(X)eiKft - U(f)eiK tU(f)t

- U(f) (#(X27t) - f(x)) U(f)t = #(X2,t) + f(x27t) - f(x)

Equation (2.149) is consistent with (2.142) if we choose g = 6(x - y) such that

1(g) = ().

Unitary squeezed states

Now consider the state Ifs) = e(f)2 IQ) where 4(f) = fR f(x)#(x). These corre-

spond to unitary squeezed coherent states because the operator 4(f)2 is second order

in creation and annihilation operators. Note that D(f) 2 is bi-local. The modular

Hamiltonian of this state is

Kf, = e *( f2 Ke (2.150)
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which is found by considering

U(fs)q(x)Ut(fs) = 0(x) + i[1D(f) 2 , #(x)] = 0(x) + 24D(f)f(x)

U(f,)7(x)U1 (f,) = wr(x) + i[D(f)2 , 7r(x)] = 7r(x) + 2<D(f)it f(x)

f(y) = f(x)A(x - y) = (f, A6) . (2.151)

Therefore, the modular Hamiltonian of If,) and the relative modular Hamiltonian of

fs) with respect to the vacuum are

Kf = Kfj = K (O(x) + 2<D(f)f, wr(x) + 2<D(f)Otf(x)) . (2.152)

The modular flow of operator <b(g) in this excited state is

eitKfs -g)eitKfs - eitK ei(f) 2 gi b(f) -itK -iD(f)
2

= eD(f2 eitK (-(g) - 2F(f)(f, Ag)) eitKe-i< (f)2

= esD(f (4D(gt) - 2Ib(ft)(f, Ag)) e-i((f2

4 (gt) - 2<D(ft)(f, Ag) + 2<D(f)(f, Agt) - 4<D(f)(fA ft)(f, Ag)

The unitary cocyle flow is

(Df2 : DQ)(t)#(x)(Df2 : DQ)t(t) = O(x) + 2<D(f)f(x) - 2f(x-27t)<D27t(f)

Dt (f) = f(x)(xt) + 2<D(f) f(x)f(xt).

Similar to the discussion of coherent states the BCH expansion can be used to

obtain an expression for the modular Hamiltonian in terms of an integral over the

Rindler wedge. To this aim, we compute the following commutators

ad(f)2K = [<D(f) 2, K] = i (4D(f)(b(Df) + 4D(Df)<D(f))

[I(f) 2 , 1(g)<I(h)] = -2i (D(f)<D(h)(f, Ag) + b(g)<D(f)(f, Ah)) (2.153)

where we have assumed that f(x) vanishes on the boundary of the right Rindler
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wedge. Note that by anti-symmetry of A(x - y) we have (f, Af) = 0. Therefore,

ad2+(f)K [<b(f)2  2 , K]] = 4(f, ADf) 2 (f)

ad[(f)2K= 2 , K]]] = 0 n > 2 . (2.154)

Plugging this in the BCH expansion of 2.150 we find

Kf. = K - (1D(f)<b(Df) + D(Df)4(f)) - 2(f, ADf)1i(f) 2 , (2.155)

where we have used integration by parts D41T(f) = -4(Df).

2.3.2 Non-unitary states

Now, we consider non-unitary states generated by non-unitary operators of the type

e-a-(W and - . These states are of physical interest as they may be considered

as representing states generated by unitary operators whose supports lie outside of

the region 0. For instance, consider a free scalar field theory of #. One can show that

el(f)I Q) with a smearing function f supported outside of ( is equal to e() I Q) with

f complex and supported inside 0; see appendix A.5. Note that the operator e-"D(f2

is bounded with an (unbounded) inverse, which lies within the subset of operators we

discussed in Sec. 2.2. But e-ao(f) is not bounded, and thus lies outside.

But the formula derived previously for the relative Tomita operator continues

to hold for this case. This follows from the Bisognano-Wichmann theorem and the

closure of the Tomita opertor.

As a first example, let us compute the relative modular Hamiltonian KQf, in a

perturbation theory in A, where f. corresponds to the state e-A,(f) IQ). From Wick's

theorem we know that (e2 A4) = exp (2A 2 (1D 2 )). Therefore,

Kf,= - log (A/2e2AAg /2) + 2A 2 (<2 ) . (2.156)

Given the exponential form of the operator e-Aj (f) and the fact that after the trun-
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cation in their spectrum the operators are bounded one can use the Baker-Campbell-

Hausdorff expansion (BCH) to compute the above expression. In appendix A.6 we

compute the above logarithm using both the BCH expansion and the real-time ex-

pansion scheme introduced in Sec. 2.2.3. The final result is given by

KQfA, KQ + 2A2((f)2) - Ar J 2  _(ft)
Jcosh 2(7rt) Dft

+7A 2 f dtidt2  g(t2 - t1) J4ft) JA )] (2.157)
J cosh(7tj)cosh(wrt 2 )

where 1(ft) was defined in (2.131) and the function g(t) is defined in (3.23). Inter-

estingly, the series expansion of Ka-f. terminates at order A 2 due to the fact that the

commutator of fundamental free fields is proportional to the identity operator.

Similarly, one can find Kf,,g where fA and gA correspond to e-A+(f) IQ) and

e-AD(g)1Q), respectively. From (2.103) we have

clfg, = e-A-i/2(f)e2A(g) e-ADi/2(f), (2.158)

and the relative modular Hamiltonian is (see Appendix A.7 for a discussion of the

commutator [(Di/2(f), -i/ 2](g). )

rA f 0 d t
K , 2 cosh 2 (t) (I(f)i/2 + D(f)-i/2 - 'DJ(g))

+7A 2 f dt1 dt2  g(t2 - t 1 ) [J(9t1 ),1v(9t2 )]J cosh(irti)cosh(irt 2)

+7rA 2 f dt1dt2  g(t 2 - t1 )
I cosh(7rti)cosh(7rt 2)

x [4(ftj)i/ 2 + b(fti)-i/2, (ft 2 )i/ 2 + (ft 2 )--i/21. (2.159)

As a second example, we consider the non-unitary squeezed state If2) =e- ( ).

We would like to compute Kf2 for this state and derive the modular flow. In this
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case, we find that the operator 3 defined in (2.103) is

6 = -2 tanh (A1 j(f)2) (2.160)

[4bj(f) 2 , <1j(g) 2] = 2{j(f), 1j(g)}[1j(f), 4bj(g)] (2.161)

[[1v(f)2, Ij(g)2] (,D(h)2]

(2.162)

4[<Dj(f),,Pj(g)] {f<Dj(f), <D (h)}[(Dj(g),<D (h)] (2.163)

+{I D j(g), <D j(h)}1[<D,7(f ), <D i(h)] (2.164)

Using Wick's theorem we can find

(e2A 2 )= (1 + 4A4 2 )- 1/ 2 . (2.165)

Then, the relative modular operator is

K j = K Q - 1 log(1+ 4A (C2)) - A7r dt h ( r t)12 2lg( I cosh2 (Irt)

wA 2 f dtodtig(t1 - to)-(1~t) F~t)Ivfodvf1 ]+ 2 cosh(7rto) cosh(wti) (

167rA 3 f dtodtidt2
3 J cosh(7rto) cosh(7rt 2 )

xg(ti - to)g(t 2 - ti)[11(fto), <DJ(ft1 )]

X {I@D(ftO), <DJUf02)}[<D(ftl), @(f2)]

+{<D(ft1 ), DJ(ft2 )}[1DJ(ft0 ), 4DJ(ft2 )] + O(A 5) . (2.166)

Similar expressions hold for K -

2.4 Conclusions

In this paper, we developed a formalism to obtain the modular and the relative

modular operator of general excited states from the modular operator in the vacuum.
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This enables us to obtain the modular and the relative modular flow of all excited

states. It would be interesting to apply these techniques to more examples of excited

states and more general regions of a QFT. We would also like to point out a few

future directions for potential applications of our work:

1. The study of modular flows in excited states of a conformal field theory for

a half-space or spherical regions for which the vacuum modular operators are

known explicitly [25, 26].

2. The study of modular flows for regions which are obtained from half space by

small deformations in a general excited state. Such modular flows have played an

important role in recent proofs of the average null energy condition and quantum

null energy condition [27, 10]. The techniques and perspectives developed here

could be helpful for finding a simpler proof of the quantum null energy condition,

which currently requires rather intricate replica trick discussions [10].

3. The study of modular flows in conformal perturbation theory (i.e. conformal

field theory perturbed by a relevant operator).

4. The study of the entanglement wedge reconstruction in holography. Further-

more, the entanglement entropy of the boundary theory for disconnected regions

can undergo "phase transitions" as one varies the size of boundary regions [28J.

This implies that the entanglement wedge in the bulk and its modular flow

patterns also undergo a similar transition.
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Chapter 3

Perturbation Theory for positive

operators

We want to derive the following series expansion (see [29])

00

log AO - log A = SQm
m=1

(3.1)

where Qm can be written in the form of nested commutators plus "contact" contribu-

tions

Qm = -lim.io dt I
(3.2)

and

6(t) = AO 0t3 , = a ,1 - a/2
a 1 - A0 2 'AA0 2

Fci(tlt2, .. ,tm) = f(t1 )gE(t2 -t1)gE 2 (t 3 - t 2 )...9m -1(tm - tiM-1)f(tm),

1
2cosh(7t)' 96(W 4 [sinh(r(t - ie)) + sinh(7r(t + ic))] (3.5)

In (3.2) P, are given by terms with two fewer integrals ("contact terms") whose

structure are a bit complicated and will be given later.
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... , t m)[ .- [(t1), 6(t 2 )], -- -,(tm)] + P

(3.3)

(3.4)

dt2 ... IdAmFe (t1, t2,



3.1 Outline of the proof

3.1.1 Setup

We start with the integral representation of the logarithm of an (positive invertible)

operator A:

log A =j d -. (3.6)

For unbounded operators A, the integral on the right-hand-side should be thought of

as a limit of Riemann sums in the strong operator topology induced by the domain

of the logarithm of A. Thus, we have the operator equality

logAo - logA= I d-3 do (Ao - A)

(3.7)

on the common domain of logA0 and logA.

Introduce the operator

a=1 A0 
2 AA 0 2  (3.8)

which we take to depend on a continuous parameter A and vanish as A -+ 0. To

lighten the notation, we keep the A dependence implicit. We stress that a is an

unbounded operator despite the fact that it is proportional to a small parameter A.

Since the function f(x) = \/,(x+#) 1 is bounded for positive 3 and x the operator

A1/2(A +,3)-1 is a bounded operator in the Hilbert space. Further, we may assume

that the operator A1/ 2 (A + _)-1 is also bounded. (For example, this is certainly the

case there if exists a constant c such that Ao < cA(A) on a common dense set.) In

case this operator is not bounded, we keep working in its domain which we assume is

dense. Thus, when we say A is a small perturbation, we mean that either of the two

conditions mentioned above is true.
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For 3 > 0, we define the bounded operator

1

A= 0 (3.9)

to rewrite the integrand of Eq.(3.7) as

1 1 1 1 (.0
A +3 - A0  (AO - A)A+ 3  (3.10)

= AaAi/ 2 (A + )-1 = Aa(l - A1/ 2Aa)- A (3.11)

= Ab(l - Bb)-1 A, (3.12)

where we have introduced

6= B (3.13)
1 - a/2' 2(,Ao + fi)

One might want to naively expand (1 - A 2Aa)-
1 in the second line of (3.10) in a

power series of A2 Aa. But this is not a good expansion as A2 Aa is an unbounded

operator. This is similar the approach taken by [30]. It leads to singular integrals

which can be sensible only if one provides a prescription to deform the integration

Contour. To circumvent this problem, in the third line of (3.10) we introduced the

operator 6, which is bounded with a norm 116| 1 2. To see this note that the spectrum

of the closure of a is contained in (-oc, 1) and 1>2 is a bounded function in the

range (-2, 2). On a dense domain, 6 and its closure agree. Finally, expanding B

in the spectral decomposition of A0 we find that the spectrum of B is contained in

(0, 1). Therefore, IIBI= 1/2 and by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality IIB61 < 1.

For IIB611 < 1 expanding the third line of (3.10) in terms of B6 gives a convergent

series. In general, it is not possible to exclude the IB611 = 1 case. To justify our

expansion, we will restrict to those vectors Ix) in Hilbert space which satisfy

||B6A~x)I| < ||A~x)I| . (3.14)
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On this set, we have the operator equality

Ao(l - B6)-1 Ax) = A6 Z(B6)n Ajx)
n=0

(3.15)

and the sum on the right-hand-side is pointwise convergent. We will not specify x)

below but its presence should always be kept in mind.

Using (3.10)-(3.15) in (3.7) we then find that

logAo - logA =j d3A3 Z(B6)"A.
n=O

(3.16)

We now further rewrite the above expression using the one-parameter unitary group

A0 generated by log Ao. In particular, we use the following integral expressions for

A and B

A = dt f(t)#' tA- t ,\/1 _00
B = lim J- dt g,(t)#itA t

f(t) = 12cosh(wrt)'

In Appendix B.4, we show that the above 6 -+ 0 limit exists.

Plugging (3.17) into (3.16) we find that

log Ao - log A = dt.o .. dtm+i +(t0 .-+tm+i)

m=0 ) ( -- +

Notice that if we exchange the orders of o and t-integrals (with associated Ei - 0

limit) the /-integral can be performed explicitly

j -1d 1 (to+. "+tm+i) = 27r6(to + - - - + tm+i) (3.20)
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(3.17)

(3.18)

(3.19)

9EM=4 sinh(7r(t - +e) sinh(7r(t+ iE)) _



Equation (3.19) can then be further written as (shifting the sum of m to start from

1)
0C

log Ao - log A Z Qm
fl=1

(3.21)

QM = 27 limEo J dt, I dt 2 ... Jdtm Fe (ti, t 2 , - - , tm) 6(ti) -. - (tm)

where the kernel F is defined by

Fci(ti, t2, .. , tm) = f(t1)ge (t2 - ti)9c,(t3 - t2)--..ge,- (tm - t._1)f (t,)

and

0(t) = 0edt A".

(3.22)

(3.23)

(3.24)

A variant of (3.21)-(3.23) has appeared previously in [30].1 The main goal of the

paper is to show that the kernel (3.23) has remarkable symmetric properties which

enable one to write Qm in terms of nested commutators of 6's

I dt1f dt2 ... AmFE,(t1,)t2,...,)tm)[--[6(t1), 6((t2)],-56(tm)

(3.25)

The P, contact term involves terms which contain two fewer integrals. It has the

following structure:

(3.26)

where s sums over all possible ways in which three ti's are selected from the set

{ti, . . . tm} such that at least two of the indices on the chosen ti are adjacent. The

'Note that the expansion in 1301 is similar to expanding (3.10) in a which is an unbounded
operator in our case. To have a convergent series we use the bounded operator 3 as the expansion
parameter. Our expressions (3.21)-(3.23) appear to differ from that in 1301 in the ic prescription,
the integration contours, and operator orderings.
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QM= limn+o

+Pm.

PM= J dt1 . . dtm- 3 dt Js(t1 , - - - tm- 3; t)Ms(ti, - - - tm- 3 ; t),



three chosen ti's are set to be equal to t, with the rest relabeled as ti, t-- 3. Js

is a kernel which can be obtained from FE, after applying a number of operations

which are described in the next subsection. For now, we give some simple examples.

Suppose ti = t2 = t3 = t, then

M = 6(t) 3 6(t1)...6(tm-3 ), J = Fe(t, ti, ... , tm- 3 ) . (3.27)
2m

For t, = t2 = t5 = t, one has M = 6(t) 2 6(ti)6(t 2 )6(t)5(t 3 )...6(tm- 3 ) and

J = 7r (F(t 2 , ti, t, t 3 , t4 ... , tm-3)-F(ti,t 2 ,tt 3 ,t 4 ,-.,im- 3 )) . (3.28)
2m

As the selected indices become larger, the number of terms in J increases and

the terms also become more complicated. For t6 = t2 = t3 = t one has M =

6(ti)6(t)2 6(t2 )6(t 3)(t)(t 4 )--6(tm- 3 ). For this case, we find that J has a term of the

form 1 F(t 3,t 2 ,t,t1)F(t,t4 ,t5 , .. ,tm 3 ).

3.1.2 Basic ideas for the proof

The kernel (3.23) looks complicated, but it satisfies a number of amazing identities

under the permutation of its arguments. To explain the basic idea leading to the

proof of (3.25), we need to first establish some notation.

Let Sm be the symmetric group of permutations of rn-distinct objects. We use the

cycle notation (12 - - m) to represent the permutation that sends 1 -+ 2 -+ 3 - - - -

(m - 1) -* m -+ 1. Any index not listed in the cycle is left untouched. We define

the action of an element o, C Sm on a product of operators 6 (tii)(t4 2 )..
5 (tim) and a

general function H(ti1 , ti 2 , --I tim) in the following manner:

Noe-(ti(.9) ts)othe(t :=ie in()(tit(ats) (3.29)

o-(H (til, 4i2, ...,I tim)) := H (t,(il), tO-(12), . tO'(im)) (3.30)

Note that in (3.29) a- acts on the left while in (3.30) it acts on the right. See Ap-
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pendix C.2 for further explanations and examples. Let us also introduce the special

permutations

p = (j(j - I)(j - 2)....4321), Aj = (1234...(j -1)),

One can show that the following statements are true:

1. Introduce the operator

Tm = (id - pir)(id - pm-1)...(id -P2) (3.32)

where id denotes the identity operation. Then,

Tm (6(ti)...6(tm)) = [[ . [45(t), 4(t2 )], - - -], 3(tm_1)], 6(tm)] (3.33)

See [311 for a proof. For completeness, we have included a proof in Appendix C.2.

2. For any function H(ti, t 2 , .. , m) we have

H(ti, t2, --, tm)6(t1 )6(t2).. -(tm)

= H(ti, t 2 , , tm)Tm ((ti)(t2)..o(tm))

+ J 6(ti)6(t2 )..6(tm) EmH(ti, t 2 , .. , tm) (3.34)

where the operation Em is defined as

rn-1

EmH(ti, t2 , .. , tm) = Z(-1)k~ 1 E'H(ti, t2 , .. , tm) (3.35)

k=1

with

27H(ti,t2 , -,tm)

m ii - i2 -1

il=k+1 i2=k i3=k -1

ik -1-1

.. Ai Ai2...Aik H(ti, t2, .. , tM)
ik =2

(3.36)
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3. For a general operator O(ti, .., t) and function F of (3.23) we have

limEs÷O f O(ti, .. , tm) k Fe(tl, .. , tm)

=( 1) k liMei __O f 0 (tli, .. , tm) FE(ti, I..,I tM)

+ E jk+ 2 N[0] (3.37)

where N [0] are "contact terms" containing only m - 2 integrals. They will be

given explicitly at the end.

4. If we set H = F in (3.34) and use (4.108) in (3.35) we find that

Q = r lim Fe(tl, t 2 , .. , tm) Tm 6(t1)6(t2 )..6(tm)

m einm
27M-1 M

+ j(-)"~ S (3.38)
k=1 j=k+2

which leads to (3.25) upon using (3.33) together with the identification

p 7m-1 -1m

PM = _ (-1)k- Nj (3.39)
k=1 j=k+2

We now give the explicit expressions for Nj. First, let us introduce some defini-

tions. For integers q2 < q1 we define

LE Aq2 Fe(ti, ... , t) (3.40)
l* W gE(tl - tq 2 )9E(tq

2 +1 - t
1 ) tltq

2 t q 2 +1t

R (l [M] liMEio L..2t)~i 2, .. , tt) (3.41)

where M is some operator and on the right hand side of (3.41) the integrations are

over all distinct ti's (i.e. qi - 2 integrations). Given an operator O(ti, t 2 , .. , tm), for

each p < k and k +3 < j < m where k is the lower index in the object 'E, we define
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the operator W as

Ij-p-2 ip+1-1 ik -1 -1

W(ti, t2, -- ,tp, ti-1,I t) = f(j (-1 E Y ... E
f t jf t _)ip-+1=k-p+1 ip+2=k-p ik=2

np+1 dtl+dt) XpjO(ti, ---tm)gj,j+1,Ejgj+1,j+2, j+19j+2,j+3,Ej+2

X gj+3,j+4,Ej+3  gm-3,m-2,m-39m-2,m-1,m,-i gm-1,m,Em- 1 fm

where Xpj is given by

Xpi (tp+l, tp+2, ..-, tj-2, tj-1)

YJ' .- A yjk A~1i i
a=h used thp+oAi s fhg,2,or g2,3,h2ang-p-2,j-p-1,e

and we have used the following shorthand notations

frn f(tm), gm-1,m,Em-1 ge.m 1 (tin - tm-1) .

We also introduce

Oj(y1, Y2, --,yp+2) = W(yp+2, Yp+1, ... , Y3, Y2, 1)

which amounts to the relabelling

Y1 = tj, Y2 = tj-1, Y3+q = tp-q, 0 q < p - 1 (3.46)

Finally, the expression for Nj[0] is given by

N[] 4 fp+ R (p+ 2 ) [j]

{ =2Ek+ R(k+2) [k+2]

ik + 3

j=k + 2
(3.47)

for m> 2and 1 <k<m-1.

In summary, to obtain the kernel J of (3.26) corresponding to tj, tr+1, tr for some
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1 < r < j - 1, we use the following algorithm:

1. Choose an integer k such that 1 < k < j - 2. If k j - 2 then set p = k,

otherwise choose p in the range r + 1 < p < k.

2. For each such k and p, apply the string of permutations on the right-hand-side

of Eq. (3.43) to the first j - p - 2 arguments of F to obtain Xpj. Sum over these

permutations.

3. Keep all arguments above j unpermuted, and delete the arguments between

j - p - 2 and j. Divide the result by .

4. Define the variables yi as in (3.46). Apply the permutation Ap+2-r to F(yi, .. , Yp+2)

and divide by 4 gE(y1 - Yp+2-r)ge(Yp+3-r - yi). Now set tj = t,+, = tr

5. Multiply this by the result obtained in Step 3 after reexpressing y in terms of

ti. Perform the sum over p. Sum over k after multipying by (-l)k-1. Multiply

the whole result by 2.

To obtain J corresponding to the choice tj = tj-1 = tr when 1 < r < j -2, the

previous steps are followed with the choice p = r and no sum over p in the last step.

To obtain J corresponding to the choice tj = tj_1 = ti follow the previous steps after

setting p = 1 and to the result, add the term irAj-F(t,..,t) . This exhausts all

the cases.

The rest of the paper is devoted to establishing (3.33)-(4.108) and justifying the

existence of ei -+ 0 limit. In Sec. 3.2 we prove (3.33) and (3.34). In Sec. 3.3 we

prove (4.108). Appendix B.4 discusses in detail the ci -+ 0 limit. In Appendix B.5 we

examine more carefully the interchange of f-integral and Ei -+ 0 limit used in (3.19).

3.2 Permutation identities (I)

In this section, we present a proof of Eq. (3.34). Consider the integral

im = JH(ti, t2, ...-, tm)6(ti)6(t2)..6(tm) (3.48)
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for some function H(t1 , t2 , .. , t,). Then, we have

IM= H(ti, t2, .,tm) (1 - (12) + (12))J(ti)J(t2).. 5(t,,)

= H(ti, t2, .,tm) [(I - (321)) (1 - (12)) + (321) (1 - (12)) + (12)] 6(tl )6(t2) --6(tn)

= H(ti, t2, .,trn) [(1 - (4321)) (1 - (321)) (1 - (12))

+ (4321) (1 - (321))(1 - (12)) + (321) (1 - (12)) + (12)1 (t1)3(t2 )..6(m) . (3.49)

Note that the third line is simply T4 [6(ti)6(t2 )6(t3 )6(t4 )]6(t5 ) - 6(tm), while the

fourth line when expanded gives

3 4 ii -1 i2-1 ik-1-1

(_-1 EE-- ... E iI i 2-- Pik Q(ti

k=1 ii=k+1 i2=k i3=k-1 ik=2

(3.50)

Continuing this process repeatedly, we get

m1  ik 2-1 ik-1-1

E E E ... E il/-42---.Pik (6t1)(2)..6J(tM) .(3.51)
il=k+1 i2=k i3=k-1 ik=2
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k=1

)6(t2)6(t3)6(t4) ) (t5) - -- 6(trn) -
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In Eq. (3.51), the permutations act on the operators. But for subsequent applications,

we need the permutations to act on functions. This is achieved by the obervations

H(ti, t2 , -- , i) il .. Pik ( 1(ti)-.J(tm)) (3.52)

J H(ti, t2 , ... , tm)6(tr(1))6(tr( 2))-6(tr(m)) T = Pi * /tj 2 * --- * Pik (3.53)

= H (t,(1), to(2).. -)- -())Jro2)..(t-ra(m)) (3.54)

= T-1H(ti, t2 , ..,tm)6(t1 )..6(tm) (3.55)

= k (- *2 y;l. Pg *i p)H (t, It2, .., tm)6(ti).. (tm) (.6

= Ai Ai2 ..A ikH(ti, t2, .., tm)] 6(ti)..S(tm) (3.57)

where in (3.53), we used (B.27), in (3.54), used the permutation invariance of n-

dimensional integrals, in (3.55), chose a = T-1, and finally in (3.57), used (B.28) and

that py and A3 are inverse of each other. Using (3.57) in (3.51) we then find (3.34).

3.3 Permutation identities (II)

In this section, we prove (4.108) which is the most nontrivial step in the proof of (3.25).

Let us first note the identity

limo J dt sinh(rt) h(t) = dt h(t) (3.58)
_-00 smnh(7(t ic)) _ 000

where h(t) is a regular function at t = 0. In subsequent manipulations, we will

abbreviate identities of this type by dropping the integral and the limit as

sinh(7rt) = (3.59)
sinh(7r(t ic))
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which should (hopefully) cause no confusion. We also remind the reader of the short-

hand notation introduced in (3.44). For instance, from (3.23) we have

Fm Fe(tl, t2 , tin) = f191,2,c192,3,2 9M-1,m,6m- fM

and

Fm" = 9M-1,'M,fm-1fM) F _ .F~= (Ym-1~mlmF

3.3.1 Preparation

Before proving (4.108) we first prove a lemma.

Lemma: Consider the operator

(3.60)

(3.61)

(3.62)

where O(ti, - - -tn) is a general operator and Fm' is defined in (3.60). For all m > 2,

we have

A, 1I =Im + 4ER(n) [0]
1=2 1=2

(3.63)

where Rq(i)[0] is defined in Eq.(3.41). We remind the reader that A, only acts on the

kernel function F.

Proof : We prove this by induction on m. Taking m = 2, A 2 =(12), we get

A 2 12 = -12 (3.64)

which is trivially true by the antisymmetry of the function g. So the correct base case

is m = 3. Performing a few relabelings of the ti, we get

A 213 + A313 = limne-O

I
Idt2 J dtilimE2-o

Fe17E2 (t2,i tli, W) 0(tI, t2, t3)dt3 ( Fel, 2 (t2, t3 , tI) +
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Using the identity

4cosh(irt 2)sinh(7r(t1 - t2 ))sinh(7(t 2 - t3 ))

= -cosh(7r(t1 - t2 + t3 )) - cosh(7r(3t 2 - 6 - t3 ))

+ cosh(ir(t3 + t2 - ti)) + cosh(7r(ti - t 3 + t 2 )) (3.66)

and some algebraic manipulations we can write the term in the parentheses of (3.65)

as

Fe,E2 (t2 , t3, t1 ) + FE,E2(t2 ,t1,t 3 ) = f(t1)f(t2)f(t3)9C2(t1

-4cosh(7rt 2)sinh(7r(ti - t2))sinh(7r(t 2 - t 3 ))
Isinh(7r(t 3 - t 2 + ic1))I 2lsinh(7(tj - t 2 + iM1 ))1 2

+

- t3)sinh(7r(ti - t3 ))

I1

Isinh(7r(t 3 - t2 + iE1))j 2 Isinh(i7r(ti - t2 + ZE,))1 2

x [cosh(lr(ti - t 2 + t3))(cosh(37rie 1 ) - 1) - cosh(7r(t 3 + t2 - t1 ))(cosh(i7re 1 ) - 1)

- cosh(wr(ti - t3 + t2))(cosh(i7re 1 ) - 1) + cosh(r(3t 2 - ti - t3 ))(cosh(iwcrc) - 1) )

Integrating against O(ti, t2 , t 3) and taking Ej -+ 0, we get

A 213 + A3 13  -limEl+oJ F,j(ti, t22 t3 )O(tli t2 ,t 3 )

1 + (ttt3 f (t1 )f (t2)f (t3 )
8i , sinh(7r(t3 - t2 + iMl))I 2 lsinh(7(t1 - t2 + iC1 ))1 2

x [cosh(7r(ti - t2 + t3))(cosh(37rie1) - 1) - cosh(7r(t 3 + t2 - t1 ))(cosh(i7rrE) - 1)

-- cosh(7r(ti - t3 + t2))(cosh(i7rc) - 1) + cosh(7(3t 2 - t1 - t3 ))(cosh(i7rE 1 ) - 1)]

The second term of the previous equation can be simplified by noting the identity

limO dx 2 + ( - 2 f(x) = 7f(a)
j -i-- (x -a)2 (3.67)
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for f continuous in a, bounded and integrable. Thus, we obtain

A213 + A3 13 = -limEl-o+ FE(tit 2 ,t 3)O(tt 2,7t 3) + 4 0f (t)20(t, t, t)dt .

(3.68)

From the definitions (3.40)-(3.41) we note that

J dtf(t)20(t, t, t)

and thus

j=2

which establishes the lemma for the case m = 3.

Suppose the lemma holds for some m > 4, ie,

M-1 [

7AlIm-1 [0] = -Im-1 [0] +
1=2

m-2

1 =2 1 )0
1=2

Then, we have

AIm[0] -
1=2

i m -2lim'-OE AF.'_1 9M-"~''EM-1fM O ti,
j=2 f M-1

... , tm)

+ lim-O J AmFm'O(ti,.., tm) + limE_ 0 J ',m- 1 fm Ami

(3.72)
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3 1
AjI3 [0] =131[0] + 4R2 [0], (3.70)

(3.71)

Fm610(ti, t2, .. ,tim) -



Rearranging the terms above gives

mA n-i

ZAjIm [O] lim,~ S
1=2

+ limE-o

+ limemr-o

1=2

J dtmlimE-o j fm (91m 
m-i

Jm

x Am_1Fl_-j0(ti, t2, ..-, tm) .

With a computation very similar to the case m = 3 we find the relation

limEo J AmF76O(ti, .., tm)

+ limEminlo I dtlim-+o / fm (9i 'fm-1 _ gm-im )
x Am--1F_10 (t1, t2, ..,tm) = IRm [0]

Finally, we perform the integration over tm in the first term on right hand side of

(3.73) and use the induction hypothesis to obtain

m

EA, Im [0] =-IM[0] + 1 M- [1 ]
l=R n)O]1m[O] +1=2

(3.75)

which proves the lemma.

3.3.2 Final proof

We now prove (4.108) which using the definition (3.62) can be written as

ZgIm[O (1)Im[O] + N [O] (3.76)

with N [0] given in Eq. (3.47).

Our strategy is to use induction on m with a fixed k. First, consider m = k + 1
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(3.74)

AIF,',,-, 9'M-iTnem-j fm)o(t, tM

I fM-I

AmF 0(ti,.., tm)

9M-i7M'EM-j

fM-1



for which we have

AmAm-1Am-2...A 2 (3.77)

It can be checked by an explicit computation

B+lFm = F(tm, tm-i, tm2, .. , t3, 2 , tr) (1)"-Fm (3.78)

following from g,(-t) = -g,(t). This completes the proof for the case m = k + 1.

Next, consider m = k + 2, which is the base case for our induction argument. By

explicit computation one can show that

, [+2 m (o- =

M i-d im-3-1[M

... Asil... Aim,.-2'M[O)= E(AIm)[O']
ii=m-1 i2=m-2 im-2=2 1=2

where 0' is defined as

N'(yi, .. y) =- (y, ym- 1, .r, .1 ) 

Now applying, Lemma 1 (3.63) to the right hand side of (3.79) we find

k+1

+ 2 Im[O] =m[O'] +1 1 Rj [L']
j=1

k+1

+ Rl~k+2)([0']+ 4 2 Rd
1=2

where in the last step we have used the fact that g, (t) is an odd function.

(3.81)

This

completes the proof for m = k + 2.

Now, suppose (4.108) holds for m > k + 3. Remember the definition of E" from
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(3.36). It can be checked explicitly that 7 = E~ + AmE' 1 . Then, we have

m ii-1 i2-1

ii=k+i i2 =k i3 =k-1

ik-1-1

.. Ai Ai2..AikF
ik=2

-m-2 m1= k F _1
9m-1,mfrm

fm-1 ) +Am-2 Am+ m-1 k-1 ( m.1 + AmBki1Fc

(3.83)

(3.84)= gm-"imf' "m-~'F_ 1 + Amm_ Fm + CAm-1 i_~ 2 Fmi
fm-1 -k

C = i'r m _ gm-i,m f m (3.85)
fiM-1

If we integrate against O(ti, t2 , .. , tm) and take ci -+ 0, the first term in (3.84) goes to

(3.86)

by the induction hypothesis. To finish the proof we need to show that the second and

the third term add up to Nm [0].

Let us denote the sum of the second and the third terms in (3.84) as V. First,

split V into

V = Si + V

S1 = Am-k-_-7,m + CAm-i-k_ 7 F _1

V1 = AmAm-12 F + AmAm-2-" F + CAm-1Am-2,m" F _-

(3.87)

(3.88)

(3.89)

where we have repeatedly used 'E = Am=''+ B-. Let us rename yi = ti,
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Here,

gM-1'MfM

fM-1

fi

mn-1

(-1)kIm[0] + E Nj [0]
j=k+2



Y2 tm-1 and y3 t1 for the moment. We find

Xim(t)'
Si = Mt) AIF3(yi, Y2, Y3)

fm-i

m-3 i2-1 ik-1--

Xim(t)'k= AmE .. E Ai2..A igi,2,EI92,3,E2.--qm-3,m-2,Em-3)

i2=k i3=k-1 ik=2

(3.90)

(3.91)

Integrating S, against O(ti, ... , tin) and taking c -+ 0, we find this is precisely the

p = 1,j = m term in N[O] that we are looking for, after applying the Lemma, in

Eq. (3.47).

Now, V can be further split into

V 1 = S2 + V2  (3.92)

S 2 = Am mE_ 'M + CAm-1Am-2' F_1 (3.93)

V2 = Am"e_~ + AmAm-1Arn- 2 Am 3 -k 4 Fm + CAEmAm 2 Am 3 -44F,6

(3.94)

where

2' Am- + Am-2 (3.95)

(3.96)3 AmA-2 + Am1 Am-3 + Am-2Am-3 = A1Aj2 .-
il=m-2 i2=m-3

It is convenient to rename y = tm, Y2 = tm_1, y 3 = t2 and y 4 = tj. Now, using the

equalities

AmAm-1ET_ 4E= X 2 mgmm-192,mg1,2f1

AmAm-2 E_ 7j4F X2 mg2 ,r-igm, 2g1,'mfi

ArMnAm-2i F4 1 = X'2m92,m-191,2f1

(3.97)

(3.98)

(3.99)
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we can write S2 as

S2 = 2 ( AF4(y,,Y2, Y3, Y4))

Note that since

m-4 i2-1

X2m ~= iM-kAm-2

i3=k-1 i4=k-2

ik-1-1

S Ai2. Aik (f191,2,E 1 92,3,E 2 .- 9m-4,m-3,Em-4)
ik=2

(3.101)

if we integrate S2 in (3.100) against O(tl,.., t,) and take all the E -+ 0 we find the

p = 2, j = m term in N[0] in Eq.(3.47).

Now, the pattern is clear: we split the remainder Vj into Sj+1 and Vj+1 until j = k.

Since V = 0 we have

k

V s,,
p= 1

S= Am _E-,m2 F + CAM- 1 Am 2 -- Am- M-p-2 _P -kp m- 'A -P-k-p r-i' (3.102)

where

m-1 ii-1.

P," = E --..
Sil=m-2 i2=m-3

ip-2-1

ip- 1=m-p
(3.103)

Note that E"' is a direct generalization of (3.96)) and Ej = 1.

The basic idea to compute S, is the same as that of S2. One has to show that Sp

can be written as

- <i

p - 1f rn-i

p+2
EAjFp+2 (Y1, Y2, --- yp+2) (3.104)

with

Y1 = tm, Y2 = tm-l, 3+q=tp-q for 0 q p- 1 .
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It is important to remember that Xm does not depend on any of the y variables. It

then follows from the Lemma that after integrating against O(ti, .. , tm) and sending

E - 0, Sp has the form required in Eq.(3.47).

To finish the proof, we need to demonstrate (3.104).2 For this purpose, let us look

at the first term of Sp in (3.102):

Aempm- 2F. (3.106)

Expanding E explicitly we have

"_-p~ 2 FE =
-k-p m

m-p-2 ip+1-1 ik-1-1
... p k ~ Ai,=,..AF

i p+1=k-p+1 ip+2=k-p ik=2

Aj,1 Ai, .. AikFE = xigm-p-1,m-p...gm-1,mfm

X1 = fr(1)9r(1)r(2)9r(2)r(3)-.9(m-p-3),r(m-p- 2)r(m-p- 2 ),m-p-1

(3.108)

(3.109)

where the permutation T and the function X, depend on the multi-index ip+ 1 , , ik.

It is crucial that the permutation r does not touch any of the indices above m - p -2.

To lighten the notation, we suppress the i dependence of Xi. Equation (3.107)-(3.108)

further imply

k-p~2 = X2gm-p-1,m-p-- -gm-1,mfm (3.110)

where we have introduced

'm-p-2 ip+1 -1 ik-1-1

X2 = Y ... Xi

ip+1=k-p+i ip+2=k-p ik-
2

(3.111)

2It is enough to take k > 3 as the previous computations of S1, 2 are sufficent to cover k = 2.
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Next, note that

p-1

Ame,'" = Am S K3, K3 = H _ Am ( -I+1Am~n_1 . (3.112)
j=O

Every cyclic permutation appearing in (3.112), has the exact same action on X2,

therefore

AmKjX 2 = = Amn-..AmpX2 . (3.113)

The first equality of (3.113) says that the action of AnKj on X2 is independent of

j and we have named the resulting function X'. in (3.104). The second equality

says X'm can also be obtained from the permutation Am- .-. Amnp acting on X2.

The reasons behind (3.113) are: (i) the number of cycles in each permutation string

acting on X2 is the same; (ii) the length of each cycle is larger than the highest index

occurring in X2. As a simple example, consider the following permutation on some

function G(ti, t 2 , t3 )

AioA 9A8G(ti, t2 , t3 ) = A6A5A 4G(ti, t 2 , t3 ) . (3.114)

The X', in Eq.(3.113) has the precise expression we saw for the j = m contact

contribution in Eq.(3.47) which is

m-p-2 ip+1 -l ik-1-1

X' =An-Am- -5 Api A-÷ EE.. . .Aik (fgI,2,E 92,3,E2 .9m-p-2,'m-p-1.Em-p- 2 )
ip+i=k-p+1 ip+ 2 =k-p ik=2

(3.115)

Now, let us look at how K, act on the product of the functions in (3.110) other than

X2. To this end, we define

G(ui, U2 , .. , Ul) =ge1 (U2 - U1) 2 (U3 - u2)...g 1 (ul - u111) . (3.116)
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We then find

p-1 p-1

Am E KjG(tm-p,-, tmp, ... tm-1, It) - E G(tm-i, tP, tp_1..., tj+2, tm, tj+1, t'
j=0 j=0

Collecting everything together we thus find (3.106) can be written as

p-1

P k-p = X.mfi G(it,t_1,... tj+2, tm, tj+, t... t2, t) .
j=0

... ,12, t1)

(3.117)

(3.118)

The second term of Sp in (3.102) can be treated exactly in parallel, and we find

(3.119)

Plugging the explicit expression for C, combining (3.118) and (3.119), cancelling

some terms, and relabeling the arguments as in (3.105), we then obtain (3.104). This

completes the proof.
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Chapter 4

Effective action for parity violating

fluids including anomalies

4.1 Introduction

Consider a parity-violating relativistic system in (3+ 1)-dimension with a global U(1)

symmetry whose conserved current is j". Suppose the symmetry becomes anomalous

in the presence of an external source A, for P',

- ch
Vk, J - V"BFp Fa (4.1)

4

where F is the field strength for A. Due to (4.1), the Euclidean partition func-

tion of the system in the presence of source A, is not invariant under small gauge

transformations of A. We will refer to (4.1) as a local U(1) anomaly, in contrast

to a global anomaly in which case the partition function is invariant under small

gauge transformations, but not under large gauge transformations when the system

is put on a topologically nontrivial manifold. To first order in the derivative expan-

sion, the parity-odd part JP of charge current can be written in the Landau frame

as [11, 32, 33, 34]

Jfp + sB .1 (4.2)
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The first term implies a contribution to the current that is induced by and parallel to,

the vorticity wP = EP"APuOAup (ul is the local velocity field). This is called the chiral

vortical effect (CVE). The second term is proportional to the magnetic field strength

BA = -!E"OuFOf, which is often referred to as the chiral magnetic effect (CME).

The transport coefficients ( and B receive contributions from local anomaly (4.1)

as follows [11, 32, 35]

-3chp 2 1 - 2a) + 2aipT (1 - a) + a2T2 (1 - 2a) - 2a3 T3  o ,(4.3)

(B -3chp(2 - a) + 2a1T(1 - a) - a2T
2  o (4.4)

C0 + Po

with

plo (4.5)
60 + Po

where a1 ,2 ,3 are constants, and p, T, no, co, po are local chemical potential, temperature,

charge density, energy density and pressure respectively.

It is curious that even in the absence of local anomaly (4.1), i.e. with c = 0, there

can still be chiral vortical and magnetic effects, determined up to three constants.

It has been pointed out that for a CTP invariant theory, only a2 is allowed [36, 351,

whose physical origin has generated much recent interest. From holography and free

theory examples, a2 appears to be related to the coefficient A of the local mixed

gravitational anomalies

VJP = AEp,"APROQ ,Ra3 p (4.6)

as [37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43]

a2 = -327r 2A. (4.7)

Relation (4.7) is puzzling from the perspective of anomaly matching in a low energy

effective theory, as the right hand side of (4.6) contains four derivatives and thus

should modify J" only at the third derivative order while terms in (4.2) have only one

derivative. Furthermore, matching with constitutive relations or partition functions
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as done in [11, 32, 35, 44] will not lead to any multiplicative factor ir as in (4.7).

Arguments have been made in [45, 46, 47, 48, 49] which show that (4.7) should apply

at least to field theory systems smoothly connected to free theories through continuous

parameter(s). Alternatively, it has been hinted in [50] and subsequently explicitly

worked out in various examples in [51, 52] that the transport coefficient a2 should

be considered as being directly related to global mixed gravitational anomalies when

putting the system on a topologically nontrivial manifold. It has also been known

that relation like (4.7) is violated for systems with gravitinos [41, 53, 45, 47].

1. In both (3 + 1) and (2 + 1) dimensions, possible parity-odd transport behavior

sensitively depends on the underlying discrete symmetries. Hence hydrody-

namic transports can be used to probe microscopic discrete symmetries. For

example, given the form (4.2)-(4.4), when PT is conserved, then a1 .2 ,3 = 0 and

c = 0, i.e. no chiral vortical or magnetic effects. If CPT is conserved, then

a, a 3 = 0. If only T is conserved, then all a1 ,2 ,3 and c are allowed. Thus

detection of possible existence of a,, a3 can be used to test CPT violations.

While CTP is preserved for all relativistic local field theories, searching for

its possible violations through transports could be interesting. Some condensed

matter systems exhibit emergent relativistic symmetries, and transport behavior

can then be potentially used to probe whether there is emergent CPT as well.

2. All three constants a1 ,2 ,3 in (4.3)-(4.4) are associated with global anomalies,

respectively with pure gauge, mixed gauge, and pure gravitational anomalies.

More explicitly, consider the partition function of the system on a spatial man-

ifold S1 x S2 at a finite temperature, i.e. the full manifold is S' x S1 x S2, with

ST denoting the Euclidean time direction along which we put thermal boundary

conditions. We also turn on the external metric and source A, as

ds 2 = goo (dT - vidx ) 2 + ai3dx'dxj, Amdx' = Ao(dT -vidxz)+bdxz (4.8)

with all components to be independent of Euclidean time T. x' denotes direc-
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tions along S2 x S 1 . Let us suppose there is no local gauge anomaly (4.1), i.e.

c = 0. Then to first derivative order, the partition function should be invariant

under the following two U(1) transformations'

where both f and g are independent of T. Equation (4.9) aries from time

diffeomorphism along the Euclidean time circle 2 while (4.10) is the stationary

gauge transformation for A.. It turns out, however, when a1 ,2 ,3 are nonzero, the

partition function is only invariant under transformations which are smoothly

connected to the identity, but not invariant under large gauge transformations.

More explicitly, suppose bi has a magnetic flux along S2, then under a large

gauge transformation of bi and vi along S' we find that the partition function

transforms as

[8r2 mai .2irna 2 l
Z -+ exp [ q2  + i Z, m,n E Z (4.11)

1 q2 q _

where q is the minimal U(1) charge of the system. The term proportional to a 2

in (4.11) is fully consistent with the discussion of various examples in 151, 521.

In (4.11) the term in the exponent proportional to a, is real; recall that the

presence of a1 breaks CPT. Similarly when only vi has a magnetic flux along

S2, under a large gauge transformation of vi along S' we find that

Z -+ e-2arZ, r C Z (4.12)

which is again real. The standard lore is that there can be no pure global

gravitational anomaly in d = 4. But here CPT is broken and we are at a finite

temperature.

'The gravitational anomaly (4.6) does not matter at this derivative order.
2The transformation associated to f is also known in the literature as Kaluza-Klein U(1).
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We thus see measuring parity-violating transports can also be used to probe

global anomalies of a system. Note that a 2 appears in (4.11) in a phase, so the

global anomaly (4.11) only captures the "fractional" part of a2 , i.e. a2 - a2 +kq

with k C Z does not change the phase. In contrast, the factors associated with

a1 and a3 in (4.11)-(4.12) are real. As a result the global anomalies associated

with them are fully equivalent to the corresponding transport coefficients.

The relations between coefficients al,2 ,3 and global anomalies described above

are universal relations which can be deduced solely at the level of low energy

effective theory, without any knowledge of UV physics. Now let us come back to

the relation (4.7) which from the light of the above discussion may be interpreted

as the combination of the following:

(a) the connection between a2-related transports in (4.3)-(4.4) to global grav-

itational anomaly (4.11) which is a universal low energy relation;

(b) a relation between local mixed anomaly coefficient A in (4.6) and the global

mixed anomaly (4.11) which has been known to be valid for some class of

systems. This relation goes beyond low energy physics.

This resolves the two puzzles mentioned below (4.7): equation (4.7) should

not be viewed as a low energy relation. Indeed, from the perspective of low

energy effective field theory, neither transport behavior in (4.3)-(4.4) nor the

global anomaly in (4.11) has anything to do with (4.6). Nevertheless, when UV

physics is taken into consideration, they are controlled by the same number in

a large class of systems. In this light the discussion of [45, 46, 47, 48] can be

considered as establishing (b) for field theory systems smoothly connected to

free theories through continuous parameter(s).
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4.2 Review of hydrodynamical action in physical space-

time

In this section, we review the formulation of the hydrodynamical action introduced

in [12, 54, 55] to set up the notations and formalism for deriving anomalous transports

in later sections. 3

4.2.1 General setup

Consider the closed time path (CTP) generating functional W[gi, A 1 ; g 2 , A 2 ] for a

system with a U(1) symmetry in some state specified by the density matrix po

e Wl1MVA1;g2pv.,A2j] = Tr [U(+oo, -00; giP,, A 1,)poUt(+oo, -00; Y2pv, A2p)] (4.13)

where U(t2 , ti; gi,, A 1,) denotes the quantum evolution operator of the system from

ti to t 2 in the presence of spacetime metric gi, and an external vector field A1 ,

(sources for the U(1) current). The sources for two legs of the CTP contour are taken

to be independent. We introduce the "on-shell" stress tensors and currents for each

leg as

6W 1 6W
-i = - iTI"(X), -i J,(x) -giJ1(x), (4.14)

6gi,~(x) 2 A()
6 W 1 W (.5i =__6 - g2 Ti"v(x), i- -g2 Jf(x) . (4.15)

6g2 ,(x) '2 ( 6A 2 (x)

The expectation values TP", J of the stress tensor and the U(1) current in the state

po in an external metric g,, and external background A,, are obtained by

T = T A g " 9, I gA = J2Ig,A (4.16)

where IgA denotes setting gi, =92pv = g,, and A1, = A 21, = Aj,.

In the absence of any gravitational and U(1) anomalies, W[gi, A 1 ; 92 , A 2 ] should

3See also [56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 671 for other discussions of action formulation.
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be invariant under independent gauge transformations of A 1 , A 2 and independent

diffeomorphisms of g1 A1 and g2, A 2 , i.e.

W[gi, A, + dA,;9 2 ; A 2 + dA 2 = W[A 1 , A 2] (4.17)

W[gi, A;g 2 ,A 2] = W[g', A 1; g , A 2] (4.18)

where g , A denote diffeomorphisms of g, A generated by a vector field '.4 Equa-

tions (4.17)-(4.18) in turn ensure that

Vs, J', = 0, VST, = F,,,J", s=1, 2 (4.19)

where V1 is the covariant derivative associated with gig,, and Fi., is the field strength

of A1,. Similarly for quantities with subscript 2.

For slowly varying sources, we can express the generating functional (4.13) in

terms of path integrals over slow degrees of freedom of the system

eW[gl,A1;92,A2] k D Iyi [XI~~
1  (4.20)

where x collectively denotes slow variables of the system which in general also come in

two copies. The low energy effective action IEFT depends on po and external sources

which we have suppressed, and is assumed to be local.

For po describing a medium in local equilibrium, generically the only slow modes

are those associated with conserved quantities (4.19), i.e. hydrodynamical modes,

with IEFT the corresponding hydrodynamical action Ihydro. We will limit ourselves

to the generic situation.5 The slow variables associated with the stress tensor can

be chosen to be X',2 (A) which describe motions of a continuum of fluid elements

labelled by a-A in two copies of physical spacetimes with coordinates Xl'2 respectively.

See Fig. 4-1. .The slow variables associated with the U(1) currents are cp1 ,2 (aA) which

can be interpreted as U(1) phase rotations associated for each fluid elements. It is

4A 1, A2 and '2 are all assumed to vanish at spatial and time infinities.
5The discussion can be readily generalized to systems such as near a critical point where one

should also include the corresponding order parameter(s). See [55, 671.
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Physical spacetime 2

X(a )

) ....

Fluid spacetime Physical spacetimel

......... X i,(Uci
0

0,)

Figure 4-1: X1,2 (0A) describe motion of a continuum of fluid elements labelled by o-

in two copies of physical spacetimes with coordinates X1
2 respectively. -A (- 0 , ai)

are coordinates for a "fluid spacetime", where oa are interpreted as labels of each fluid

element while o- is their "internal" time. The red straight line in the fluid spacetime

with constant o is mapped by X1'2 (- 0 , UI) to physical spacetime trajectories (also in

red) of the corresponding fluid element.

also convenient to introduce an additional scalar field 0(a A) which gives the local

inverse temperature in fluid spacetime.6 X6 2 and 'P1,2 are the Stuckelberg fields for

diffeomorphisms and gauge transformations (4.17)-(4.18), and we require the hydro-

dynamical action Ihydr. to be a local action of pullbacks of g, and Bsp As,, + 0ps,

s = 1, 2 to the fluid spacetime

hsAB AgSpV (XS -)) ,

i.e.

Ihydro Ihydro[h

BsA(o-) = As (Xs(-)) + OA'P(p ).

(4.21)

1, B; h2, B2 ;31 . (4.22)

By construction h1 ,2 and B1,2 are invariant under independent diffeomorphisms

and gauge transformations of the two legs of the CTP contour (s = 1, 2):

I OX 8 aX 8  aX A
spv(X')= sX" AX P( 'AsX(Xs),

A' =A - a AS(Xs), '(o) = 's (-) + A,(

6Note that there is only one temperature field rather than two copies.

X_1 (0)= As (0())

(4.23)

(4.24)

90

Xs(a)),



which along with (4.22) immediately implies (4.17)-(4.18). Furthermore, the form of

the action (4.22) implies that the equations of motion of X',2 and O1,2 are equivalent to

the conservations of the "off-shell" hydrodynamical stress tensors and currents defined

as

g (hydro 6 hydro - -g j (x), (4.25)
6gi,,(x) 2 6A1,(x)

6 1
hydro - 1 W 6

hydro - x) (4.26)
6g2,,(x) 2 V 2 t 2  6A 2 1 (x) =--g 2  (.

As defined the path integrals (4.20) apply to a general quantum system. At

sufficiently high temperatures it is often enough to consider the leading order in a

small h expansion. For this purpose we decompose

h h h h
91pu = 9g, + 2gatv, 92pv 9Mu - 29ayl, Ai, = A, + 2Aa, A2/,= A, - Aa/

(4.27)

h h h h
XP =X" X X X -X , +1h + -Pa, 9

2 = O - -Pa, (4.28)
2 a' 2 2 a2 2

and the action Ihydro can be expanded in h as

I1hyr -1(0) + hIP)
I hydro hydro hydr (4.29)

In this limit the path integrals (4.20) survive and describe classical statistical averages.

We will refer to variables with subscript a as a-variables and those without as r-

variables. r-variables can be considered as describing physical quantities while a-

variables correspond to noises. For example, X1(o-A) is interpreted as mapping fluid

spacetime into the physical spacetime (now only one copy) with XP interpreted as

the corresponding position noises.

While the hydrodynamical action Ihydro is naturally formulated in the fluid space-

time aA-, one can also formulate it in physical spacetime by inverting XP(u-A), i.e.

use -A (X) as dynamical variables and express all other variables accordingly as func-

tions of XP. In the physical spacetime formulation, the dynamical variables are then
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oA(x), p(x), 3(x) and Xa"(x), (Pa(X), while the background fields are gm,(x), Am (x), ga4,(x), Aa,(X),

where we have replaced Xm by xm to emphasize they are now just coordinates for phys-

ical spacetime. The physical spacetime formulation has the advantage of being more

physically intuitive and connects more directly with the traditional phenomenological

approach.

4.2.2 Formulation of Ihydro in physical spacetime

We now list various symmetries and consistency requirements which Ihydro should sat-

isfy when formulated in the physical spacetime to leading order in the h-expansion [12,

54, 55]. They can be separated into the following categories:

1. Spacetime diffeomorphisms and gauge transformations. In the absence of any

gravitational and charged current anomalies, the action Ihydro should be invari-

ant under physical spacetime version of (4.23)-(4.24). Invariance under these

transformations implies that a-fields (including both background and dynamical

variables) must appear through the combinations

Gapv(X) gaiv + XagPv = gattv + V Xav + VvXap, (4.30)

Cam - Aai(x)+ 0, Oa(x) + Zx Am = Aai(x)+ 0 Pa(x) + X'VA, + AV ,XV"

(4.31)

while AA and p must appear through

BA = A, + aO(x). (4.32)

The above variables are the physical spacetime version of (4.21).

2. Spatial and time diffeomorphisms in the fluid spacetime which define a fluid.
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We require the action Ihydro be invariant under

as i _ 071(a), 0 D a 0 (4.33)

90- -+O o-' = f UO a), a _+ ai (4.34)

Furthermore we require the action be invariant under the diagonal shift

o -+ V - A (od(x1)), Vt -+ V. (4.35)

where A is a function of ac only. Invariance under (4.35) defines a normal fluid.

For a superfluid where the U(1) symmetry is spontaneously broken this symme-

try should be dropped. The symmetries (4.33)-(4.35) involve only dynamical

variables, yet they should be viewed as "global gauge symmetries," i.e. config-

urations related by such transformations are deemed physically equivalent.

Invariance under (4.33)-(4.35) implies that the only invariant which can be

constructed from K^ = 0 UA is the velocity field u defined by

1
up = (K-')A, b 2 = -g,,,(K-1) (K 1 )" (4.36)

and AP' = g"" + u'z". By definition uu, = -1. B. is not invariant under

diagonal shift (4.35) of V, but

P =_ ulBp, Ft, = a8uBv - avBo = o8tA, - 0,AM (4.37)

are invariant. To summarize, the only combinations of r-variables which can

appear are

#(x), u14, p, F, AM" .(4.38)

It is often convenient to combine the first three variables further into

#1 = /(x)ul(x), p(x) = #(x)p = #3(x)B, (4.39)
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where 3 ' is now unconstrained.

3. Classical remnants of constraints from quantum unitarity of (4.13),

Ihydro [Ar, Aa] = hydro[Ar, -Aal (4.40)

Im Ihydro >O0 (4.41)

Ihydro[Ar, Aa -0 = 0 1 (4.42)

where Ar,a collectively denote all r- and a-variables including both dynamical

and background fields.

4. Discrete spacetime symmetries. If the microscopic system is invariant under

charge conjugation C, parity P or CP, such discrete symmetries should be im-

posed on Ihydro and they can be imposed straightforwardly as usual.

5. We assume the microscopic Hamiltonian underlying the macroscopic many-body

state po is invariant under a discrete symmetry G containing time reversal. (

can be time reversal T itself, or any combinations of C, P with T, such as CPT.

E can also be a combination of T with some other internal discrete operations.

Unlike C or P, E by itself can not be imposed directly on Ihydro, since E does

not take the generating functional W to itself, but to a time reversed generating

functional WT The fact that the underlying Hamiltonian is invariant under

E nevertheless leads to important constraints on Ihydro as we will discuss in the

next item.

6. We require 'hydro to be invariant under a Z2 dynamical KMS symmetry

'hydro Ihydro[Ar, Aal = 'hydro [Ar, Aa (4.43)

where tilde denotes a Z2 transformation which is a combination of 0 and the

Kubo-Martin-Schwinger (KMS) transformation.'

7 This is quite intuitive as Ihydro contains dissipative terms, thus it cannot be invariant under E
alone.

8As emphasized in 1121, when po is given by a thermal density matrix, while neither E nor
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Equation (4.43) plays the dual role of imposing microscopic time-reversibility

and local equilibrium. It should be understood as a mathematical characteri-

zation of a state po in local equilibrium. The prototype of such a state is the

thermal density matrix in slowly varying external sources, but (4.43) is more

general, applicable also to pure states. It was found in [12, 54, 55] that (4.43)

leads to Onsager relations, local first law, local second law, and local fluctuation-

dissipation relations.

To leading order in h, the tilde operation in (4.43) can be written schematically

as

A,. = A, + O(h), Aa = OAa - ie<r + O(h) (4.45)

where JDr denotes certain combination of r-variables with total one derivative.

More explicitly, in (4.45) we denoted e transformation of a tensor G(x) as

EG(x) = 7GG(rjx), (4.46)

where we have suppressed tensor indices for G, and r/G should be understood

as a collection of phases ( 1) one for each component for G. Similarly for 77x.

For example, for E = T and G = A

r7AAM = (A 0 , -Ai), rx" = (-x0 I xi), (4.47)

while for E = CPT

'TAAP = (-A0 , -Ai), /A" = (-x0, -xi) (4.48)

the KMS operation takes the generating functional (4.13) to itself, the generating functional W is
invariant under the combination of them i.e.

W[Pv,, A,; av Aap] = W[gpv, At; gatv, Aagi] (4.44)

Accordingly in Ihydro one can not impose either E or KMS separately, but should impose the com-
bination of them (4.43).
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Since E contains T

= --i. (4.49)

The second set of equations in (4.45) for a-variables can be written explicitly as

WX(X) = Pa(x) + if3 1 ,S(x), (4.50)

E0Ga,(x) = Gajv(x) + iL2Ag,,(x) Ga,(X) + i (V , + Vvip), (4.51)

E0C,(x) = Ca,(x) + iL3 B,, (x) = Cam (x) + i (V,ij - i3"Fp,) . (4.52)

The explicit transformations for 0 = T, PT, CPT for various tensors are given

in Appendix C.1.

It is straightforward to write down the most general Ihydro f d x f- L con-

sistent with the above prescriptions. We can expand the corresponding Lagrangian

density L in terms of the number of a-variables and derivatives. The first few terms

in the a-field expansion can be written schematically as

L =1PMGM + WtvMNGaMGavN + yppMNPGapMGaN GapP + (4.53)
2 4 8 ,(.3

where we have introduced notation

GaM =(Gajv, 2Caju), 7 p -- ("", J'), M = (p, d), Gapd =2Ca, (4.54)

and ttM, Wptv,MN, . . . are covariant tensors constructed out of r-variables {,3, Q, F,, AZ/4}

and covariant derivatives on GallM. Given that Gav = gap,+ - * and Ca, = Aa+-,

we identify TW' and j" as the "off-shell" hydrodynamic stress tensor and U(1) current,

and the equations of motion of Xa", Pa give the standard hydrodynamic equations.

If we introduce n as the sum of the number of a-fields and the number of deriva-

tives in a term, then since <D, in (4.45) contains one derivative, the dynamical KMS

transformation (4.43) preserves n, which implies that terms in the action which have

the same value of n transform separately among themselves. We can thus write the
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action as
00

Z 
= + =,C1L2 + 3 + -+ (4.55)

n=1

where Cn contains all terms with given n. They are separately invariant under (4.43).

L, contains only zeroth derivative term in t"' while L2 contains first derivative terms

in tPM and zeroth derivative terms in Wov,MN. The explicit expressions for (4.53) to

order L2 for a parity-preserving fluid are given in [54].9

We now give a brief review of the derivation of the entropy current, whose details

are given in [55]. Dynamical KMS invariance (4.43) implies that

t= +VV, V = V + V1 ' + - - (4.56)

where Z = C[8 A, E,8r], and Vk' contains k factors of a-fields. The entropy current

can then be defined as

Sit = Vt - V1 - tI'vo - fji , (4.57)

where V 1' is V1i" with Aa replaced by the corresponding <D, as introduced in (4.45). It

can be shown upon using equations of motion

VAS" = R ;> 0 (4.58)

where R is a local non-negative expression.

4.3 Effective action for parity-violating systems in

(3+1)-dimension

In this section we apply the formalism reviewed in the previous section to four-

dimensional systems which break parity, including those with a local U(1) anomaly

9They are given to order L3 for conformal fluids.
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VA 4= AP (4.59)

where constant c depends on specific systems. &,Ap is the fully antisymmetric tensor

with E0 12 3 = '. In (4.59) we have made manifest h-dependence so as to be clear

about the order in h-expansion at which the corresponding anomalous transports

appear in the hydrodynamical action. We assume that the system does not have any

local mixed gravitational anomalies. We will see that the system can nevertheless

possess global gravitational anomalies which are closely connected to certain novel

transports.

4.3.1 Generating functional

From (4.59), under independent local transformations of A 1 ,2 , equation (4.17) should

be replaced by1"

-iW[gi, A, - dA; g2 , A 2 - dA 2 ,= -iW[A1, gi; A2, 92]+ c J(AF A F1 - A2F2 A F2 )

(4.60)

while (4.18) remains. Note that F = jvdx1" A dxv = dA, and the second term

on the right hand side is independent of metrics. Indeed, from (4.60) the consistent

currents introduced in (4.14)-(4.15) now satisfy"

- ch (4.61)

and from diffeomorphism invariance of W we also have

VvTv = F,,J" - AtVJ" = FyJv - ChAAE F/3 F, . (4.62)
4

1OWe emphasize that here we consider only small gauge transformations and diffeomorphisms, i.e.
those vanish at spatial and time infinities and smoothly connected to the identity.

1Note that when restoring h, there should be a h factor on the left hand side of various equations
in (4.14)-(4.15).
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In (4.61)-(4.62) we have suppressed indices 1, 2. It should be understood there are

two copies of them and so are (4.63)-(4.65) below. Defining the covariant current as

J/ = J" + cheI"PAAFA (4.63)

we can write equations (4.61) and (4.62) as

V -= 3= hc"OY Fg F-s, (4.64)

Vu" y3 (4.65)

Note that the equation for TPy must be expressible in terms of covariant current

J" as T"' should be gauge invariant (the last term in (4.60) is independent of the

metric). To leading order in h-expansion, the anomalous piece in (4.60) becomes

(see (4.27)-(4.28) and Aa = A - A2 )

c J(AF1 A F1 - A2 F2 A F2) = ch (AaF A F + 2AF A Fa)+O(h2). (4.66)

4.3.2 Parity odd action

We now construct the hydrodynamic action for a parity-violating system with a local

U(1) anomaly. We can write the action as

Ihydro 'even + 'odd (4.67)

where 'even and 'odd are parity even and odd parts respectively. 'odd can be further

decomposed as

Iodd = Io,inv + Ianom (4.68)

where 'anom is responsible for generating the anomalous term in (4.60), and o,in,,

is invariant under gauge transformations. Given that Ieven is invariant under gauge
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transformations we can also write

Ihydro = linv + 'anom, linv - Io,inv + 'even - (4.69)

Note that Iinv should depend on p1,2 only through B 1 ,2 introduced in (4.21), while

'anom does not have to.

Since neither the diagonal shift (4.35) nor the dynamical KMS transformations (4.45)

mix parity even and odd parts, Ieven and Iodd can be treated independently. Ieven was

discussed in detail in [12, 54]. Here we focus on

Iodd Jd V" Z ,odd - (4.70)

and will construct Codd to order 2 as defined in (4.55).

Let us first look at Ianom. To match with the anomalous term in (4.60), we take

the anomalous action as (written in fluid spacetime)

1anom = c [W1F1(X1) A F1(X1 ) - W2 F2 (X2 ) A F2 (X2 )] (4.71)
h no

where Xj" 2 are functions of aA-, FIAB is the pull-back of Fi,,. Note that under gauge

transformations (4.24) we precisely recover (4.60) from (4.71). To see this, for two

terms in (4.71) one changes the integration variables to X1 and X2 respectively, which

then become dummy variables.

Given (4.71) and that Iinv depends only on BI, 2 , the equations of motion of W,

and X" lead to

CV JI" =&O- e"7FF, (4.72)

VvT' Fp J" - -hAAEa,3 Fyj , (4.73)
4

where the off-shell stress tensors and consistent currents are defined in (4.25)-(4.26).

Again we have suppressed s = 1,2 and each equation should be understood to have
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two copies. Defining the covariant off-shell currents as

JA = J" + chE[PVPAAFPA = Ji , + chEPV'ABFPA (4.74)

where ji'nv is defined as the off-shell currents corresponding to 1j, we then have

3c
V, 1j" - he'I FoFyj, (4.75)

4

VvT", = F,,J" . (4.76)

The last equality of (4.74) makes it manifest that J' is invariant under gauge trans-

formations.

Expanding in small h and rewriting the resulting expressions in physical spacetime

we find that (4.71) becomes

Ianom = ch d 4X(paF A F + 2F A a) (4.77)

where

.Fa dCa = Fa +CxF (4.78)

and Ca, was defined in (4.31). Note that I'anom is of order O(h). Under a diagonal

shift (4.35), equation (4.77) transforms as

I6anom = 2ch A(o)F A F. (4.79)

In order for the full odd action (4.68) to be invariant under (4.35), I,,i, should also

not be invariant and its variation should precisely cancel (4.79).

At linear order in a-fields (order O(a)) we can write

11
ILo,in = 2 o""Gati + jopCap (4.80)

and the terms on the right hand side may be further expanded in h and derivatives.
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Let us first consider i"JV which as usual can be decomposed as

Z " = EOu"u V + poAhIV + 20() + E,V (4.81)

where q" and El" are transverse to u. Since terms proportional to Ga,, will never

generate a term of the form (4.79) under (4.35), To" should be diagonal shift invariant

by itself. At zeroth derivative order there is no such term. At first derivative order

the only non-vanishing quantity is q" which can be written as

q0 = giw + g 2 B (4.82)

1
W Ej"A U (VAuP - VPUA),2

B"=1
B3P 1EJ"APUVFAp

2

and gi, g2 are some functions of /(x) and A(x).

JO can be written as

- -chFI"APFVABp + jf(4.84)

where the variation of the first term under diagonal shift cancels (4.79) and thus j
should be invariant. From (4.74) we thus find that

Jo= g. (4.85)

As discussed above to first derivative order since there is no diagonal shift invariant

scalar term %g should then be transverse and can be written as

j1 = h1w" + h2B" (4.86)

where hl, h2 are some functions of 3(x) and A(x).

Now let us consider quadratic terms in a-fields (order O(a2 )) to zeroth order in
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derivative, which should have the form

ZWv,MNGaMGN (4-87)
4

where WV,MN is parity odd and is diagonal shift invariant. Such a term does not

exist at zero derivative order so we conclude there are no new parity-odd terms at

order O(a2 ).

Collecting the above expressions, Lodd can be written as

1C 1% APL4 d =hep"Ap (v# F'IFAp + 2PFivFaAp) + u tq")Ga, + IkJ -- chEp" AFvABP) Cap

=Utq)Gapv + '41 - ChEyvAPFAAp) Cap + ChE pvApa Fp, Fxp

(4.88)

where FaAp is defined by (4.78), and qP, jP are given respectively by (4.82), (4.86).

Using field redefinitions one can write Lodd in the Laudau frame (see Sec. VI of [54]

for details)

Lodd = ( j - ch4"" APFvA p) Ca + VhE"i "aFpv FAp (4.89)

with &g given by

0 =d Co -o q (4.90)

where co, po, no are respectively zeroth order energy, pressure and charge densities.

4.3.3 Dynamical KMS condition

We now impose the dynamical KMS condition (4.43) on the parity-odd action (4.68).

We will consider respectively 0 = PT, T, CPT and will see that they lead to very

different results.

Due to the presence of h on the right hand side of (4.61), lIanom is of order

O(h). In !I,in, the first term in (4.84) is O(h) while gi, g2, hi, h2 are undetermined

at the moment. We will later argue that they should also be O(h). Thus in our

discussion below it is enough to consider the leading order terms in dynamical KMS
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transformations (4.45).12

O=PT

We find in this case

-2 odd -U1V o= -2 -- 2,y,
h F

U j chclvAP F xAp) (011A + 03'FaA)

(4.91)

(4.92)
ch- -E IVPO FttFp",<p
4

KMS invariance at O(a) then requires

g1 = hi =g2 = h2 = c= 0. (4.93)

From (4.77) we find that under dynamical KMS transformation, the anomalous action

becomes (see Appendix C.2 for useful formulae)

ianom

h
= ChJ ((VPa + LiVp)F A F + 2VF A (Ta + LjOF))

anom +2ich d (V(# -F) A F) (4.94)

where# - F #3F,,dx". For dynamical KMS transformation of I note that

J (-x0, Xi) j00, - )(X) . (4.95)

We then find that

I. n _ I"." ilo,lnv __ o,lnv+

h -h+ I d 4 x ( 'I y + jC"LoB) (4.96)

1In fact one can check that the structure of O(h) corrections in (4.45) are such that even if

g1, g2, hi, h2 are of order h, at first derivative order for O(a) terms the leading terms in (4.45) are

adequate.
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For Iodd to be invariant, we need the second term of (4.96) to be a total derivative.

More explicitly, using (4.82)-(4.86), we find after some algebraic manipulations (see

Appendix C.2 for useful formulae)

i d 4 x t' 0 g,+ j,'L B1,

= 2 + 3chA) F A F + (h2dA - g9A3) A u A F + (hjdA - g1do) A u A du

+ h1 (W -F) A u A du + g2(3 - w) A u A F + g1 3 du A du - 2chd(AB A(E 7)

where u u dx". For the above expression to be a total derivative we find that

hi, h2 , Yi, 92 must arise from derivatives of two functions H1, H2 and satisfy the fol-

lowing relations

-6chi + 2ai
h2 = - + 2a, hi 9=g2 , 9,aH2 = h 2 , aOH2 = -- 92 , OfH& = hi, (4.98)

O H, = -91, 2H1 = gi/3 , 92/ = H 2  (4.99)

where a1 is a constant. Note that one could add a constant to the right hand side

of equation 2H1 = g1 3 , but that constant can be absorbed in the definition of H1 .

Similarly with equation 92/ = H2. With (4.98)-(4.99),

i d2x " L8gpv += i dQ, (4.100)

Q = -2chAB A F + ajA A F + H2u A F + H1 u A du. (4.101)

Note that Q is defined only up to a closed three-form as such an addition will not

change (4.100).
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The most general solutions to (4.98)-(4.99) can be written as

-3chA2 + 2ait + a2
H2 =, Hi =

-3chA2 + 2a1t + a2
/32

-2chA 3 + 2a1 t 2 + 2a2A + 2a3

/33

-chA 3 + aA2 + a2 A + a3

-6ch + 2a,

-3chf 2 + 2a1 A + a2
92 = 2

where a1 , a2, a3 are constants. Thus to first derivative order Iodd is fully determined

up to three constants.

E= CPT

The analysis for E = CPT is very similar. Note that

F,(-x) = Ftz, Tat,(-x) = Fat,,(x) + iLOF,,(x) (4.105)

and equation (4.94) again applies. For 1o,,ir, we now have

X) -g1(-f, /)w"(x) + g2 (-f, W)B"(x)

J,_(-x) = che "APFABP - hi(-f, /)w"(x) + h2 (- ,') (x)

and the dynamical KMS condition at O(a) level requires

(4.106)

(4.107)

91(-) = -gi (A), g2(-A) = 92 (A), hi(-A) = hi(A), h2 (-t)= -h 2(A) -

(4.108)

The analysis for 0(a0 ) terms is the same as before and (4.98)-(4.101) apply. Impos-

ing (4.108) on the solutions (4.102)-(4.104) we find that a, = a3 = 0, and thus

-3chA
2 + a2

S32
6chft

h2 = - ,
-2chA 3 + 2a2ft

/3
-3chii 2 + a2

/32

(4.109)

H -3ch
2 + a2

23
H - -chf 3 + a2ft

,-2

106

(4.102)

(4.103)

(4.104)

(4.110)
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Thus for a macroscopic system whose underlying Hamiltonian is invariant under CPT

to first derivative order Iodd is fully determined up to a single constant.

4.3.4 Explicit expressions for q1 and j'

We can now write down the explicit expressions for q, and j to be used in (4.88)

or (4.89). It is enough to do it for e = T. The expressions for 0 = CPT can be

obtained by setting a, = a 3 = 0, while those for E = PT can be obtained by setting

a, = a2 = a3 to zero.

From (4.103)-(4.104) we find that

SW' + 3B ) + 2a1ft
02

WP + B" ) + + a3

34

(4.111)

j0 = 3ch /3 + 211 ) + a,

The frame independent quantity t (4.90) is then given by

f = -3chA0/3 E(1 - (W"

+ - [(1 - 2a)w" -

= &W" + BBP

where we have introduced

E+PO I31

BI + 2a()
/ 3

2a 3  no

/3 co+po

aC = (oA p
O(Co + Po)

A2 2a
-3chj I - -

/32 3

B= -3c0 (2 - a) +
/3

+ 2a( 1
02

2a,
1-

a2

2

a2 no

/2 Eo + po

2a 3 no
- 2a) -3 Eo + Po

(4.115)

Equations (4.113)-(4.115) reproduce previous results in the literature obtained

from entropy current [11], [32] and equilibrium partition function [351, confirming that
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(4.114)
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these methods indeed give the complete answer for the current problem. However,

those methods did not pinpoint the exact discrete symmetry a system should have

for (4.113)-(4.115). Ref. [351 did point out for CPT invariant theories one should set

a1 = a3 =0-

We presented our results in terms of w", B3 which were defined in (4.83) from

respective "field strengths" of u,. and B. But note that u"B, # 0. We now

present (4.111)-(4.113) in a slightly different basis which makes their expressions

a bit more transparent. Introduce

VA - , bAvP = 0 (4.116)

and

1
IL = I 61VA, (VXvP -Vv\)

2
1

8/ = I "EAvAy, (V\bp - Vpb\)
2

(4.117)

Note that v"b, = 0, and

(4.118)

Then equations (4.111)-(4.112) and (4.113) can be rewritten as

q = 2 (Am - 33) + 2a + a2 ( , + ) 2a

1 = 3chA(Am" - 2Z) + 2a 1 '" + a2tv",

(4.119)

(4.120)

(4.121)

f" 3chA 1 - AroA - (2 - o,) 93Y

+ 2a1(1 - a)V" + a2 1(1 - a) " - A - 2a a o

= Awtv" + '3 
p
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with

a2aaa a2 a
=3chA2 1 - --' +a 2 (1 -a) - 2 , 93= -3chA(2 - a) + 2a,(1 - o) _ .

3 A A
(4.122)

Similarly Q of (4.101) can be written more transparently in the basis of (4.116)

as

Q = -ch (2b A db - 2bA dv) +abAdb+a2vAdb+a3v A dv (4.123)

where we have dropped an exact three-form as mentioned earlier Q is defined only

up to a closed three-form.

4.4 Equilibrium partition function and global gravi-

tational anomalies

In this section we first explain how to obtain the equilibrium partition function from

the hydrodynamical effective action. We discuss two different ways of doing it. We

then apply the procedures to Iodd found in the last section to obtain the parity-odd

part of the equilibrium partition function. We will see that in the absence local

anomalies, i.e. c = 0, all the parity-odd transport terms are connected to global

anomalies. When the underlying theory is only invariant under T, terms proportional

to a,, a2 , a3 in (4.111)-(4.115) are respectively associated with global U(1), mixed

gravitational, and gravitational anomalies. With CPT invaraince, only a global mixed

gravitational anomaly is present. This connection also implies that a1 ,2 ,3 should be

proportional to h.

4.4.1 Equilibrium partition function from effective action

We will now describe two methods of obtaining the equilibrium partition function

from the effective action when po in (4.13) is given by the thermal density matrix

with an inverse temperature 0. By definition the generating functional W of (4.13)
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becomes identically zero when we set the external fields for the two legs to be the

same. Nevertheless, as already indicated in [12, 54, 55], the equilibrium partition

function can be extracted from the effective action with the help of the dynamical

KMS condition. We will again work to leading order in small h expansion.

For notational simplicity we will now denote the sources collectively by #i and their

corresponding operators Oi with index i labelling different operators/components.

In 112] it was shown that a generating functional W satisfying the combined E and

KMS transformation (4.44) can be "factorized" in the stationary limit. That is, when

the sources #i, 42i are time independent, to leading order in the a-field expansion we

can write W as

W[lij, 02i] = iV[Oli) - iV[ 2i] + - (4.124)

where ... denotes terms of order O(a2 ), W[#i(i)] is a functional defined on the spatial

manifold of the spacetime, and satisfies

W[#i(i)] = W[EqOj(Y)] , (4.125)

where E here should be understood as the extension of (4.46) to time-independent

field configurations. Equation (4.124) implies that

6Ik[# i)]
(io = 0, Y))O = .(4.126)

Writing the equilibrium partition function Z as

Z = e-OF (4.127)

where F is the free energy, and doing analytic continuation of W to Euclidean signa-

ture,13 from (4.126) we can identify -W with / 0F.

The free energy F (and thus W) should have a local expansion in terms of external

sources, as the equilibrium partition function can be computed by putting the system

13See sec. 4.4.2 for an explicit example of the continuation.
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on a Euclidean manifold with a periodic time circle, which generates a finite gap.

As discussed in [12] we can obtain W from the contact terms in Ihydro as follows.

One first obtains the source action I by setting the dynamical fields in lhydro to the

following equilibrium values

1-
u1'= -(1, 0),

b'
3 = Oob, b = V/-goo

GaV, = gapv, Cat = Aag, B, = A,, /3oAo, ,o = -b, oi . (4.129)
b'

All external fields are taken

a-field expansion

to be time independent. Then to leading order in the

(4.130)

where ... denotes terms of order 0(a2 ). That I, is factorizable at this order is

warranted by the dynamical KMS condition.' 4

There is also an alternative way to obtain the equilibrium free energy as follows.

The dynamical KMS condition (4.43) implies that

Z ='C + aV (4.131)

where Z is defined as = L[OAa, OAr] (see (4.45)). Vt2 can be further expanded in

terms of a-fields as

V0 = ZVO +.-- (4.132)

where V0' contains r-fields only. From the discussion of the entropy current in [55],

14 In [121 the KMS condition on Ihydro was imposed by requiring I to satisfy the combination of 0
and KMS, dubbed the local KMS condition there. In [54[ it was shown the dynamical KMS (4.43)
and local KMS conditions are equivalent.
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we can then identify15

dd~0 1X\ZVo9 = logZ (4.133)

where VOO eq denotes the expression obtained by setting dynamical fields in VOO to

equilibrium values (4.128).

The equivalence of the two methods can be considered as a consequence of equiv-

alence of local KMS condition of [12] and the dynamical KMS condition (4.43) as

shown in [541. One can readily check that applied to the parity even part of the ef-

fective action 'even the two methods indeed give the same answers and are equivalent

to the results discussed in [35, 441.

4.4.2 Parity-odd equilibrium partition function and global anoma-

lies

We now obtain the parity-odd partition function from 'odd following the procedures

discussed in the previous subsection. It can be readily checked that the two ap-

proaches give the same answers. The second approach is significantly simpler techni-

cally, which we will describe here. Recall that from our analysis for E = PT there

is no parity-odd contribution to the partition function at first derivative order. The

results below are for E = T; to obtain E = CPT one needs to take a1 ,3 = 0 together

with (4.108).

From (4.94), (4.101), and (4.133) we immediately obtain that

log Z J [(-2chA + a1) A A dA + H2 u A dA + H1 u A du] (4.134)

where the integration is over the spatial manifold with A - Ajdx", u = uidxz. Using

"5See equation (3.14) there. The second term Vio vanishes in the stationary limit.
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the basis of (4.123), equation (4.134) can be written more transparently as

log Z = -chno (2Aob A db - A2b A dv) + a1 b A db + av A db + v A dv

(4.135)

where

v = vidx', b = bidxi, vi = - , bi = Ai + viAo . (4.136)
goo

Equation (4.135) precisely agrees with that given in [35].

Let us now explore a bit further physical implications of (4.135). The background

fields in (4.135) are those for a stationary Lorentzian manifold with

ds 2 = goo (dt - vidx ) 2 + aijdxdxj, Adx" = Aodt + Aidxi (4.137)

and goo < 0. Note that (4.137) is preserved by time reparameterizations t -+ t + f(Y),

under which

vi -+ vi - Of, Ai -+ Ai + AoOf, bi - bi, (4.138)

and time-independent U(1) transformations Ai - Ai + OiA() under which

vi -+ vi, b -+ bi + OjA . (4.139)

Below we will refer to (4.138) as time U(1) and (4.139) as flavor U(1).

The thermal partition function is usually calculated by analytically continuing

to Euclidean signature with t -+ -ir (with T on a circle with period i0), and the

background fields are taken so that they are real in Euclidean signature. We take the

Euclidean metric and gauge field to be of form

ds 2 = goo (dT - vidxi) 2 + aijdxzdxj (4.140)

Adx" = AodT + Aidxi (4.141)

Here, goo > 0. Thus, under the analytic continutaion t -+ -- ir, we get the replace-
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ments

v. - -ivi, Ao -+ iAo (4.142)

after which (4.135) becomes

log Z [ -icho (2Aob A db - Ab 2bAdv) +a bAdb- i v A db - v A d]

(4.143)

Note that CPT invariant terms become pure imaginary while the terms proportional

to a, and a3 remain real.

Now let us consider a system with no local anomalies, i.e. c = 0. Then in (4.143)

we have three Chern-Simons terms, respectively, for flavor U(1), mixed time and

flavor U(1), and time U(1). A defining feature of Chern-Simons terms is that they

are not invariant under "large" gauge transformations i.e. those are not connected to

the identity. Consider for example the flavor U(1) Chern-Simons term

a,1 bAdb . (4.144)

Let us take the spatial manifold to have the topology of S' x S2, where S' has size

L. We can choose b to have a monopole configuration onS2, i.e.

db = , n E Z (4.145)

where q is the minimal charge under U(1).

A large gauge transformation of b. (x is the circle direction) is

b, -+ b + , m E Z (4.146)
qL

we then have [68, 691
87r2mnai

Z e T Z . (4.147)

Under Kaluza-Klein reduction, v couples to matter as a U(1) gauge field with
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minimal "charge" 2,thus a large gauge transformation of v, is

k/00
LX VX + , k E Z (4.148)
L

we have

Z -÷ e~~1 2Z . (4.149)

For the last term in (4.143) we need to consider a monopole configuration for vi

on S2I

jdv = 1o, E Z (4.150)

and then under just a large gauge transformation (4.148) we have

Z -+ e- 2 a3klZ (4.151)

Note in (4.147) and (4.151) the partition function transforms by a real number rather

than a phase. As mentioned earlier non-vanishing a1 or a3 breaks CPT.

Thus we find in the absence of local anomaly, all the anomalous transports are

associated with global gauge or gravitational anomalies for putting the system on a

Euclidean four-manifold with a thermal time circle.

In the presence of a local anomaly, i.e. c / 0, then the transport coefficients

in (4.119)-(4.121) are then mixed among local and global anomalies. The same thing

happens to the partition function. But note that a,, a3 are terms, being real, are not

mixed with local anomalies.

Possible connections of the term proportional to a 2 with mixed global gravitational

anomaly was first hinted in 1501 and shown explicitly in [51, 521 in some free theory

models.

4.5 Entropy current

In this section we obtain the entropy current for a (3 + 1)-dimensional parity-violating

fluid by applying (4.57). One thing to notice is that the anomalous action (4.77) does
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not have the same structure of the rest of the action. At O(a) the latter has the form

(now also including the parity-even part, see (4.69))

-. Linv = TI"Ga, + JjlCap +- , (4.152)

which is the form assumed in [55]. The fact that Ianom has a different structure does

not cause a problem, as Ianom is KMS invariant by itself. We can then simply apply the

procedure of (4.57) to Ij, which will generate an entropy current with non-negative

divergence.

Now applying (4.57) we find that

S== - t - /t'+ hE'cBF (4.153)

and

(,5 = Reven > 0 (4.154)

with Reven to be divergence of the entropy current of the parity-even part. 16 Equa-

tion (4.154) means that parity-odd part does not contribute to entropy dissipation.

From (4.100)-(4.101), for the parity-odd part, VO" is simply the dual of Q, giving

the following odd-parity contribution to the entropy

S- = -2u("qA - kjP + (,"vaI3AvFOa + H2 " + Hiwt)

a1 A2 + 2a2A + 3a3  2a1 A + 2a2B + a e3AvFa3 (4.155)
#2 W 2

= aiE "ApbvOAbp + 3a1_0" + 2a2 B"

where we have dropped a term which is dual to an exact 3-form. Note that this

expression is independent of c. The entropy current in the Landau frame is then

given by

sop= -,A + (, E"" AFc + H213 + HwA) (4.156)

16Reven is given explicitly in equation (5.40) of Sec. V C of 1541. It was denoted as Q2 there.
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which gives

2Ch-3 ) a+A 2  1) 2aa 2 A a3(1+2a)

SO" =a(02a 2  
2 1 (4.157)

+ (1hA -- z) + 2ac + a2-(, + a) Btz + -ajc"""OA,F, .

The parts of the expression which involve the anomaly coefficient agree with the

Landau frame entropy current given in 1111 when a, = a2 = a3 = 0. Furthermore,

there is also agreement with [32] when a, = 0. After dropping duals of exact three

forms, the vector above can be written in the new basis introduced here as

SO = aiE"APbo&Abp + chA2 (1 - a)(3V" - Am") + a2 ((1 + a)9" - (1 - a)TO")

+ a3(1 + 2a)no" + 2a 1A(a - 1) &
(4.158)

4.6 Parity-violating action in 2 + 1-dimension

Let us now consider the action for parity-violating terms in 2 + 1-dimension. The

procedures are exactly parallel to those of the 3 + 1-dimensional story. So we will

be brief, only giving the main results. We will again work to the level of L2 as

defined in (4.55). The results below are fully consistent with the constitutive relations

presented in [70] from entropy current analysis and those presented in [35, 44] using

stationary partition function.

At O(a) the hydro Lagrangian has terms

2 o"Gap,+ JcjCapi (4.159)

and as usual we can decompose iT" and ji as

^V" = o " p0+ "" + 2u(pq V) + EZ", (4.160)

nou +jg (4.161)
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where q', j" and EA' are transverse to ul. For this purpose let us list all the parity-

odd scalars, vectors, and tensors which are diagonal shift invariant at first derivative

order1 7

scalars: si = " pVAUVUX, s2 = -1 A UAF,\ (4.162)
2

vectors: i= v, = '"UXIA= E"AUA#, tIL e "uaAA

(4.163)

tensors : -/," o= "a(E)PAu (4.164)

where we have introduced

Vim = au,- /3~lAtt"a, V 2 , = 0~ A,"V7A - u"F,,, (4.165)

& = u"V,, -a Al""A"" (VAu, + VPUA - gAVCua) (4.166)

We can then expand various quantities in (4.160)-(4.161) as

Eo = gs1 + 92S2, po = his, + h 2S 2 , no = fisi + f2S2 (4.167)
4 4

qg= kitp, j=Ziti, E-"r=o0j" (4.168)
i=1 i=1

where all coefficients 91,2, hi,2 , fi,2, ki,2,3,4 ,11,2,3,4, 7o are functions of t, .

At O(a2 ) the complete action at zero derivative order is

1 /j v\2 1 21
-iL(2) = I si(u'u"Ga)2 + 1s22(A"Gav )2 - Is 12 u uGajiAIvGaj, (4.169)4 4 2 ai /L

+ 1S 33 (U"Ca4)2 + S23UACa/A"#Ga,,3 - si3 u"u'Gapv uaCaa + t(Ga<pv ) 2

4

(4.170)

+ ruA'ou'u"GaaGavO + r22 A"VCaCa, + 2r12AI"u'GaaCa, (4.171)

+ re"AuCayuPGaAp . (4.172)

17Note the identities -!AI " PFA, = cI'"AuvFApuP and AIe" APVAuP = -6W"uA .
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Note that only the last term is parity-odd. Here, angular brackets deonte the trans-

verse symmetric traceless part of the corresponding tensor, e.g.,

C A2A ($ d - 1 AQCT6A,) . (4.173)

Non-negativity of the imaginary part of the action, eq. (4.41), leads to various con-

straints among the coefficients of L(2). The constraints on the parity even part (4.169)-

(4.171) were analyzed in detail in [12]. Among other constraints we have

rF, r22 > 0, r1 1r22 - 2 0 . (4.174)

When the parity-odd coefficient r is nonzero, the second inequality of the above

becomes
r2

- r12 > . (4.175)

To summarize, to level L 2 the parity-odd action can be written as

Lodd = (EsuIu--poAv+ 2u q)+EA")G,,,+(nonu+j')Ca,+i r E " UCaGaspUP.

(4.176)

Using field redefinitions one can write Lodd as (see Sec. VI of [54] for details)

1
Iodd G + A"Cav (4.177)

with frame independent quantities 0, &u defined by

=PO - sE~po - no9,,Eo, i= no (

top 0 - Eo + Po (4.178)

where co, po, no are respectively zeroth order energy, pressure and charge densities.

Note that the coefficient r can be defined away using field redefinitions, so (4.175)

does not lead to new constraints on transport coefficients.

The outcome of the dynamical KMS condition (4.43) again depends very much

on the choice 0, which we will discuss separately.
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4.6.1 E)= T

In this case, we find all coefficients in (4.167)-(4.168) are zero, except for k 2 and 11

which satisfy the relation

1
-k2= 11 = - r -2

The full parity-odd action to level L 2 can then be written as

Lodd = 2f(u't" + 4I rap + -tC + i rCn" AUtCavGaApUP4 2upJ~

(4.179)

(4.180)

The above Lagrangian satisfies

(4.181)

which can be seen by noting the relation

0'Vj% + AJ(&,' - lFa) = -r#2IvPuAv 2vv1, . (4.182)

Due to (4.181), there is no parity-odd contribution to the thermal partition func-

tion to first derivative order. The entropy current is given by

SA = pfl - T"/V - [J (4.183)

where p, TA", JO also include the parity-even part, and

VSA = Reven + r 2 E6"PUIV2vVip (4.184)

where Reven is the parity-even expression. Note that the second term in the right

hand side of (4.184) vanishes by ideal fluid equation of motion

(4.185)vi.= - V .Peo + Po
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4.6.2 0 ='TP

The dynamical KMS condition implies that the coefficients in (4.167)-(4.168) should

satisfy

hi = h2 = r = 0,

gi = /k3 , -fi = /k 4 ,

00(0l4) = OA(#13),

k2 = 11

g2 = / 13, -f2 = /314

13 + k4 = 04(/3k3) - OO(Ok4) .

The first equation of (4.188) implies that there exists a function Y such that

OY OY
#l4 =

01 -

while the second equation of (4.188) can be further written as

00(0 2k4 ) + 313 = 0,(02k 3) (4.190)

which upon using (4.189) implies that there exists a function X such that

/2k3 = OOX, (4.191)

ki, 12 , Tk, are unconstrained. Thus there are altogether six independent functions of A

and /: X, Y, k1 , 1 1 , 12 , r.

Applying the above relations to (4.167)-(4.168) we then have

T'" (9,3XsI + Di3Ys2) u"uV + 2u(Lq) + r77oa",

g= k1tt + litp + op
1

+ -(DOX - Y)ty,

1 1
- 8X )1 op s2u"+ 11t'l + 12t2' + - a Yt" p~

(4.192)

(4.193)

(4.194)
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It can be checked that the above expressions satisfy

TZ'"Vm3 + .2f(OMA + O3F0M) = VMVf (4.195)

with

= OXtM + X- Y)tI + - AIEPPFp (4.196)

which gives

odd - Lodd -iVMV0A (4.197)

The entropy current can then be obtained as

1 1 Y
SM = p3M + (OOX)t + I(O X - Y)tM + -AvPFp - Tt "/, - /iJM (4.198)

with

VMS'= Reven . (4.199)

To compare with [70], note that we need to first add the total derivative with zero

divergence -V,(EM"Pupis) to their expression of the entropy current. This has the

consequence of redefining

i/i * V+ Or iO5 (4.200)

7/3 113 + OA 1/5 (4.201)

in their expressions. Further comparing corresponding terms, we find Eq. (3.22),Eq. (3.23)

and Eq.(3.24) in [701 are reproduced if we make the identifications

X = + dx (4.202)

Y =F4 = OMB (4.203)

For stationary sources (4.137), the thermal partition function is obtained from the

zeroth component of V1a with dynamical fields set to their equilibrium values. We
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find that

log Z = J d2 x - E ( ij X - O AoY + Yc jO&b) (4.204)

where bi is as defined in (4.136). The above expression of the partition function agrees

with 135, 441. Finally let us note that the frame independent quantities (4.178) can

be written as

o XQs1 + XBs2, (4.205)

XQ -&,0Po ( 3X) + d09po (&4 X - Y), (4.206)

XB = -dOPO09 13Y + &nopo&Py (4.207)

and

t9 = -3t 2 + XE4 32 E UAPup (4.208)

XE =p - no (OaX - Y), (4.209)

XT = -O3Y + no 0,X, (4.210)
Eo + Po

- 1-i2 - 2no + no 2ki+ XE (4-211)
Eo+Po o+po)

Note that in the above expressions we have used ideal fluid equation (4.185) which

makes t" and t" equivalent. As a result the number of independent functions reduce

to four: X, Y, r.
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4.6.3 0= CPT

Dynamical KMS invariance requires that ki, k3 , 1 2 ,1 4 , g1, f2, r, Tk, be even functions of

A, while k4 , l3, g2 , fi be odd functions of ft,

hl =h2 = 0,

-k 2 (-A, 0)= k2(i, 3) + Or(A, 3),

k2 - 11

li(-A, #) = -1i(f, 3) + #r(f, #),

and (4.187)-(4.191), except that now X should be an even function of A and Y should

be odd. Thus equations (4.192) and (4.194) are unchanged while (4.193) should be

modified to

+ #(OAX - Y)tA.
024

(4.214)

Equations (4.197)-(4.204) still apply except that for (4.199) the covariant deriva-

tive of S" now yields

VS' = Reven + r026p"Pu Av2 pv1v (4.215)

with the second term on right hand side again vanishing from ideal fluid equation of

motion (4.185).

Eqs. (4.205)-(4.210) are unmodified, while

1= 2 - 2no P
Co + Po

/ 2

no 2kiP
(Eo + Po)

+ r +XE-
Eo + Po

(4.216)
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Appendix A

Appendix for Chapter 2

A.1 Tensor diagrams

In 1971 Penrose proposed a diagrammatic notation to graphically represent tensor

manipulations 1711. This tensor diagram notation was further generalized and evolved

into the tensor network notation that is, nowadays, widely used in the study of

multi-partite finite quantum systems and quantum information theory. See 1721 for

a review. In this appendix, we use tensor network diagrams to graphically represent

the statements of the Tomita-Takesaki theory.

A tensor with k indices can be thought of as an k-dimensional array of complex

numbers that we depict by a box with k legs attached. A box with one leg attached

represents a complex vector that we choose to belong to a local Hilbert space W of

dimension d written in a particular basis, see figure A-1 (b) (we often represent vectors

with triangles and arrays with more indices with boxes). We pick the convention that

a leg at the top of the box represents a ket vector in a Hilbert space |0), and an leg

to the bottom is a dual vector (VI/. Therefore, a box with a leg below and above is

a linear operator A : R 7 W. Attaching legs has the interpretation of computing

the inner product of two vectors; figure A-2 (d). For simplicity, we assume all local

Hilbert spaces to be isomorphic. The implicit choice of basis picked by thinking of

an array of complex numbers as linear operators in this notation is often referred to

as the computational basis. A tensor with m legs to the bottom and n to is a linear
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AV

(a) (b) (C) (d)

Figure A-1: (a) A tensor with m lines attached to the bottom and n lines to the top

represents a linear operator from WO"I -+ W*' (b) A ket vector represents a quantum state

jv) E WO" in a particular basis. (c) The dual bra (vI (d) An example of an inner product
between states with different number of legs: (wiv) E W.

operator from WO' to 7j*9.

The discussion below parallels the discussion in section 2.2. A density matrix o-

can be thought of either as a map from W -+ or as its purification in a two-copy

Hilbert space WL 9 R

d
b) ( Vcala)L a R d )
a=1

Here, the two copies rL and R are isomorphic. It is convenient to use the Schmidt

basis of In) to define an unnormalized maximally entangled state

IEQ) = a)L a R (A.2)

as we did in (2.8). It is clear that ) (u/2 ( (E) see figure A-2. The expectation

value of an operator A E tL in density matrix o- is (QIAIQ) = tr(-A). Note that the

state hou) provides a definition of a trace for operators: (EiAiEon) = tr(A). This is

because (EQABIE) = (EnBAEQ).
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WL U R

(a)

lEn)

(b) (d)(c)

Figure A-2: Tensor diagram representation of (a) density matrix a (b) The unnormalized
maximally entangled state built from a (c) The purification of a in a two-copy Hilbert space.
(d) The expectation value of an operator in a state: a(A) = (E I (a 1/2®)A(U1/ 20I)IEQ)
tr(TA).

A

Iv) (vI IV)R = L(VIE,)

Figure A-3: The definition of the anti-linear operator T,.

The purification of a by IQ) defines for us an anti-linear map T, : 7 L -+ -R:

TIv)L = L(VIEQ) = I)R

IV)L ZI a a)L
a

(A.3)I)R = v*Ia)R.

The operator T, is anti-unitary because (TvITw) = (vlw)*. For anti-unitary opera-

tors the definition of adjoint is changed to (vTtw)= (TvIw)*. Therefore, T, = T2=

T;'; see figure A-3.

We define the anti-linear operator JQ that acts on the bi-partite Hilbert space in
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W)(T, O , n) JQ Rn) = S(T- (9 To) 1' n)

Figure A-4: The definition of the anti-linear operator JQ.

the following way:

JQIv)LIw)R RKWIEQ)L(VIEQ) = I>)LI)R (A.4)

This is the same operator we introduced in (2.9). In terms of T, this is simply

Jq = S(T, 0 T,), where the swap operator S is defined by SIv)L W)R = IW)L W)R; see

figure A-4. Similar to T,, we have JQ = jl = Jt. It is straightforward to check the

equation (2.11)

JQARJA = (Ta Ta)SARS(Ta 0 T,) = (To® T,)AL(Ta 0 To) L (A.5)

where the complex conjugate A* is defined with respect to the basis of IEn).
Figure A-5 illustrates two useful identities that we use to simplify tensor diagrams.

The first identity A-5 (a) says that the inner product of the tripartite state IEn)120Iv) 3

with the bipartite state (EnI 23 gives the state Iv)i:

(EQI 23 (IE-) 12 0 jv)3) = |V) 1 . (A.6)

If Alice holds systems 1 and Bob holds systems 2 and 3, this identity says if they

start sharing a maximally entangled pair, then Bob can transfer any quantum state

I v) to Alice by performing a measurement on his systems in a judiciously chosen basis.

This is the idea behind the teleportation protocol.' The second identity A-5 (b) says

'The classical communication needed to achieve the teleportation protocol is hidden here in the
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I A __4 T

(a) (b)

Figure A-5: Tensor diagram identities.

that if Alice and Bob share a maximally entangled pair Bob by acting locally with

an operator AT can reproduce the same effect as Alice acting with A. An advantage

of the tensor network representation is that using this identities one can simplify

complicated diagrams by pulling on lines to straighten them, and pushing operators

through entangled pairs.

The starting point of the Tomita-Takesaki theory is the anti-linear operator So

defined in (2.20):

VALE AL SnALIQ)=AtIQ) (A-7)

where by SQ we mean that of the algebra AL. Note that since the density matrix

a- is cyclic (full rank) the above equation defines the action of SO everywhere in the

Hilbert space.

Figure A-6 uses tensor diagrams to show that SQ = J,( 1/2 ® 1/2) Here,

the swap operator S swaps two lines. This equation can be understood as a polar

decomposition of Sn in terms of an anti-unitary JQ and a positive operator A./2 . The

operator AQ is the modular operator of Q:

AQ = SfSO = U-L 0 UR. (A.8)

The state Q is symmetric under the action of SpIQ) = JJQI) = AnIP) = IQ). The

basis dependence of JEQ).
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(TA2 C I
A

A4

A

jAj

SnAI|) = S(CI/ 2 0--1/2)AIP) = AtIQ)

Figure A-6: The action of the operator So on an arbitrary state AIQ).

unitary transformations associated with this symmetry are called the modular flow,

i.e. Un(s) = A5 for real s.

Note that the modular operator acts on an operator in 7 L as

AQA - o1/2A(a-1/2)T (A.9)

where aT is the transpose of a.

According to the GNS quantization other vectors in the Hilbert space are found

by the action of T L e AL on IQ):

I (O = 9 ( IQ)

(TIYAITP2) = tr(VA). (A.10)

where 0, = Iao t is another density matrix in )hL. Following 2.32, we define the

relative Tomita operator SpQ for any two density matrices 4 and a by

VAL E AL SqoALIQ) -At (A.11)

Using tensor diagrams it is straightforward to see that the operator SQ = Jq('lpol/2
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aR1/2) The Hermitian operator

A"" _= St~ a=WLo~ Loo (A. 12)

is called the relative modular operator of T and Q. It generates a group of unitary

transformations U*-(s) = A's as in (2.27). It is clear that when I = Q (4 L = L)

the relative modular flow reduces to the modular flow UQ(s).

Finally, we compute the cocycle in (2.33) for three density matrices a- and

# -(Pta. (A.13)

We define the unitary transformations

upe(t) a Uwe(t)Ui(t) = (i0 #i)( 0 i)t = (i-is) 0 '

'Q(t) = Ut(t)U(t) = (#0 )( it) = -T (0 (t 0-it) . (A.14)

As opposed to modular and relative modular flows, the flow generated by the cocycle

acts only on 7 1L. Both definitions of independent of the choice of the state (D, therefore

we can choose 1 = Q

(DTI: DQ)(t) =_up (t) = 2A-iA t =(Oita-ji t) 07. . (A. 15)

A.2 Polar decomposition

Consider an operator VD and its polar decomposition <Df = W14P with W a partial

isometry and 14I2 1= <D<. We would like to show that if <Dt is invertible W is a

unitary and J<bj is also invertible. First note that an injective <Dt implies that j<DI is

injective. Since 14) is self adjoint and injective it has a dense range. Therefore, 1<Dj'
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is a densely defined linear operator:

11-1 = (.)W . (A.16)

If there were a non-zero vector Ix) E W such that WIx) = 0 we would get (4t)-1WIx) =

0, which would make Ix) E domain(l<Dj~1 ). Since 14D1-1 is injective on its domain the

partial isometry W is also injective, i.e., it is an isometry. That is to say

WtW = hT (A.17)

Since < has dense range then

range(<Dt) = W(range( <D)) 9 range(W) (A.18)

This means the range of W is dense. Since the range of any isometry is always closed,

this implies W is surjective, hence it is a unitary.

A.3 BCH for the unitary case

A vector x E W is said to be analytic for operator T if the series representation for

eTs converges absolutely on x for some s > 0:

x E D (T') Vn > 0 (A. 19)

E 1T nXI| < 00, (A. 20)
n=o

Suppose W is a wedge. Let 4D(f) be the field operators smeared against Schwarz

space functions having support inside the wedge. The common invariant domain of

the 41(f) is the set

Do = {x E W : x = <b(fi)...(D(fn)IQ), supp(fA) E W} . (A.21)
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This Do is dense in 'W. The following is a true operator statement

U(t)1(f)Ut(t) = D(ft). (A.22)

U(t) is the strongly continuous unitary generating boosts preserving the wedge. Next,

Stone's theorem tells us that there is a self adjoint operator K such that

il)=-U(t)|V@)eo. A.3dt

The domain of K is the set of vectors for which the RHS exists. Eq.(A.22) implies

the domain of K contains at least Do and also that the following is true at least on

Do

i[K,4D(f)] = D(Df). (A.24)

This also implies KDO g Do, i.e., Do is invariant under K (in fact, invariant under

arbitrary powers of K and the boost unitary eiRK). Moreover, Do is known to be

analytic (in fact, entire) for each operator D(f) in free field theory (This is Theorem

5.2.3 in [73]). The question now is can we series expand eA4(f)Ke-AV() on Do? In

general, no. Because the operator e~A4(f) typically takes us out of Do for any complex

A. For the case of unitaries in free field theory, one can argue as follows. Consider

the operator

eiA4(f) eitK eiA(f) = iAD(f) -iA(ft) itK. (A.25)

Acting this on the domain Do and using the fact that eitKDo C Do, we get

eiA4(f)eitK il(f)D = eiAD(f)e-iA(ft)tKD - eA(f)eA4(ft )Do. (A.26)
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Next, we use the Weyl algebra to simplify this as

eiA(f) eitK e-iA((f)Do = eiAx(f)e-iA((ft)eitKDo = e AfM(f) e +iA(ft)Do (A.27)

= a(t)eiA(f-ft)Do. (A.28)

a(t) is a c-number. Next, we prove that at least the first derivative in t exists as a

series expansion in A for the following operator

e ( (A.29)

when acting on Do. Here, f is an arbitrary Schwarz space function with support

contained in the wedge. Consider an arbitrary x E Do. Then, there is a (absolutely)

convergent A expansion on x

00

e iA(ft) = <D(ft)". (A.30)
n=0

Next, one can Taylor expand

n-1

I(ft)"X = <(f)"X + t E <D(f)'@(Df)<b(f)"~j~x + Rn(t)x. (A.31)
j=o

Here, Rn(t) is a remainder term that goes to 0 as t -+ 0.The second term above can

be rearranged to give

<D(P(f )j D (Df) 'I)(f )"n-j-I
j=o

n-2

= i[D(Df, 4D(f))] E(n - j - 1)<D(f)n- 2x + <D(f)n-I<D(Df)x

j=o

= i[4D(Df <D(f))] 2 <_- U)(f)n-2x + <D(f)~ 1<,D(Df)X. (A.32)
2
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Thus, we get

eA-() = (ft)nX (A.33)
n=O

000

in ~ 00inA N Pf)n(n - 1) n-
(fy)" + tE z! [4D 2 ) g(f -X (A. 34)

n n 2~

00 in X" 0 ~
+ t E D(f)"-D((f)x + n!Rn(t)x. (A.35)

n=O n=O

In a t-neighbourhood of 0, one can show that Eq.(A.33) convergens uniformly in t

due to the bounds given in Theorem 5.2.3 [731 and the Weierstrass M-test. This

automatically implies all terms in Eq.(A.35) converge unformly in t which implies

limt O ) Rn(OXz = 0. (A.36)
n=O

Thus, Taylor's theorem with remainder now implies the first t-derivative of the LHS

of Eq.(A.33) exists as a convergent power series in A. This is sufficient to conclude

e"")(f)Ke-iA4(f), (A.37)

exists as a power series in A at least on Do.

A.4 Analytic properties of modular evolved opera-

tors

Consider the following operator:

I dte--rt2 (t), (A.38)
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where 4J E A, 1(t) = o?(b) is the modular flow of 1 in the state IQ). Note that the

modular flow of I is simply

-to(I) = dte-'(tto)2 (t)

This makes it clear that -t. (I) has an entire analytic extension in to for bounded 4,

because the dominated convergence theorem justifies the differentiation with respect

to to inside the integral sign since iD(t) is uniformly bounded in t.

Finally, lets discuss the case when 1(t) is an unbounded closeable local operator.

In general, the integral over a closeable operator need not be closeable. However, note

that c-,(I)IQ) is entire anlytic in z by the same argument as above. Further we note

that o-,(I) is closeable for each z : this is because the domain of its adjoint contains

A'rIQ) which is dense. Thus, we conclude oU--/ 2 (I) is a densely defined closeable

operator defined at least on A'rIQ).

A.5 Unitary versus non-unitary operators in free fields

Consider the non-unitary operator e(f) with f supported in the right Rindler wedge.

Our goal is to demonstrate that the state e-(f) IQ) in free field theory can also be

created by a unitary e" 0 Q) where 0 is supported in a larger region than just the

right wedge.

It can be checked explicitly using the canonical commutation relations that

e-D)WIQ) cX eoIQ), (A.39)

where the operator 0 is defined on a constant time slice E : x = 0:

0 = j ddlX (O(x)ty - Y)(x)&tx)) (A.40)
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and the y function is

Y(x) J= dyf(y)({(x)(y)}) (A.41)

with the y-integral running over the whole spacetime. The important point is that

since ({#(x)#(y)}) is non-zero for y outside of the right wedge the support of the

function 'y(x) leaks outside of the right wedge.

A.6 Some calculation details

Here, we present the calculation that leads to the expression in (2.157) using both

the BCH method and the real-time perturbation series in section 2.2.

A.6.1 BCH method

In the family of non-unitary states discussed in section 2.3, the operators e I() are

exponentials of integrated local operators, hence it seems convenient to work with

a perturbative A expansion of the relative modular operator in terms of the expo-

nents <D(f). Such an expansion is provided by the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff (BCH)

formula. To use the BCH formula we first write the relative modular Hamiltonian as

Kn, = - log (eXf)e) + 2A2(Q1(f) 2 )

X(f) = 2(<J)i/ 2 (f), Y = -K . (A.42)
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The BCH formula written in a compact form is the following expansion

log (eAeB) = A + j1 dt 0 (eadAet adB) B

= B + dt (et ad eadB ) A

,(ex) = e (ex) = = X + *(ex)
ex -1

00 B-
O(e" ) = E nx"nn

n=O

x 00B+
(e r) = E , ", B;-= (- 1)"B +

n=O

where

adAB = [A, B], adA4B = [A,ad"n-1B],

the coefficients B: are the Bernoulli numbers, and 0 and 4' are their generating

functions. In a free theory, the commutator of fundamental fields is

['D(f), <D(g)] = -i(f, Ag) (A.45)

where (f, Ag) is anti-symmetric. In particular, (f, Af) = 0. From (2.136) for the

operator X(f) in (A.42) we find

ad'X(f) = (iD)'X(f).

As a result we learn that adxad 21X = 0. Consider the BCH expansion of log(eAXe Y)

when adxad'X is proportional to the identity operator for m odd and vanishes for m

even. Our goal is to show that in this case the BCH expansion terminates at O(X2 )

First consider the BCH expansion up to the second order in A

log (e eB) =B+ A dt E I," A
0 lBn=(

zet = log ( e tA adA ean adB ad+ tA daaeadad A+O 2) . (A.46)
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Therefore,

log (eAAeB) B + A (eadB )A + 2 on Bn ad k(eadadB)ad AadAk- 3)

If adxad'X is a c-number as was the case for non-unitary coherent states we have

[ady, adx]adyX = -adxadT+1 X

[ady,- [ady, adx]]ad'X = (--1)"adxad'y+"X

'(eaday )adxadnyX = adxad' +nX. (A.47)
n=O

Hence, in the expansion (A.47) of log(eAXeY) at the second order only the k = 0 term

contributes. Furthermore at order A 3 or higher in the BCH expansion, we always

have at least two adx whose action on ad'X vanishes. Therefore, in this case, the

BCH expansion is A 2 exact and given by

log(eAXey) Y + A (ea )X + -adxF(ady)X
2

T(x) =x" X+n

n=O m=1

e xx 1 2e (A.48)
ex- 1 (ex -1 - 4 sinh2 (x/2)

As we discussed earlier, we can drop the terms in F(x) that have even powers of x.

Since the commutator of [1(f), (iD)m (f)] is proportional to the identity operator the

BCH expansion for the relative modular operator truncates at order A 2 and becomes

KQfA - K = -2A eadK)(4)i/2 (f) - 2A2 [(1J)i/2(f), F(ad-K)(J)i/2(f

+2A 2 (g(f) 2)

Let us start with the term linear in A. We use the spectral decomposition of A:

A = e-w P(dw), (A.49)
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with P(dw) a projection-operator-valued-measure (POVM). We write the first order

term in A as

= dwdw' ( Wt) P(,)X/ 2P(d')

- J 0 dud' 2  
2 P(dw)XP(dw')

J-,0 2 sinh ( 2)

dwdw' dt irei 5w'tP(dw)XP(dw')
J0 -CO 2 cosh2 (irt)

2U
dt _X(t) .

cosh 2 (rt)
(A.50)

Plugging X = - 2 4j in the above expression we find that the first order correction

to the relative modular operator is

K( = J dt -7(ft).
=f J cosh 2 (7rt)

Now, consider the second order term:

[('J)i/2(f), F(ad-K)( DJ)i/2f)

= ddw'd" P(dw)jP(dw')@gP(dw")

xe-(ww-")/2 (T(w" - w') - F(w' - w))

(A.51)

(A.52)

Since we are only considering free fields we focus on the part of the above commutator

that is proportional to the identity operator by setting o = w". This "diagonal term"

is

J dwjdw'
(w - w') - sinh(w - w')

1 - cosh(w - w')

We use the identity

(W - W') - sinh(w - w')

1 - cosh(w - w')
-7rjo dtds g(s

2 _co cosh(7rt) cosh(7rs)

P(dw)J(f)P(dw')>(f)P(dw) .

- t) (ei()')(-t) _ ei(w-')(st))
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to write the (A.52) as

- 0f dtds g(s - t)[1v(t), IDJ(s)] .2 j 0  cosh(7rt) cosh(7rs)

Plugging (A.51) and (A.54) back into (A.49) we obtain

KQfA - KQ = 2A2 (D(f) 2) - rA dt J(ft)
Jcosh2 (rt)

+ 7rA2  'Q dtds g(s
J_00 cosh(7rt) cosh(ws)

- t)[-Icv(t), DJ(S)]

as was promised in section 2.3.

A.6.2 Real-time method

Now, we reproduce the BCH answer above using the perturbation theory in A dis-

cussed in section 2.2. We show that there are non-trivial cancellations between the

commutator terms and contact terms that make all terms of order A 3 and higher

vanish.

From the analysis of section 2.2, for states IfA) = e A(f), we have

S2fA = eA(f)SQ, A2f' = A 2e2Aoj 1/2,

21 - xo2 1 + e2Mj -2 tanh (A<Dj(f))
I + 2A3 4

-2A4 j(f) + 2A3 D _ 4A5 1j(f)5 +-
3 15

aQf= 1 - e2A4>(f)j, (A.56)

(A.57)

Using the result of Sec. 2.2.3 we expand the relative modular operator as

KQf.X
00

- KQ 2A 2 (,(f) 2 ) + EQm.
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We need the following commutators:

[6(t1 ), 6(t 2 )] = 4A2[<J(ft1 ), 4J(ft 2 )]

4 [I3 (fto), (fti)] [1v(fto), D(fti)]) + 0(A6 )

8A5

=3

+ [kDI(ft) 3, 'DI(ft2 )], <D(f3)]] + O(A 7 )

Other nested commutators that appear in the expansion can be checked to be O(A6 )

and higher. To find the contact terms we also need the following terms:

6(t) 3 = -8A 3
<D1(ft) 3 + 8A 5

<Dj(ft)5 + O(A6 ),

{6(ti), [6(t 1 ), 6(t2)2]} = 16A4 {<DI(ftD)[<bv(ft1 ), 4b(ft2 )2]

Then, the first term in the expansion for the relative modular Hamiltonian is the

operator

cosfdt(t J(t)Q 2 J cosh2 (7t)

I dt (-2A<DJ(ft) + 2A 3j(ft) 3 _
3

The next term is

Q2 = 7jdtidt2 g(t 2 -t 1 )

4 Jd cosh(7rti)cosh(7rt 2)

4A2[dbv(fti), 4b(ft2 )] - 8A 4 [<DJ(ft)

Putting these together we already reproduce the result

= 2A2 ((D(f) 2 ) - NrAJ
dt

c <hD1)(ft) +cosh 2(7rt)

+ 7rA _ cosh(irt) h()g(s - t)[<bj(t), Dj(s)] +O(A 3)
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Now, we need to show that all higher order terms in A cancel for free fields. In this

case, the commutator of fundamental fields is proportional to the identity operator,

hence we obtain

Qfree dtdt2 9(t2 - t 1 )
2 cosh(7rti)cosh(7rt

2 )

(7rA2[.pJ(ftj), <b(ft) - 2rA4 [Ibj(ft1), bj(ft)]<j(ft2 )2 + O(A 6)

The terms Q, with m > 2 in (2.98), in addition to the nested commutators Im also

include contact terms that we denoted by Pm. The third term Q3 splits according to

Q3 = 13 + P3

I 7A = d 9d~t (t2 - t1)g(t3 - t2)
13 = 9 1  dt2 dt3 cosh(7rti)cosh(7rt

3 )

x ( ii1(ft ) , 1b(ft2)3], <J(ft3 )] + [[<bv(ft) 3, <bJ(ft2)], <b(ftA)]) + O(A6 )

r dt -8A 3 DJ(ft) 3 + 8A 5<bD(ft) 5  O(A6)
24 cosh2 (rt)

Specialising to free field theory, we obtain the following simplification for Q3:

S- 87rA5 dtidt2dt3 - t)g(t 3 - t2 ) (D(ft 2 )[J(ft1), b 4J(ft2)][DJ(fA), DJb(ft3 )]
13re 3 7A td~t cosh(irti)cosh(wt3j \

+ 4bV(ft1 )f[b(ft1), DJ(ft2)][ b(ft1), 'DJ(ft3 )]

Pfree = I1 dt _-) 3[ A (ft)3 + A5 1 'J (ft)j5
3 3 cosh2(7t)

The same analysis can be applied to Q4:

Q 4 = I4 + P4

I4 O(A6 )

P4  4i~dd g(t2 - ti)
P4 = A dtidt2 cosh(7t )cosh(7rt

2 )

x ( )[(ft2 )[)J(ft) 4 J(ft2)2] + [+I(ft1 ), <bJ(ft)2] B(f)) + O(A 6 )
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which also simplify for free fields

"ree 27r 4 dtdt2 g(t2 - tl ) (Jf22[Dy) DJf21
pf4e = 2qrA dtidt2 cosh(7-t )cosh(rt2 ) 2 )If, 1f 2 ) -

Finally, the last term that can contribute to order A' is

Q5 = 15 + P

15= O(A 7 )

P = 1 o(t2icost3 - t2 ) 3 6(t2)6(t 3) + 6(t2)6(t 1)6(t2 )26(t3) + 6(t1)6(t 3)6(t 2)5(t 1)2

+ 6(t1 )6(t 2)6(t 3)3 + 6(t1)6(t2)26(t6)6(t2) + 6(t1)26(t2)6(t3 )6(t1) - 6(t1)6(t2)6(t3 )6(t1 )2

- 6(t2)26(t3)6(t2)6(t 1) - 6(t1)6(t2)6(t)6(t2)2 + 6(t1)6(t2)356(t3)]

Specializing to free field theory, we find

pfree = -87rA 5  dtidt2dt3g(t2 - t1)g(t 3 - t2) (ftl)[by (ftl), <b(ft2 )][<gJ(ftl), <bj(ft3 )]3 j cosh(wrti)cosh(7rt 3 )

+ 87A 5 J (t2 - ti )(t 3 - t2) b(ft 2 )[<bP(ft 2 ), <4V(ft3)][<(ft2), 'J(fti)]3 Jcosh(7rtl)cosh(7rt 3 )

f 5dt p (t) 5 +OA6
51 f cosh2 (rt) 6

Putting all this together we find that all the O(A 3, A4 , A') terms cancel explicitly.

A.7 Commutator of Euclidean evolved operators

In the expression for the relative modular Hamiltonian KDQ we found in section 2.2

various commutators of 0() and 0) appear; see (2.108). It is clear that

(A.59)

However, the commutators # (t) # (s) are more subtle. In this appendix, we

comment on this type of commutators using the spectral decomposition of the mod-
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ular operator.

The Euclidean commutator

[4b(f)i/ 2 , '(()-i/ 2] = f dwdw'dw" ew'~i - 2

P(dw) 1D(f) P(dw') 4 (g)P(dw")

is convergent for a nice enough function f. Naively, one might have thought that

the commutator (A.60) can be computed by comparing the perturbative expansion of

section 2.2 for unitary states e iA4I(f) Q) with the exact answer from the BCH expan-

sion. However, as we show below, formal manipulation of the commutator, indeed,

reproduces the same result for the relative modular Hamiltonian of unitary states we

obtained in section 2.2:

Ke\i(f)I = eiA(f)Ke-iAD(f)

=K + iA[log A, '(f)] - (iA)2 [[log A, ,(f)], (f)]I + O(A3 ),2

In free theories, from the fact that commutators of fundamental fields is central we

expect the commutator [4(f)/2, '(9)-i/ 2] to be proportional to the identity operator:

-21 dwdw'sinh(w - w')P(dw)>(f)P(dw')4(g)P(dw) (A.60)

This is simply the Fourier transform of the statement that we are considering com-

mutators of Euclidean evolved operators and leads to no insight about them.

We again stress these are formal manipulations and we are not concerned with

domain questions and closeablity in the following. Therefore, in this appendix, we do

not perform the smearing we discussed earlier in Appendix A.4.

To obtain intuition about how this commutator reproduces the correct answer for

unitary states we go through this example step by step. Consider a unitary state

U = e iM(f). The relative modular operator

AujQ - eiAb(f)Ae-A)(f) (A.61)
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Define

a = )-i/2 (eiiA/(f))/2

4/2 = 2 /(A.62)

Since the state U creates is already normalized we expand a in A to find

A2

a = 1 + Aa1 + -- a2 + 0(A3)

a,= i (4-i/2(f) - 'i/2(f))

a 2 = -2(f) /2(f) + 24i/2(f)i/2(f) (A.63)

Following the notation in section 2.2 we expand 6 in A

6  2(1 - a) = -Aa + A(a 2- a 2 ) + O(A3)
1 + a 2

=AP)' A (2) + 0(A 3 )
2

P) = i /2(f) - 'C-i/2(f))

6(2) [bi/2(f), (P-i/2(f)] . (A.64)

Since 6 starts at order A then if we are interested in the modular Hamiltonian up to

the second order in A we only need

7r I dt 00 A1/2 A1/ 2

2 j cosh2 (7rt) 6(t) dA+ 6

Qs( dtds g(s - t)[6(t), 6(s)]4 jcosh(irt) cosh(7rs)9(

/o A1/ 2  A _ __1/2

d A/ 62 (A.65)
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where we have used the following two integrals

A + _C)QJ_ 2 cosh(7rt)

2(A+/) = j dtf3 tg(t)A-' t
2(,A + 0) _0,0

Expanding the relative modular Hamiltonian we have

Ku = KQ + AK(') + -kK(2) + O(A 3)

K -) =2' I

K () =2c{

dt (1)(t)
cosh 2(irt)

dt 6()(t)
cosh2 (7rt)

dtds

cosh(wt) cosh(7rs)

We would like to compare this answer with the result we found in (2.140)

Ku =eDKe-

A2
- K - AD(Df) - -(f, ADf)

2

K + iA\[log A, 1D(f)] - (iA) 2 [[logA, 1D(f)] 1(f)J]
2

(A.67)

where D = x100 + x00 1 is the generator of boost. The operator KM1 written using

the spectral decomposition of A in (A.49) is

K(1) - ir f dt iK(t+i/2(f) -iK(t+i/2) _ eiK(t-i/2)-(f)eiK(t-i/2))
2 j cosh2 (_t)

d d' J
dt

cosh 2(7t)

(ei(t+i/2)(w-w') _ ei(t-i/2)(w-w')) P(dw)ID(f)P(dw')

= -i dwdw'(w - w')P(dw)<b(f)P(dw') i[(f), K] (A.68)

where we have used the fact f dwP(w) = I. This is the correct answer at order A.

At the second order we expect to find

- [[K,fd(f)], (D(f)]]

=f dwdw'dj"(2w' - w -- w")P(dw)<b(f)P(do,')(D(f)P(dw") .
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We show this explicitly below.

At the second order in A we have two terms, first

-r f d 2)2 J dt (2)
2 1 cosh 2 (7t)

j dwdww I d2 P(dw)D(f)P(dw') (f)P(dw")

x e'eiw(t+i/2) -iw"(t-i/2) _ e-w'i(t-i/2)ei-w"(t+i/2)

= dwdw'dw' P(dw)@(f)P(d')@(f)P(do")(w - w") e
e /

_,

and the second term

Jo 0
d 3 1/2 6 _ 6 A /2

L\ + P L-\/ + P X +P

= j d,3 dwd'dIIP(dw)>(f)P(dw'1)(f)P(dw")

e-w/2 (,-W/' _ e -L'"/2

(e- + )(-M + /3) (e-U'" + /)
x (ew/2+w"/2 _ ew/2+"/2-w' _ e-(w/2+w"/2-') + ew/2-w"/2

The / integral can be performed explicitly to give

( e-w/2 (e-W' - ) e-"/2

Sd (e-W + ) (e-w' + /3) (e--" + /))
- csch csch ( W ( + w" - 2w')

sinh (w+w"-2w')
sinh(w - w') - sinh(w - w") + sinh(w' - w")

Plugging this back in (A.69) and adding both A 2 terms we find

dwdw'dw' P(dw)@(f)P(dw')(f)P(dw")(2w' - w - w")

= 2D(f)KD(f) - KD(f) 2 _ (f)2K

which is consistent with the result in (A.67).
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A.8 Domain issues

Consider the relative modular operator between 01Q) and IQ).

A.8.1 Bounded 0

First consider 0 E A. Then, we have with So = SQO*, So = OSA, a E A and a' E A',

So[alQ)] = a*OIQ)

Soa'|Q)] = a'*OIQ)

as needed. Thus, we conclude So c So 1 and So c Shi, in the domains indi-

cated. This automatically implies that the true relative modular operator extends

the quadratic form SSo defined on the domain above. What we mean is

IiA2aQ)2 = (QIO*aa*OIQ) = (QIa*OAQ0*ajQ).

Of course to carry out perturbation theory, 0 E AT as discussed previously.

Similarly, with 0 E A and 0-1 E A, we have with To = (0*)-5Q and Tt - S*0-1

we get

To[aOjQ)] = a*jQ)

TJ[a'O|Q)] = a'*IQ),

and we get

SIAI/2a0IQ) 12 = (Qlaa*IQ) = (QI0*a*A/20-10*-11/ 2aOIQ).

In principle, the same results occur if we restrict the operators a E AT c A the

Tomita algebra.
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A.8.2 Unbounded 0

In the case when 0 is unbounded one needs to be careful. WLOG, we can choose

o = exp(,3) to be of exponential form. Then, the issue arises because vectors of the

form aIQ) with a E A, are not in the domain of the local operators 4P while vectors

of the form a'jQ), a' c A' are (see Lemma 2.3 in [74]). To navigate around this, one

uses the Tomita algebra. We note

aTIQ) = (a*)*lQ) = JA1/ 2 (a*)IQ) = Ja*(i/2)JIQ) = b' IQ)

b' = Ja*(i/2)J.

Here aT(i/2) is the analytic continuiation of the modular evolved operator aT(t)

evaluated at t = i/2. Formally, aT(i/2) = /A/2 aTA1/2. But it is more rigorous

to think of aT(i/2) as simply the analytically continued operator aT(z) evaluated at

z = i/2.

Now, b' is a bounded operator in the commutant. Here we have used the fact

that arbitrary complex powers of AQ induce automorphisms of the Tomita algebra.

Then, for the case where 14) = exp(#3b)IQ), we get with Xo = SQ0, Yo 0 No,

using the previous result,

Xo[aTIQ)] = a* IV),

Yo[aTIa)] = ar|I),

and the previous relations for the quadratic forms continue to hold here.

A.8.3 Domain of perturbation theory

In our real time perturbation theory, for the definitions of 3 to make sense, we need to

work in the common domain of the operators A1/2 (A + )' and A-1/ 2 A(A +p)1.

First lets consider the case where A = dAp the relative modular operator be-

tween the vacuum and IT) = 'IQ); with IT) invertible. AO = AQ, the modular

operator of the vacuum. We choose a C AT(Q), the Tomita algebra of the vaccuum
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state.

Using the integral representation,

(A + /3- 1 aP) = limeo . 't~a|T)
2 J-0, sinh(r(t + i*))

-lim"0 r a)A" V
2 J-" sinh(7r(t + icE))

= limE4 o
2 _c

di
.ih7~ + -*0 o (a)[DQ : Dqf]tjT),

where of(a) is the modular flow of a and [DQ DI']t is the cocycle. Obviously, the

c -* 0 limit exits on the RHS.

We observe that the integrand above is in the domain of A1/. And, we get

A 1/2 ao a)[DQ : Dxl]tlT) = 04l2(aJ*D DtG

where, by definition of the Tomita algebra, oQ(a) is an analytic function of z. We

have also used [DQ : DI]* = [DP : DQ]t. Moreover, the vector on the RHS seen

as a function of t is uniformly bounded. Therefore, for any 0 < E < 1, the following

integral exists,

J dGsin dt + -i /2(a)JT*[D1 : DQ]t|Q).
-'0 sinh(7(t + i-E)) t

(A.72)

Since A/ 2 is a closed operator, Hille's theorem for the Bochner integral guarantees

Idt _"o2(a)[DQ : D]tx) E D(AI/2).-_ ., sinh(7r(t + ze))
(A.73)

and also

A1/2

0J-0c

0 o

Ssinh(ir(t + iE)j ~ )D. Pt''dt

c-to/3(/2(a)JP* [D'I: DQ]t|IG)
sinh((t + i))

h-( -toy-i/2(a)JP* A'tQ ) I
sinh(7(t + ic)) q
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Since IQ) is in the domain of A 1 2 the vector valued function A'-a I) is analytic

in the strip {z : -1/2 < Im(z) < 0}. This means JxI*A",QIQ) is analytic in the strip

{z : 0 < Im(z) < 1/2} by the antilinearity of J. Therefore, o-z-i/ 2 (a)JF*I*A',Q) is

analytic in this strip. Then, one can use the Cauchy theorem to write,

A 1/ 2 Idt _a.()D :DW|)0 _J0 sinh(7r(t + Eit))1f(a)[DQ: Dqf]tI')
= -i fj dt - J 0i+1/2

-to J-/,,j cosh(ir(t + Zc)) 03t (a)Jq*A+/jQ

This implies, by the dominated convergence theorem

limEoA 1/2 (} dt _3tj-A(a)[DQ: DI]t|x)(10. sinh(7r(t + ZE))

- -i dt 3t (a)Jjq*Ait+1/2 1Q).
_0. cosh(7rt)

Obviously the last integral converges. Since 1/
2 is a closed operator, this is sufficient

to guarantee alP) is in the domain of A1/2(A + 3)1/2. Next we look at

AO /2A(A + 0)1/2aII)

Again, an integral representation tells us

A(A + 0) 1/ 2 al) = lim dt "o(a)A )
2 _Ce sinh(ir(t - ZE))

Using an argument very similar to the prevous ones and using Cauchy's theorem we

are able to write

1A(A + 0) 1/ 2aIP) =
2,/3

I dt
f 'o~dt 3 - /(gAgi/2

_Co cosh(7rt)' -/() ' F

Next, we note

1/21 -) Q),
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where -', = Jp-2 JQ is the conjugation cocycle which is a unitary in the commutant.

This implies

'A (1A + d) 1/2iat) d (a0-i/() A " ;(Q)-
2V/ -c, cosh(rt)

Finally, we can use

'Ait Ag A1, -it~~'

Here, the prime on the last term indicates the relative modular operator with

respect to the commutant. This implies

A(A + i3)1/ 2aI) = 1 dt 2(a)[D :D
2V/' _. cosh(wrt) t-i/ 2

where [D:I D (A' )-t(')(A is the unitary cocycle in the commutant.

Finally, we note that if b is in the Tomita algebra and 1a) is in the domain of A0 1/2

then 'A01/ 2 bla) = -i/2 (b)A-1/ 2 a). This shows that the integrand in the previous

equation is in the domain of A' 0/2. Moreover, by Hille's theorem again,

0 0-2 t--i/2(a)[DT : DQ]'_to--/ t -tQ1 (0'1 }Q) Q

1 f dt

-2 c cosh(7rt) t

we get that A(A + 0) 1/2 al'J) is also in the domain of A 1/2 since the latter integral

conveges.
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Appendix B

Appendix for Chapter 3

B.1 Harmonic oscillator example

As an illustration of the perturbation series derived in the main text, here we consider

a very simple example.

Consider AO given by the (unnormalized) thermal density matrix for a harmonic

oscillator

(B.1)AO = exp(-3H),

and A by a "squeezed transform" of AO

A = S(r)t exp(-13H)S(r), S(r) = exp (r2 -

We will compute logAo - logA as a perturbative expansion in the parameter r

two ways, firstly using the the BCH (which in this example is extremely simple) and

then using the formula (3.2).

From BCH, it is straightforward to see that

A = exp(-3H'), H' = StHS = oto-, or-= StaS = &coshr - dtsinhr,
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r& t2,
r > 0 . (B.2)

(B.3)



and thus

logAo -logA = 0(H'- H) = ( 2 &t+1) ( +r2+ ) (2+ t2) (r+ 2 03 ) +(r 5 )

(B.4)

Now let us consider the perturbation series (3.2). Note that

A-i t Ad =&e~-i, A- 1/2etA1/2 &e-3/2, (B.5)

Here, the domain one should consider is the set of finitely excited Harmonic oscillator

states. Throughout, we will be working on this set. Then, we get

a 1 - /2 -1/2

= rA 1/2[&2 _ ht2, 'AO]A 1/ 2 
- r2 A1/2[&2 W _ 

[&2 - &, 01]]A /2 2 - 8 
+ r3 A1/2[&2 _ ett2, [&2 _ &t2' [52 _ &t2' Ao]]A- 1/2

- A-1/2 [t2

I = a
1 - a/2

&t2 2 - &t2, [&2 _ &t2, [&2 _ &t2, AO]-A1/ 2 ,

=-int(&2 ett2) + r2[&2 , &t2]sih23 + r 3  0e2+t23
-rih, sn(2)-sinhf(&+ 1)

4 12
[ 2 3

- coshosinh(2,3)[&2 _ &t, [&2 &t]124
r sinh 2fOsinh23 (&2 + ett)2[&2, Pt] + [a2 P](&2 + et2)2

+ (2 +t2)[&2, &t2](a2 + &t2)

sinh2l cosh 2 3[[[&2 , &t2], &2 - t2], &2 - &t2
- n 2[

- sinh 2/3[[[a2, at2], a2 + ett2], &2 + &t2])
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s(t) =2 -2 + &t2e2it, d(t) =2e-2 _ 5t2e2i 3t

in terms of which we obtain

2

6(t) = -rsinho3s(t + [~ 2 t]sinh203

+ -- sinh3t) -cohsih2)[V)
12 24

- I 2 sinh2 sinh2o S(t)2 [2, &t2] + [e2, t2]s(t)2 + s(t)[&2 , &t2]s(t))

+ sinh2# 4 ! 2 3 (coshf[[[2, &t2], d(t)J, d(t)] - sinh23[[[d 2, at2, s(t)], s(

We would need the expressions

I t eixtdth )
cosh 2(7t)

dt eix(t-a)

cosh(rt) sinh(7r(t - a + ic))

dt ix(t-a)

cosh(rt) sinh(7r(t - a - ie))

x 1
7 sinh(x/2)'

e -x/2 -- iax -x/2

I1 - e-x cosh(ira)'

ex/2 _-iax e-x/2
2i 1 - e- cosh(7ra)

We then get, upto O(r4 ),

0Q(6 -r(2 + &t2) + Ir2 [2, &t2] [&2 - &t2, [&2 &t2]]12

/ r([[[ 2, 6t2] e2], t2] + [[[a2, &t2], ht2], &2])96

= (2&t& + 1) (/r 2
_ (a2 + 6t2) + 2+ r 3

where we have combined terms using the identity

[si, s|] - 3S2[S1, S2182 = [[[SI, 82], S2], S2]
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We define

(B.8)

(B.9)

(B.10)

(B.11)

(B.12)

(B.13)

limEo

lim"O

(B.14)

(B.15)

(B.16)

(B.17)

(B.18)

(B.19)

(B.20)



Eq.(B.19) and Eq.(B.4) agree precisely.

B.2 Contact term at quintic order

For completeness, we evaluate the formula given for the contact terms Pm for the case

m = 5. We get

P5 =-i E2-4 cosh(=t,)cosh(irt 3) Ktl)(t2)
6 (t3) + 5(t2 )6(t 1 )6(t 2) 2 (t3 )

+ 6(t 1)6(t3)6(t2)5(t 1 )2 + 6(t1)6(t2)6(t 3 )3 + 6(t1 )6(t2) 26(t3)6(t2 )

+ 4(t1 )23(t 2)5(t3)5(t 1) - 4(t1)6(t2)6(t3) (ti)2 - 6(t2 ) 2 5(t3)6(t2 )6(t1 )

- 6(t1)26(t3)6(t2)5(ti) - 4(t1)4(t2)4(t3)4(t2)2 + 6(t1)6(t2 )36( 3) ). (B.21)

The first three terms above come from the object E5 applied to the kernel. The next

three terms come from B-. The last five terms come from .

This can be further simplified as

PS = lim1,2 ÷O cosh(irti)cosh(7rt 3) [(t 2 )3(t1 ), 6(t2) 2 6(t3 )]

+ 6( 1 )[6( 3 ), 6(t2)]6(t1 )2 + 6(t1)6(t2)[(t2 ), (5(t3)16(t 2) + 6(ti)2[6(t2 ), 6(t 3)]6(t1 )

+ 6(t1)5(t2 )36(t3 ) + 6(t1) 36(t2 )6(t 3) + 6(t1)6(t2)6(t3)3 ). (B.22)

B.3 Action of the Permutation Group on Operators

and Functions

In this Appendix, we elaborate more on the action of the permutation group on

operators and functions introduced in (3.29)-(3.30).

Sm denotes the symmetric group of permutations on rn-distinct objects and we use

(1, 2, .. , m) to denote the permutation that sends 1 -+ 2 -* 3 - - - -+ (rn- 1) -+ m -* 1.

We will follow the convention where group composition, denoted by * in Sm is from
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left to right, e.g.,

(1234) * (124) = (1423)

(12345) * (342) (13245)

(B.23)

(B.24)

We define

(B.25)

(B.26)

Note that in (B.25) the permutations act to the left, while in (B.26), the permutations

act to the right. More explicitly,

-(r(6(ti)6(ti2) ... 6(tim))) = * T (6(til)6(t4
2 ) .. 6(tim)),

c-(r(F(til, ti2 , * * ' , tim ))) T * o-(F(til, ti2, * * , tim))) .

Now consider some examples

(123)F(t 2 , t1 , t3) = F(t3 , t 2 , ti), (123)8(t2 )6(t 1)3(t3 )=(t2),

(12) ((123)F(t2,tI,t3))= F(t6, 1, t2 ) = (23)F(t2 ,t 1 ,t 3 ),

(12)((123)6(t2)6(ti)6(t3 )) = 6(t3)6(tI)6(t2)= (13)6(t2)6(t1)6(t3),

with (12) * (123) = (13) and (123) * (12) = (23).

We now give a proof Eq. (3.33) [31]. Notice that

(M, in - 1...4321)X6(tm) = 6(tm)X,

for any product of operators X not involving 6(tm), and thus

(id - (in, m - 1, ..4321))X(tn) = [X, 6(tm)] .
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(B.28)

(B.29)

(B.30)

(B.31)

(B.32)

(B.33)

0-(til Jo(ti2)--..-6(ti .. =6(ti,1 Joti,)---oti () )

a-(F(til , ti2, -' * , tim) = F(to-(il), tU(i2), -7 tU(im) ) .



Now (3.33) follows by induction. For m = 2 it is obviously true. Assume its true for

m - 1. Then we have

TM(6(ti)..5(tm)) = (id - (m, m - 1, ..4321)) [Tm-1((ti)..56(tm-1))] 6(tm)

= [Tm-1(6(t1)..6(t._1)),6(tm) (B.34)

which completes the proof.

B.4 The c -+ 0 limit

In this appendix, we include a proof of the existence of the E -4 0 limit in (3.2). In

other words, we establish the identity in (3.17) treating the c -+ 0 limit carefully.

Using the spectral decomposition of A in (B.48) for any E, # > 0 and vectors jx)

and ly) we have

$1< -Z 0 dt -wAilim (-z jy) = limE.. (yIA- Ix) (B.35)
E-+ A + ) 2 _m.4 0  sinh(7r(t - ic))

Note that we can freely interchange the A and t integrals because the integrand

above is an absolutely convergent function. Our goal is to show the limit above gives

(yI AIX)

The following inequalities

eG1-6)A e A
< < 1 VA > 0, (B.36)

eA+3 eA+/3

eu-E)A 1 1
< <- VA < 0. (B.37)

eA +3 eA+#3 #

imply that ex(1-) is dominated by an integrable function. Then, the Lebesgue domi-

nated convergence theorem [75] implies that

limeI e+ (KxP(dA)Iy) = e (xlP(dA)ly) .(B38)
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This is sufficient to guarantee

2 lim _, _ sinh(r(t - ic)) 1' yle KIX) Y + (fx). (B.39)

B.5 Interchange of 3 integral with e -+ 0 limit.

Finally, we consider the question of interchange of the order of the 3 integral and the

E -+ 0 limit in (3.19). For concreteness, consider the m = 2 in (3.19):

0 = O limeo dtodtidt2O +I1 +2) f (4)g (t1) f (t2) (XIA -ill -i22Iy),

(B.40)

f(t) = 2cosh(7rt)'

44 [sinh(7(t - iE))

1 1
sinh(wr(t + ic))j_

(B.41)

(B.42)

Our aim is to justify bringing the limit c -+ 0 out of the integral. The integrals over

the ti can be done explicitly to get

Q~E) = j d/ (x ) - 61Y( 3)),

XE() = (xA6( 6A y),

YE(O) = {x|A6 A 6A~y).

(B.43)

(B.44)

(B.45)

In appendix B.4 we show that

limeoX(#) =

lime_,40Ye P) =

(xIA6( A
A+43 ) 6AIy) = X(#),

(B.46)

(B.47)(xIA6(1 4 )Aly) = Y(O).

It is instructive to think of the spectral decomposition of the positive operator A:

A = J e -\ P(dA), (B.48)
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where P(dA) is a positive-operator valued measure. Then, for any 0 < E < 1, 3 > 0

and all vectors Ix) we have

Al-E
(xIA Ix) < (xIHIx) (B.49)

H = 1 -P(dA) + A P(dA)
Bo<A<r lit a t t1A+te

By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we have the estimates

(B.50)

03Xe(O) - 3-y Y() < 2F(),

O3X6(3) - /3-"YE(3) < 20F(O),

VO <3 < 1,

VI < ,

F(3) = (x\A6H6Ax) + (yJA6H6Ay).

Since f, F(3) < oc and f100 3F(3) < oc the dominated convergence theorem

guarantees

limEoQW = dO(Xp - OY(O)), (B.54)

which implies

f 0d3lim-O

=limE'O , dtodtidt20i('O+" 12) f(tO)gE(tl)f (t2)(X IA -i*o6A-~"16 -it2 l).

(B.56)

The argument above generalizes to the mh term in (3.19) and justifies the interchange

of the 3 and E -+ 0 limits. This generalization makes it clear that the order of limits

of the Ei -+ 0 does not matter in (3.19).
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(B.51)

(B.52)

(B.53)

Jdtodtidt20*+ +12) f(tO)gc (t1) f(t2) (XJA iI6A-i16A-i2y) (B.55)



Appendix C

Appendix for Chapter 4

C. 1 Explicit expressions for various discrete trans-

formations

In this Appendix we list transformations of various tensors under various discrete

symmetries. They are important for obtaining the explicit forms of dynamical KMS

transformations (4.45) and (4.50)-(4.52) of various tensors. For notational simplicity

we have suppressed the transformations of the arguments of all the functions, which

are given in the first line of each table.

Table C.1: Discrete transformations in 3+1-dimension
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T PT CPT
X" (-X0, Xi) -(X, Xi) -( 0, Ii)
UP (UO, -Ui) (UO IUi) (UO IUi)
WY (WO, -Wi) - (WO )pi) - (W 7 W)

A (A, -Aj) (Ao, Aj) -(A0, Aj)
BA (Bo, -Bi) -(B3o, Bt) (Bo, B1)
at, (-ao, 1 0) - (0, 10) - (0, 1 0)
9 = 0" -0 -09 -
At At A -At

(p -(P -(p (P



Table C.2: Discrete transformations in 2+1-dimension

Note that in all cases C,,, J' transform as A,, while , T", gati have the same

transformations as g,,, and uI-V transforms the same as g,, but with an overall minus

sign. w" and BM are defined below (4.2).

C.2 Some useful formulae

In this Appendix we give some useful formulae used in deriving equations such

as (4.94) and (4.97).

We first note an identity in (3 + 1)-dimension

Vttan?" F,,G,6= -26"8?" FmcVpGy - 2E''GVOF~yj (C.1)

which can be written in differential forms as

-VF A G = -(. - F) A V A G - ( - G) A V A F . (C.2)
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T PT CPT
SXP (-X, 0 7Xi) (-x0, -x1, x2) (-X0, -x , x2)

up (U - i) (U -U2) (U0,1 -_t2)

A, (A, -A) (Ao, A1, -A2) (-Ao, -A90 A2)

( , 001)0 (00-1, -a, 92) (-o, -1, 2)

av =1, (-ti,tvi) (-vt, -ti v) (-t, -ti v)

V2 (-Vt vi) (-vt -t V) (-t, _Vt V)
9pV (900, -90i, 9pj) (9001 901, -902 (900, 901, -902

-9 12
, 911 , 2 2 ) -912,911,922)

Si -Si S0 1

S2 -S2 S2 -S2

Cea 1, 3 (-to, t') ( 1, 7 -i (t , tI ,- )
ti-I, a =2, 4 (-to,, t') (to t, -t2) (-to, -t I, t2)

o0" (-o 7 010, -oU) (o , 070 , -o (U~O I g~o _ - 012
-9f 12 , 07117012) -o4, af 11, 22)



where is a vector field, F, G are two-forms, and V is a one-form. As an example,

given u = udx", w = du, and 00 = 0u", we then have

OF A w = (p - F) A u A w + (0 - w) A u A F.

It is also useful to recall that for a differential form A and a vector field (

d( - A) = L A - dA.

It then follows that for some vector v

J VF A F = -2 J O
FALF+2 Jd(<pF A (v - F))

which can be used to derive (4.94).

To see (4.97), we note that:

d 4 x V / AFB-B

d4x v/-gT,'C0g, fd 4X

F) A u A du

(C.7)

-g ((/3 du),. - V7,,/3) q10

gi/ du A du+g2 (O -du) A u A F - dO A u A (g1 du+ g 2F)l
[2 J (C.8)
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(C.3)

(C.4)

(C.5)

= -2ch J8B A B A F

= -2ch (djL+O-F)ABAF

= 3ch AF A F - 2ch Jd(AB A F) (C.6)

-ch

dx ECB,

1

JOB Au A (hidu+h2F)

(df + 0 -F) A u A (hidu+h2F)

[d A u A (hidu+h2F) + hi(O -

+ /h2 FF]

I-I



For (2+ 1)-dimension we have

V cE3WaGa, =W eOaVaG - 2E"O GaVWy

or in differential form

( - V)W A G =(W)V A G - (G) A V A W

where W is a one-form and G a two-form. Here are two examples:

EA uA pu = 1wAiVIE VAF FAp

-1E" JLA UVOU = 61"" APUwPu = -- 9,"AP W,2

where w = du.
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